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Definitions
INTRODUCTION
The Access Vocabulary is made available as a ready reference tool to provide better access to the
NASA Thesaurus Volume 1 -- Hierarchical Listing. For convenience, the postable terms without
their hierarchies and the nonpostable 'USE' terms have been repeated. The remainder of the
Access Vocabulary contains unique 'access points' to the hierarchies in Volume 1. It utilizes
pseudoterms (permuted terms), embedded terms, other word entries, nonpostable terms (cross
references), and postable terms. Once the desired postable term has been located the complete
hierarchical information for that term should be consulted in the Hierarchical Listing. This volume
is updated by Part 2 of the NASA Thesaurus Supplement.
PSEUDOTERMS
Pseudoterms are permuted terms where each word in the term is rearranged by the computer to
give access to any word in the term. By looking up any word in a term, the user can locate the
postable term.
As an example of the potential use of permuted terms, suppose that a user wants to find information
on a specific band that he knows is named for a person, but he cannot remember the person's
name. By looking up the word band, he will find 14 types of bands. If the band he was trying to
remember was the Herzberg Band, he would find it listed and its presence would probably jog his






Embedded terms are rearrangements of parts of a word that contain other words within the term.
The feature of permuting such a word is valuable and provides access to information that might
otherwise be unavailable. The word geomagnetism is thus permuted to become Magnetism, Geo
and can be located under Magnetism in the Access Vocabulary. Permutations are also made in
terms such as magneto.hydro.dynamics. Access is available through Hydro and Dynamics.











NONPOSTABLE AND POSTABLE TERMS
These terms without their hierarchies are included for the convenience of the user. Consult the
Hierarchica/Listing for complete information.
NUMBERS
One feature of a permuted index is that numbers are also permuted. You can look up any number
that appears in a term. Numbers are found at the end of the alphabet.
102, Space Shuttle Orbiter
USE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 102
GLOSSES
A part of a term, usually at the end of a term, that is put in parentheses and qualifies the main term
is called a gloss. These glosses which are usually terms for broader qualifiers are accessible in
the Access Vocabulary For example there are 25 entries under the gloss (Biology). Parens are
ignored in filing glosses due to permutation factors.
(Biology), Activity Cycles






TYPICAL ACCESS VOCABULARY ENTRIES
Nonpostable term in natural language order.
Postable term reference.
Pseudoterms (permutations) derived from non-
postable multiword term. Postable term ref-
erence follows USE.
Air Density Explorer A
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
A, Air Density Explorer
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Density Explorer A, Air
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Explorer A, Air Density
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Embedded term.








Pseudoterms derived from multiword term.
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
Project, Apollo Soyuz Test
USE APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
Soyuz Test Project, Apollo
USE APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
Test Project, Apollo Soyuz
USE APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
Typical OTHER WORD entry (abbreviation)
with postable term reference.
Typical OTHER WORD entry (chemical sym-










A, Air Density Explorer




USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
A, BE
USE BEACON EXPLORER A
A, Beacon Explorer





A Computer, CDC 160-
USE CDC 160-A COMPUTER
A, Energetic Particle Explorer











A, High Energy Astronomy Observatory
USE HEAO 1
A, IMP-
USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
A, Ionosphere Explorer




USE LUNAR ORBITER 1
A Missile, Bomarc







A Reactor, Tory 2-
USE TORY 2-A REACTOR
A Rocket Vehicle, Agena
USE AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
A Satellite, AI)-
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
A Satellite, AE-
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
A Satellite, DME-




USE HEOS A SATELLITE
A Satellite, Magsat
USE MAGSAT A SATELLITE
A, SE-
USE EXPLORER 30 SATELLITE
A, Sir-
USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
A, SMM-
USE SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION-A
A, Solar Maximum Mission-
USE SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION-A
A, Space Shuttle Mlselon 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
A, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
A, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
A, Space Shuttle Mlselon 61-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
A, Space Shuttle Upper Stage
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE A
A, SSUS-









USE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
A-W Devices, S-















USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
A-12 Satellite























Able Rocket Vehicle, Thor
USE THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
Able 5 Launch Vehicle, Atlas
USE ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ABM






















USE SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBERS
ABSORPTANCE
Absorptlometry, Gamma Ray



















USE ENERGY ABSORPTION FILMS
Absorption, Gamma Ray























































AC), Inverted Converters (DC To
USE INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO AC)
(AC TO AC), Voltage Converters
USE VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO AC)
(AC TO DC), Current Converters
USE CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO DC)
AC), Voltage Converters (AC To
USE VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO AC)
AC-1 Aircraft



































USE PARTICLE ACCELERATOR TARGETS
ACCELERATORS
Accelerators, Coaxial Plasma





















USE RACETRACKS (PARTICLE ACCELERATORS)
Accelerators, Rallgun
USE RAILGUN ACCELERATORS
Accelerators, Space Exper With Particle
USE SEPAC (PAYLOAD)
Accelerators), Storage Rings (Particle










Access, Code Division Multiple
USE CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
ACCESS CONTROL
Access, Demand Assignment Multiple
USE DEMAND ASSIGNMENT MULTIPLE ACCESS
Access, Frequency Division Multiple
USE FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Access Memory, Random






Access, Time Division Multiple















































































































Acid Fuel Cells, Phosphoric

















































































































Acoustic Wave Devices, Bulk
USE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
ACOustic Wave Devices, Surface
USE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
ACOUStic Waves, Ion























USE ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB
(SPACELAB)
ACPL (Specelab), Zero-G
USE ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB
(SPACELAB)
Acq Network, Satellite Tracking And Data
USE STDN (NETWORK)
ACQUISITION
Acquisition And Tracking, Video Landmark






Acquisitions Systems, Ocean Data











































USE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
Aden
USE SOUTHERN YEMEN







































USE PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVICES
Actuated Instruments, Propellant












USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
AD/I B












USE SPACE ADAPTATION SYNDROME
ADAPTERS
Adapters, Multiple Oocklng
USE MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTERS
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Adaptive Control, Model Reference
USE MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Adaptive Control Systems
USE ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Adaptive Control Systems, Self








USE INFORMATION ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
Adaptive Wings, Mission


















Address Beacon System, Discrete
USE DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM
Address Systems, Public






















USE ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT
METHODS
Adlabat, Hugoniot



































USE GIBBS ADSORPTION EQUATION
ADSORPTIVITY
Advanced Airborne Command Post
USE E-4A AIRCRAFT
Advanced CommunlcaUons Technology Sat
USE ACTS
Advanced EVA Protection Systems
USE AEPS
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory
USE AOSO
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION AIRCRAFT
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
ADVANCED RECONN ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
Advanced Technology Ught Twin Aircraft
USE ATLIT PROJECT
ADVANCED TEST REACTORS
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM (AVCS)
Advanced X Ray Astrophysics Facility







Advisory And Resolution, Automatic Traffic
USE AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVISORY AND
RESOLUTION
Advisory System, Automated Pilot
USE AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
Advisory System, Vortex
USE VORTEX ADVISORY SYSTEM
AE-A Satellite
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
AE-B Satellite
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
AE-C Satellite
USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
AE-D Satellite
USE EXPLORER 54 SATELLITE
AE-E Satellite























































Aerodynamic Reusable Spaceship, Manned










































Aerospace Plane Program, National

















USE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AFCS (Control System)
USE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
Affected Zone, Heat












USE KALAHARI BASIN (AFRICA)
Africa, Republic Of South
USE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
(Africa), Sahara Desert
USE SAHARA DESERT (AFRICA)
Africa, South
























USE ASYMPTOTIC GIANT BRANCH STARS
AGC (Control)








AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
Agena B Launch Vehicle, Atlas
USE ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA O ROCKET VEHICLE
Agena Launch Vehicle, Thor
USE THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Agena Launch Vehicles, Atlas
USE ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
Agency, European Space













































USE MICROVISION LANDING AID
Aid Television System, Pilot Landing
USE PLAT SYSTEM
Aided Design, Computer
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Aided Engineering, Computer
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Aided Manufacturing, Computer
USE COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Aided Mapping, Computer
USE COMPUTER AIDED MAPPING
Aided Tomogrsphy, Computer










USE SPOILER SLOT AILERONS
AIMP-D
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
AIMP-E
USE EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
AIMP-1
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
AIMP-2




AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
Air Batteries, Metal







Air Bubble Vehicles, Captured
USE CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
AIR CARGO
(Air Circulation), Registers










USE VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEMS
Air Cushion Vehicles
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Air Cycle Engines, Liquid
USE LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
AIR DATA SYSTEMS
AIR DEFENSE
Air Defense System, Sags
USE SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
Air Density Explorer A
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Air Density Explorer, Dual
USE DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLORER
Air Denslty/Injun Explorer B











Air Fuel Cells, Hydrogen
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Air, High Temperature
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
Air, Hot













Air MisSies, Air To
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
Air Missiles, Ground-To-
USE SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
Air Missiles, Surface To
USE SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
AIR NAVIGATION
Air Navigation, All-Weather






USE GLOBAL AIR POLLUTION
Air Pollution, Indoor





Air Refueling, Air To
USE AIR TO AIR REFUELING
Air Rockets, Air To
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR SAMPLING
Air Sampling Progrem, Global
USE GLOBAL AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM
AIR SEA ICE INTERACTIONS
Air Sea Interactions





AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO AIR REFUELING
Air To Air Rockets
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
AIR TRAFFIC
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)
Air Traffic Satellites, Location Of
USE LOCATES SYSTEM
Air Transport, Supersonic Commercial

















Airborne Multipurpose System, Light




AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE RADAR



































USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Aircraft, Advanced Range Instrumentation
USE ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
AIRCRAFT






USE ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Alpha Jet
























USE ARGOSY MK-1 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Atlantic













































Aircraft, BAC TSR 2
USE TSR-2 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, BAC 111
USE BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft Bases


























USE BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 720
USE BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 727
USE BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 733
USE BOEING 733 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 737
USE BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 747





USE BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 767
USE BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Boeing 2707











USE BREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Braguet 941
USE BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Breguet 1150
USE BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT














Aircraft, C-CA Augmentor Wing








































































































USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
Aircraft, CL-60O Challenger





























USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, CV-7















Aircraft, Oaesault Mirage 3
USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Dalmault Mystera 20
USE MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Oalssult Mystere 50












USE CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Cessna 205
















USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DC 7
USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DC il
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DC 9
USE DC 9 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DC 10
USE DC 10 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havilland
USE DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havllland DH 106
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Cessna 210
USE CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Convair 990
USE CV-990 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havliland DH 112
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
10
Aircraft, Firebee 2 Target Drone
Aircraft, De Havilland DH 115
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Douglas DC-3
USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, F-18
USE F-18 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havilland DH 121
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havilland DH 125
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havllland OHC 4
USE CHC 4 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havilland DHC 5
USE CHC 5 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, De Havilland Venom




USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Douglas DC-8
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Douglas DC-9











































USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DH 112
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, OH 115
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, OH 121
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DH 125
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DHC Beaver
USE DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DHC 2
USE DHC 2 AIRCRAWT
Aircraft, DHC 4
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, DHC 5

















Aircraft, Earth Resources Survey






USE FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
Aircraft, Electronic
USE ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT
Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
USE ACEE PROGRAM
AIRCRAFT ENGINES













































Aircraft, Faircy Delta 2
USE FD 2 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Fan In Wing
USE FAN IN WING AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, FD 2
USE FD 2 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Fellowship















Aircraft, Firebee 2 Target Drone












Aircraft, Fokker F 2?
USE F-27 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Fokker F 28
































USE GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, General Dynamics
USE GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT

























USE HANDLEY PAGE AIRCRAFT



























































































USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Jet Provoat

















Aircraft, KC-135 Aircraft, ME P-160 Aircraft Noise, Jet
USE C-135 AIRCRAFT USE P-160 AIRCRAFT USE JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
Aircraft, Kestrel Aircraft, ME P-308 Aircraft Noise Prediction
USE P-1127 AIRCRAFT USE P-308 AIRCRAFT USE NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)
Aircraft, L-28 Aircraft, Mercure (Aircraft), Noise Prediction
USE U-IO AIRCRAFT USE MERCURE AIRCRAFT USE NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)
Aircraft, L-29 Aircraft, Momrschmltt ME P-160 Aircraft, Nord
USE L-29 JET TRAINER USE P-160 AIRCRAFT USE NORD AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, L-1011 Aircraft, Memrcchmltt ME P-308
USE P-308 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nord 262
USE L-1011 AIRCRAFT USE MH-262 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, L-2000 Aircraft, Meteorological Research
USE METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nord 1500
USE L-2000 AIRCRAFT USE NORD 1500 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Metropolitan
AIRCRAFT LANDING USE CV-440 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, North American
USE NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Lara Aircraft, MH-262
USE COIN AIRCRAFT USE MH-262 AIRCRAFT AIrcrsft, Northrop
USE NORTHROP AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES Aircraft, MIg
uSE MIG AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nuclear Propelled
Aircraft, Lear Jet USE NUCLEAR PROPELLED AIRCRAFT
USE LEAR JET AIRCRAFT Aircraft, MII
USE MIL AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Observation
Aircraft, Light USE OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT
USE LIGHT AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Military
USE MILITARY AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Omnipol L-29
USE L-29 JET TRAINER
Aircraft, Ught Armed Reconnaissance Aircraft, Mirage
USE COIN AIRCRAFT
USE MIRAGE AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Omnlpol Z-37
USE Z-37 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Ught Transport Aircraft, Mirage 3
USE LIGHT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Orion
USE P-3 AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT LIGHTS AIRCRAFT MODELS
Aircraft, Omlthopter
Aircraft, Ung-Temco-Vought Aircraft, Mohawk USE RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
USE LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT AIRCRAFT USE OV-1 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, OV-1
Aircraft, Lockheed Aircraft, MRCA USE OV-1 AIRCRAFT
USE LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT USE MRCA AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, OV-f0
Aircraft, Lockheed C-5 Aircraft, Multi-Role Combat USE OV-10 AIRCRAFT
USE C-5 AIRCRAFT USE MRCA AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, P-3
Aircraft, Lockheed CL-823 Aircraft, Mustang USE P-3 AIRCRAFT
USE CL-823 AIRCRAFT USE P-51 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, P-51
Aircraft, Lockheed Constellation USE P-51 AIRCRAFT
USE C-121 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Mystcre 20
USE MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, P-84
Aircraft, Lockheed L-2000 USE JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
USE L-2000 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Mystere 50
USE MYSTERE 50 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, P-160
Aircraft, Lockheed Model 18 USE P-160 AIRCRAFT
USE LOCKHEED MODEL 18 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, N-156
USE F-5 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, P-166
Aircraft, Lockheed U-2 USE P-166 AIRCRAFT
USE U-2 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, NA-300
USE OV-10 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, P-308
Aircraft, Lockheed XV-4A USE P-308 AIRCRAFT
USE XV-4 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, NAMC
USE NIHON AIRCRAFT Aircraft, P-1052
Aircraft, Low Wing USE P-1052 AIRCRAFT
USE LOW WING AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nsvlon
USE NAVION AIRCRAFT Aircraft, P-1127
Aircraft, LTV USE P-1127 AIRCRAFT
USE LING-TEMCO*VOUGHT AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nnvlon G-1
USE G-1 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, P-1154
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE USE P-1154 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Nsvlon Rengemaster
Aircraft, Man Powered USE G.1 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Pa-34 Seneca
USE MAN POWERED AIRCRAFT USE PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS Aircraft, NC-130
USE C-130 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Pansvla Military
USE PANAVIA MILITARY AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Martin
USE MARTIN AIRCRAFT (Aircraft), Night Flights Aircraft, Panther
USE NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT) USE F-9 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Max Hoists MH-262
USE MH-262 AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nlhon AIRCRAFT PARTS
USE NIHON AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Mcdonnell Aircraft, Passenger
USE MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT Aircraft, Nlhon YS-11 USE PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
USE YS-11 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Mcdonnell Douglas Ah'craft, PD-808





























USE POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Private
USE GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION COSTS
Aircraft Program, Tilt Rotor Research



























Aircraft Research, Supersonic Cruise






Aircraft Rocket Vehicle, Folding Fin
USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
Aircraft, Rotary Wing
USE ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Rotor Systems Research






















USE SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Saab 105























USE PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Shooting Star
USE T-33 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Short Belfast C MK-1
USE SC-5 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Short Haul































































USE SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
































USE TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
Aircraft Technology Program, Transonic
USE TACT PROGRAM
Aircraft, Terrain Following






USE TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Tilt Wing










































































USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Vampire MK 35






USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Vertical Attitude Takeoff-Landing
USE VATOL AIRCRAFT
Alrcraff, Vertical Takeoff




































Aircraft, Water Takeoff And Landing
USE WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRCRAFT
Aircraft, Weather Reconnaissance


































































































































USE INLET AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS
Airframe Integration, Engine
























USE HEAVY LIFT AIRSHIPS
AIRSPACE
Airspace System, National
USE NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
Alrapace Utilization System, National
USE NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
AIRSPEED
Alratreama, Jet






















(AK), Chena River Basin
USE CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
(AK), Cook Inlet
USE COOK INLET (AK)
(AK), Prince William Sound
USE PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND (AK)
(AK), Wrangell Mountains











Alamos Molten Plutonium Reactor, Los
USE LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM
REACTOR
Alamoa Turret Reactor, Los
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
Alamos Water Boiler Reactor, Los



















































USE ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDES
ALGAE
Algae, Blue Green



































































































































USE HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
Alloys, High Strength
USE HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS
Alloys, High Temperature














































USE RARE EARTH ALLOYS
Alloy==, Refractory Metal






























































Alpert Ionization Gages, Bayard-






















USE APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
PACKAGE
Alt Target And Background Measurement, High





























USE HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
Altitude Breathing, High
USE HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
ALTITUDE CONTROL
Altitude Environments, High










Altitude Mlmdic, Supersonic LOw
USE SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
Altitude Nuclear Detection, High
USE HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
Altitude Pressure, High





Altitude Sounding Pro|ectlle, High
USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
ALTITUDE TESTS
Altitude Tests, High
USE HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE
ALU (Computer Components)
























































USE FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
AMBULANCES
America), Amazon Region (South
USE AMAZON REGION (SOUTH AMERICA)
America), Andes Mountains (South
USE ANDES MOUNTAINS (SOUTH AMERICA)
America), Appalachian Mountains (North
USE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS (NORTH
AMERICA)
America), Beaufort Sea (North
USE BEAUFORT SEA (NORTH AMERICA)
America, Central
USE CENTRAL AMERICA
America), Colorado River (North
USE COLORADO RIVER (NORTH AMERICA)
America), Great Lakes (North
USE GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
America), Great Plains Corridor (North




America), RIo Grsnda (North
USE RIO GRANDE (NORTH AMERICA)
America), Rocky Mountains (North
USE ROCKY MOUNTAINS (NORTH AMERICA)
America, South
USE SOUTH AMERICA
America), St Lawrence Valley (North
USE ST LAWRENCE VALLEY (NORTH AMERICA)
America, Voice Of
USE VOICE OF AMERICA
America), Wlllleton BaMn (North
USE WILLISTON BASIN (NORTH AMERICA)
American Aircraft, North
USE NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
AMERICAN INDIANS
American Search And Ranging Radar, North
















































































































































































Amplitude Converters, Pulse Width




USE PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Amplitude Probability Analysis























Analog Converters, Digital To
USE DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
ANALOG DATA
ANALOG SIMULATION













USE AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Analysis, Amplitude Probability



































































































USE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
Analysis Program, NASA Structural
USE NASTRAN
Analysis, Program Trend Line


















USE SNEAK CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Analysis (Spacecraft), Poslmlssion








































USE X RAY ANALYSIS
Analysis, X Ray Stress



























































ANDES MOUNTAINS (SOUTH AMERICA)
ANDESITE
ANDORRA
Andreas Fault Experiment, Sen
USE SAN ANDREAS FAULT EXPERIMENT
Andreas Fault, San






































USE WIDE ANGLE LENSES
ANGLE OF ATTACK
Angle Of Attack, Zero










































































USE MAGNETIC ANNULAR ARC





Annular Shock Tubes, Magnetic
USE MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBES
ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINTING SYSTEM
ANNULI
Anode Microchannel Arrays, Multi-









































USE DIRECTORS (ANTENNA ELEMENTS)
ANTENNA FEEDS
Antenna Fields
USE ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
Antenna Grid (Navy), Global Communications
USE SEAFARER PROJECT



























Antennas, High Resolution Coverage
USE HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
Antennas Hoop Column








USE LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS
Antennas Log Spiral














































































Antiaircraft Missiles, Self Initiated
USE SIAM MISSILES
Antlbacterials, Antllnfectlves And





























Antimissile Measurement Program, Downrange



























































Anxiety Scale, Taylor Manifest









Apache Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-







USE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
Aperture Seismic Array, Large
USE LARGE APERTURE SEISMIC ARRAY
APERTURES
Apertures), irises (Mechanical





















APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE
Apollo, Lunar Exploration System For
USE LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR
APOLLO
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE
APOLLO PROJECT
APOLLO SHORT STACK
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
APOLLO SPACECRAFT

























Apparatus, Free Flight Test
USE FREE PLIGHT TEST APPARATUS
Apparatus, Hypersonic Test












USE WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
Apparatus, X Ray















AppllcaUons Laboratory, Earth Viewing












USE APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
Applications Program, Earth & Ocean Physics




USE GEOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS (COMPUTERS)
Applications Rocket, Space Processing








USE AIRBORNE RADAR APPROACH
APPROACH AND LANDING TESTS (STS)
APPROACH CONTROL
Approach Control, Radar
USE RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
Approach, Delayed Flap
































































Arabian Space Program, Saudl
























USE VACUUM ARC SWITCHES
ARC WELDING
Arc Welding, Gas Tungsten
USE GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
Arc Welding, Plasma
































Area Crop inventory Exper/ment, Large
USE LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY
EXPERIMENT
Area Energy Management, Terminal
USE TERMINAL AREA ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Area), Flux (Rate Per Unit
USE FLUX DENSITY
Area Index, Leaf
USE LEAF AREA INDEX
AREA NAVIGATION
Area Networks, Local
USE LOCAL AREA NE'I3NORKS
Area Twin Hull, Small Water Plane
USE SWATH (SHIP)
Area Wings, Variable
USE TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
Areas, Auditory Sensation





















USE ADVANCED RECONN ELECTRIC
SPACECRAFT
ABETS


































USE ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
SHIP
ARITHMETIC
ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
Arithmetic, Double Precision
USE DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC
26
Arithmetic, Fixed Point
USE FIXED POINT ARITHMETIC
Arithmetic, Floating Point
USE FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
ARIZONA






ARMEO FORCES (UNITED STATES)
Armed Reconnaissance Aircraft, Light
USE COIN AIRCRAFT
ARMOR
Army Ballistic Missiles, Field
USE FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
AROD (Range-Orbit Oeterminatlon)








Array, Large Aperture Seismic
USE LARGE APERTURE SEISMIC ARRAY
Array (VIA), Very Large
USE VERY LARGE ARRAY (VLA)
Array (VLBA), Very Long Baaellne











USE MULTI-ANODE MICROCHANNEL ARRAYS
Arrays, Multlspectral Linear















Arresting Motion), Brakes (For
USE BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
ARRHYTHMIA
ARRIVALS
Arrow Launch Vehicle, Black
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
Arrow Satalllta, Space
























































USE STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD
ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Ascent Stage, Lunar Module
USE LUNAR MODULE ASCENT STAGE
Ascent Stage, Space Shuttle





USE ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
ASDE















USE HIGH ASPECT RATIO
Aspect Ratio, Low
USE LOW ASPECT RATIO
Aspect Ratio Wings, High
USE SLENDER WINGS
Aspect Ratio Wings, Low




















































Assignment Multiple Access, Demand
USE DEMAND ASSIGNMENT MULTIPLE ACCESS
ASSIMILATION
Assist Module, Payload
USE PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE
Assist Trajectories, Gravity
USE SWlNGBY TECHNIQUE
Assisted OetecUon And Ranging, Radio
USE RADAR
Assisted Instruction, Computer













































































USE BLACK HOLES (ASTRONOMY)
Astronomy Explorer B, Radio
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
Astronomy Explorer, Gamma Ray
USE EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
Astronomy Explorer Satellite, Radio
USE RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER SATELLITE
Astronomy Explorer 2, Radio
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
Astronomy, Gamma Ray




USE INFRARED SOURCES (ASTRONOMY)
(Astronomy), Local Group
USE LOCAL GROUP (ASTRONOMY)
(Astronomy), North Polar SPUR
USE NORTH POLAR SPUR (ASTRONOMY)
Astronomy Observatories, High Energy
USE HEAO
Astronomy Observatory A, High Energy
USE HEAO 1
Astronomy Observatory B, High Energy
USE HEAD 2
Astronomy Observatory C, High Energy
USE HEAD 3
Astronomy Observatory t, High Energy
USE HEAD t
Astronomy Observatory 2, High Energy
USE HEAD 2







USE RADIO JETS (ASTRONOMY)
(Astronomy), Radio Sources




USE INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
Astronomy Satellite, Magellan Ultraviolet
USE MAGELLAN ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
SATELLITE
Astronomy Satellite 1, Small
USE SAS-1
Astronomy Satelllta 2, Small
USE SAS-2











USE WHITE HOLES (ASTRONOMY)
Astronomy, X Ray





USE COOLING FLOWS (ASTROPHYSICS)
Astrophysics FaCility, Advanced X Ray
USE X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
Astrophysics Facility, X Ray
USE X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
(Astrophysics), Missing Mass
















ATC, Automated En Route
USE AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC










USE BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
ATLANTIC OCEAN
Atlantic Region (US), Central
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
Atlantic Regional Ecol Test Site, Central
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL
TEST SITE
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), North
USE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
(NATO)
Atlantic Tropical Experiment, GARP
USE GARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT
ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES













USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
Atmosphere Explorer B
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
Atmosphere Explorer C
USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
Atmosphere Explorer D
USE EXPLORER 54 SATELLITE
Atmosphere Explorer E






























Atmosphere sounding Projectile, Window








































ATMOSPHERIC & OCEANOGRAPHIC INFORM SYS
Atmospheric Absorption
USE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
Atmospheric And Magnetosphedc Payload





ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB (SPACELAB)
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION




































Atmospheric Research Program, Global













Atmospherics, Sudden Enhancement Of





























USE QUENCHING (ATOMIC PHYSICS)
Atomic Power Plant, Enrico Fermi
























































USE ANGLE OF ATTACK
Attack, Chemical
USE CHEMICAL ATTACK
Attack, Zero Angle Of








Attenuation Measurement Project, Radio


















Attitude Control), DISCOS (Satellite




USE SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL
Attitude Control Satellite, Transit
















































Augmented Wing Flaps, Jet
USE JET FLAPS
WING FLAPS
Augmentor Wing Aircraft, C-SA












































AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
AUTOMATED GUIDEWAY TRANSIT VEHICLES
AUTOMATED MIXED TRAFFIC VEHICLES
AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
















































USE PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)
AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
Auxiliary Power, Systems For Nuclear
USE SNAP
Auxiliary Power Units, Chemical
USE CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Auxiliary Power Units, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Auxiliary Power Units, Solar












Avalanche Transit Time Devices, Controlled
USE GAFF DEVICES




USE ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
(AVCS)
(AVCS), Advanced Vldicon Camera System










USE GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Aviation Aircraft, Sud










Aviation SA-321 Helicopter, Sud
USE SA-321 HELICOPTER
Aviation SA-330 Helicopter, Sud
USE SA-330 HELICOPTER
Aviation SE-210 Aircraft, Sud
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT
Aviation SE-3160 Helicopter, Sud
USE SE-3160 HELICOPTER
Aviation System, National
USE NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM













Avoidance System, Beacon Collision
USE BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
Avoidance, Vortex
USE VORTEX AVOIDANCE







Away Specials (STS), Get
USE GET AWAY SPECIALS (STS)
AXAF



































































USE POLARIS A1 MISSILE
A2 Missile, Polaris















USE EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
B, Air Denslty/Injun Explorer




USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
B, BE
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
B, Beacon Explorer
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
B Complex, Vitamin
USE BIOTIN
B, Earth Resources Technology Satellite
USE LANDSAT 2
B, Energetic Particle Explorer




USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
B, ERTS-
USE LANDSAT 2
B, Geostatlonary Operatl Environ Satellite
USE GOES 2
B, Grsvlty Probe





B, High Energy Astronomy Observatory
USE HEAO 2
B, IMP-
USE EXPLORER 21 SATELLITE
B, ISIS-
USE ISIS-B
B Launch Vehicle, Atlas Agena
USE ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
B Launch Vehicle, RAM
USE RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
B, Lunar Orbltar
USE LUNAR ORBITER 2
B Missile, Bomarc
USE BOMARC B MISSILE
B Missile, Bullpup





B, Radio Astronomy Explorer
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
B, RAE
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
B Ranger Program, Agena
USE AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
B Reactors, KIWI
USE KIWI B REACTORS
B Rocket Vehicle, Agena
USE AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
B Satellite, AE-
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
B Satellite, Alouetta






USE GEOS 2 SATELLITE
B Satellite, HEOS
USE HEOS B SATELLITE
B Satellite, Magsst
USE MAGSAT B SATELLITE
B Satellite, Palapa




USE SIRS B SATELLITE
B, SIr-
USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
B, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
B, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
B, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
B, Space Shuttle Mlmdon 61-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-B
B Spacecraft, Gemini














USE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVtCES
B-1 AIRCRAFT
B-1 Reactor, KIWI
USE KIWI B-1 REACTOR
B-4 Reactor, KIWI

























Background Explorer Satellite, Cosmic
USE COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER
SATELLITE
Background Measurement, Nigh Air Target And










USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
33
Backscatter UV Spectrometer, Solar
BackscaHer UV Spectrometer, Solar




















Bag Restraint Devices, Air


























































BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
BALLISTIC MISSILES
Ballistic Missiles, Field Army
USE FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
Ballistic Missiles, Fleet
USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
Ballistic Missiles, Intercontinental
USE INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
Ballistic Missiles, Intermediate Range
USE INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
Ballistic Miaslles, Short Range



























































USE EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES
Band, KA







Band Radiometers, Passive L-







USE MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
BAND STRUCTURE OF SOLIDS
Band, Unified S
USE UNIFIED S BAND
Band, V





















































































































Barriers (Plasma Control), Thermal














USE ACID BASE EQUILIBRIUM
BASE FLOW
BASE HEATING
Base Interferometry, Very Long
USE VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETRY
Base, Lewis
USE LEWIS BASE
Base Management Systems, Data
USE DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BASE PRESSURE
Base Propellents, Double
USE DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS
Base Rocket Propellants, Double
USE DOUBLE BASE ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Baseband Compression, Speech
USE SPEECH BASEBAND COMPRESSION
Based Control, Ground




USE SPACE BASED RADAR
Based), Space Surveillance (Ground
USE SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
Baseline Array (VLBA), Very Long


























USE KALAHARI BASIN (AFRICA)
Basin (AK), Chena River
USE CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
Basin (CA), Feather River
USE FEATHER RIVER BASIN (CA)
Basin (ID-OR-WA), Columbia River
USE COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN (ID-OR-WA)
Basin (IL-IN-OH), Wabash River
USE WABASH RIVER BASIN (IL-tN-OH)
Basin (LA), Atchsfsiaya River
USE ATCHAFALAYA RIVER BASIN (LA)
Basin (MD-NY-PA), Susquehanna River
USE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN (MD-NY-PA)
Basin (North America), Wllllston
USE WlLLISTON BASIN (NORTH AMERICA)
Basin (NY-VT), Lake Champlain
USE LAKE CHAMPLAIN BASIN (NY-VT)
Basin (US), Delaware River
USE DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
Basin (US), Great
USE GREAT BASIN (US)
Basin (US), Mluourl River































USE NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Batteries, Cadmium Sliver




USE LEAD ACiD BATTERIES
Batteries Lithium Sulfur
USE LITHIUM SULFUR BATTERIES
Batteries Metal Air
USE METAL AIR BATFERIES
Batteries Nickel Cadmium
USE NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Batterlel Nickel Hydrogen
USE NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTERIES
Batteries, Nickel Iron
USE NICKEL IRON BATTERIES
Batteries, Nickel Zinc








































Batteries, Zinc Silver Oxide













USE MONTEREY BAY (CA)
Bay (CA), San Francisco
USE SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)
Bay (CA), San Pablo
USE SAN PABLO BAY (CA)
Bay (Canada), Hudson
USE HUDSON BAY (CANADA)
BAY ICE
Bay (MS), Saginaw
USE SAGINAW BAY (MI)
Bay (US), Chesapeake
USE CHESAPEAKE BAY (US)
Bay (US), Delaware











USE BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
BCC Lattices






USE BEACON EXPLORER A
BE B
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
BE C
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
BE-3 ENGINE
BEACHES
BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
BEACON EXPLORER A
BeaconExplorerB
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
Beacon Explorer C
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE





Beacon System, Discrete Address
















USE MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
BEAM INJECTION
BEAM INTERACTIONS
Beam Interval Scanners, Multiple
USE MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNERS
Beam Landing System, Microwave Scanning





Beam Reactors, High Flux





USE RETURN BEAM VIDICONS
BEAM WAVEGUIDES
Beam Welding, Electron


























































































BEAUFORT SEA (NORTH AMERICA)
Beaver Aircraft, DHC
USE DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
Bed Processors, Fluldlzed
USE FLUIDIZED BED PROCESSORS
Bed Reactors, Pebble























































USE INNER RADIATION BELT
Belt, Outer Radiation
USE OUTER RADIATION BELT
Belt, Terrestrial Dust


























Bending), Brakes (Forming Or






















































USE WEAK INTERACTIONS (FIELD THEORY)
Beta Line, H
USE H BETA LINE
BETA PARTICLES
Bets Radiation, Lyman






































USE X RAY BINARIES
BINARY ALLOYS
BINARY CODES
Binary Converters, Decimal To
























USE SOLID ROCKET BINDERS
BINDING
Binding Energy, Nuclear












































Biological Effectiveness (RBE), Relative









BIological), Skin Temperature (Non-















USE BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)
(Biology), Body Measurement
USE BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
(Biology), Body Size
USE BODY SIZE (BIOLOGY)
(Biology), Body Volume
USE BODY VOLUME (BIOLOGY)
(Biology), Cell Membranes


















USE IMPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGY)
(Biology), Information Processing

























































Bloregeneratlve Life Support Systems































USE LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Bird Satellites, Early




































BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
Black Arrow Launch Vehicle
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK BODY RADIATION
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET



































































USE JET BLAST EFFECTS
BLAST LOADS
Blast Nuclear Radiation, Post-
























BLOCK ISLAND SOUND (RI)
Block 3 Television System, Ranger








































USE UNDER SURFACE BLOWING
Blowing, Upper Surface
USE UPPER SURFACE BLOWING
Blown Flaps
USE EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
Blown Flaps, Externally
USE EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
Blown Flaps, Upper Surface






BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STARS
BLUE STEEL MISSILE











USE BONE MINERAL CONTENT
BMEWS
































































































USE TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
Body, Carotid Sinus
USE CAROTID SINUS BODY






USE ROTOR BODY INTERACTIONS
BODY KINEMATICS
Body, M-2 Uftlng
USE M-2 LIFTING BODY
Body, M-2F2 Uftlng
USE M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
Body, M-2F3 Lifting
USE M-2F3 LIFTING BODY
Body, Mark 1 Reentry
USE MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 2 Reentry
USE MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 3 Reentry
USE MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 4 Reentry
USE MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 5 Reentry
USE MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 6 Reentry
USE MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 11 Reentry
USE MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 12 Reentry
USE MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
Body, Mark 17 Reentry
USE MARK 17 REENTRY BODY
BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
Body Negative Pressure, Lower
USE LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
Body Orbits, Two
USE TWO BODY PROBLEM
Body Problem, Four
USE FOUR BODY PROBLEM
Body Problem, Many
USE MANY BODY PROBLEM
Body Problem, Three
USE THREE BODY PROBLEM
Body Problem, Two
USE TWO BODY PROBLEM
Body Radiation, Black
































Boiler Reactor, Los Alamos Water







Boiling Water Reactor, Helden
USE HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
BOILING WATER REACTORS
Boiling Water Reactors, Experimental
USE EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER
REACTORS
Bokkeveld Meteorite, Cold



































































































USE APOGEE BOOST MOTORS
Boost Propulsion System, Post
USE POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
BOOSTER RECOVERY
BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
Booster Rocket Engines, Nlke




USE AiR BREATHING BOOSTERS
BOOSTERS (EXPLOSIVES)
Boosters, Rocket
USE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
Boosters, Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Boosters, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Boosters (Space Shuttle), Solid Rocket
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Boosters), SRB (Solid Rocket

















USE CORONA BOREALIS CONSTELLATION
Borealls Stars, R Coronae













































USE ALUMINUM BORON COMPOSITES
BORON COMPOUNDS
Boron Compounds, Organic

























































USE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION
Boundary Layer, Compressible
USE COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Boundary Layer Control, Porous




USE HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
Boundary Layer, Incompressible
USE INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Boundary Layer, Laminar





USE PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER
BOUNDARY LAYER PLASMAS
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Boundary Layer Separation, Laminar
USE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
Boundary Layer, Thermal
USE THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Boundary Layer, Three Dimensional
USE THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Boundary Layer, Turbulent
USE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Boundary Layer, Two Dimensional
USE TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
BOUNDARY LAYERS
Boundary Layers, Supersonic



































BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)






Branch Stars, Asymptotic Giant
USE ASYMPTOTIC GIANT BRANCH STARS
Branch Stars, Horizontal
USE HORIZONTAL BRANCH STARS
BRANCHING (MATHEMATICS)
BRANCHING (PHYSICS)
Brant Sounding Rockets, Black
USE BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
Brant 1 Sounding Rocket, Black
USE BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
Brant 2 Sounding Rocket, Black
USE BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
Brant 3 Sounding Rocket, Black
USE BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
Brant 4 Sounding Rocket, Black
USE BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING ROCKET
Brant 5 Sounding Rocket, Black



































USE UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS
Breathing Boosters, Air
USE AIR BREATHING BOOSTERS
Breathing Engines, Air
USE AIR BREATHING ENGINES
Breathing, High Altitude















Breeder Reactor 1, Experimental
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
Breeder Reactor 2, Experimental
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
BREEDER REACTORS
Breeder Reactors, Light Water
USE LIGHT WATER BREEDER REACTORS
Breeder Reactors, Uquld Metal Fast









































BRISTOL-SIOOELEY BS 53 ENGINE















































































BS 53 Engine, BdstoI-Slddeley





Bubble Vehicles, Captured Air





















USE ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET
Budget, Earth Radiation
USE EARTH RADIATION BUDGET
Budget Experiment, Earth Energy
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
Budget Experiment, Earth Radiation
USE EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT






















USE SPACE COOLING (BUILDINGS)
(Buildings), Space Heating






















































USE NUCLEAR FUEL BURNUP
BURST TESTS
BURSTS
Bursts, Comic Gamma Ray
USE GAMMA RAY BURSTS
Bursts, Gamma Ray






USE SOLAR RADIO BURSTS
Bursts, Type 2
USE TYPE 2 BURSTS
Bursts, Type 3
USE TYPE 3 BURSTS
Bursts, Type 4
USE TYPE 4 BURSTS
Bursts, Type 5
USE TYPE 5 BURSTS
BURUNDI
BUS CONDUCTORS
BUS, Pioneer Venus 2 Transporter








Business Oriented Language, Common
USE COBOL
Busses, Data































USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
C BAND
C, BE
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
C, Beacon Explorer
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
C, Comster
USE COMSTAR C
C, Earth Resources Technology Satellite
USE LANDSAT 3
C, Energetic Particle Explorer
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
C, EPE-





C, High Energy Astronomy Observatory
USE HEAD 3
C, IMP-




USE LUNAR ORBITER 3








C Reactor, Tory 2-
USE TORY 2-C REACTOR
C Rocket Vehicle, Agena
USE AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
C Rocket Vah/cle, Jupiter
USE JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
C Satellite, AE-




USE GEOS 3 SATELLITE
C, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHU'I-I'LE MISSION 31-C
C, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHU'I-I'LE MISSION 41-C
C, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 51-C
C, Space Shuttle Mission 61-
USE SPACE SHU'I-FLE MISSION 61-C
C Spacecraft, Mariner















































USE COACHELLA VALLEY (CA)
(CA), Coastal Ranges
USE COASTAL RANGES (CA)
(CA), Death Valley
USE DEATH VALLEY (CA)
(CA), Feather River Basin
USE FEATHER RIVER BASIN (CA)
CADMIUM ANTIMONIDES
(CA), Imperial Valley
USE IMPERIAL VALLEY (CA)
(CA), Mojave Desert
USE MOJAVE DESERT (CA)
(CA), Monterey Bay
USE MONTEREY BAY (CA)
(CA), PaiD Verde Valley
USE PALO VERDE VALLEY (CA)
(CA), Peninsular Ranges
USE PENINSULAR RANGES (CA)
(CA), Sacramento Valley
USE SACRAMENTO VALLEY (CA)
(CA), Salton Sea
USE SALTON SEA (CA)
(CA), San Francisco
USE SAN FRANCISCO (CA)
(CA), San Francisco Bay
USE SAN FRANCISCO SAY (CA)
(CA), San Joaquln Valley
USE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY (CA)
(CA), San Pablo Bay
USE SAN PABLO BAY (CA)
(CA), Sierra Nevada Mountains
USE SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAINS (CA)
(CA-NV), Lake Tahoe
USE LAKE TAHOE (CA-NV)
(CA*OR-WA), Cascade Range
USE CASCADE RANGE (CA-OR-WA)
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Cabin Atmospheres, Spacecraft
USE SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Cabin Simulators, Spacecraft




























USE NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Cadmium Batteries, Sliver






USE MERCURY CADMIUM TELLURtDES
Cadmium Nickel Batteries
USE NICKEL CADMIUM BATFERIES
CADMIUM SELENIDES
Cadmium Silver Batteries









USE COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
CAISSONS
CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
Cajun Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-
USE NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
Cal Satellite, ORBIS

















































Calculus), Stokes Theorem (Vector









USE SELF CALIBRATING OMNIRANGE
Calibration Facility, Solar Cell
USE SOLAR CELL CALIBRATION FACILITY
Calibration, Wind Tunnel
USE WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATION
CALIFORNIA
California, Baja
USE LOWER CALIFORNIA (MEXICO)
Ca;Ifornla (Mexico), Gulf Of
USE GULF OF CALIFORNIA (MEXICO)
California (Mexico), Lower








































USE FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
CAMERA SHUTTERS
Camera System (AVCS), Advanced Vldlcon
































































































USE GRAND CANYON (AZ)
CANYONS
Cap Absorption, Polar
USE POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
CAP CLOUDS
Capability), Ceiling (Aircraft











Capacity Mapping Mission, Heat
























USE DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSULES
CAPSULES
Capsules, Discoverer Recovery





















































































































































































USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
CARIBOUS
Carlo Method, Monte





















Carrier, Logistics Over The Shore (LOTS)





Carder Rocket, Echo t





CARRIER TO NOISE RATIOS
Carder Transmission, Single Channel Per
USE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER
TRANSMISSION








































USE ROCKET ENGINE CASES
Calms, Rocket Engine
USE ROCKET ENGINE CASES
Cases, Rocket Motor






























































































Cauca Valley (Colombia), Magdalene-













































COC CYBER 74 COMPUTER
COC CYBER 170 SERIES COMPUTERS
COC CYBER 174 COMPUTER
COC CYBER 175 COMPUTER
CDC CYBER 203 COMPUTER
COC CYBER 205 COMPUTER






























(Celestial Mechanics), Orbital Resonances








Cell Calibration Facility, Solar






Cell Power Plants, Fuel
USE FUEL CELL POWER PLANTS
Cell, Resolution
USE RESOLUTION CELL
Cell Technique, Particle In


























Cells, Geophysical Fluid Flow
USE GEOPHYSICAL FLUID FLOW CELLS
Cells, Golay Detector
USE GOLAY DETECTOR CELLS
Ceils, Hexagonal
USE HEXAGONAL CELLS
Cells, Hydrogen Air Fuel
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Cells, Hydrogen Oxygen Fuel







Cells, Phosphoric Acid Fuel

















Cells, Vertical Junction Solar





Cells, Wraparound Contact Solar
USE SOLAR CELLS














Centaur Launch Vehicle, Atlas
USE ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Centaur Launch Vehicle, Titan
USE TITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
CENTAUR PROJECT
Centaur Vehicle





USE INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
Center, Integrated Mission Control
USE INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
Center (NASA), Space Operations





Centered Cubic Lattices, Body
USE BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATFICES
Centered Cubic Lattices, Face











CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL TEST SITE
CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CENTRAL EUROPE
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS

























































































USE OMICRON CETI STAR
Cetl Star, Omlcron


















USE CHARGE FLOW DEVICES
CFRP




























USE CL-600 CHALLENGER AIRCRAFT
CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Chamber Pressure, Thrust















































Champlain Basin (NY-VT), Lake


















USE OPEN CHANNEL FLOW
CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS
CHANNEL NOISE
Channel Per Carrier Transmission, Single

















































































USE MAGNETIC CHARGE DENSITY
Charge Separation
USE POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
(Charge Separation), Polarization





Charge Transfer Salts, Orgenlc











































USE CEFOAM CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
Checkout Program, Space Vehicle














































































Chemistry Experiment In Space, PhyMcs And














































































































































































































































































































Circle Turning Flight, Minor


















USE CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
Circuit Voltage, Open












Circuits), Circulators (Phase Shift























USE DTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Circuits, DTL Integrated















































USE NEGATIVE RESISTANCE CIRCUITS
Circuits, Phase Shift































USE TrL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Circuits, Varector Diode
USE VARACTOR DIODE CIRCUITS




























Circulation Experiment, Atmospheric General

















USE ZONAL FLOW (METEOROLOGY)




















City Corridor (MO), St Louls-Kanlms
USE ST LOUIS-KANSAS CITY CORRIDOR (MO)
City (NY), New York


































































Climatology Orbiter, Mars Geoeclence
USE MARS OBSERVER
Climb Indicators, Rate Of

























































Cloud Physics Lab (Spacelab), Atmospheric








































































USE VIRGO GALACTIC CLUSTER
Cluster, Vlrgo Star




























USE PIKE'S PEAK (CO)
(CO), San Juan Mountains





























































































Coaxial Transmission Lines, Fiat





































Code Modulation, Differential Pulse
USE DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION
Code Modulation, Pulse






















USE ERROR CORRECTING CODES
Codes, Error Detection




















































































































Coherent States, Two Photon













































































Collision Avoidance System, Beacon






































USE LLANOS ORIENTALES (COLOMBIA)
(Colombia), Magdalena-Cauca Valley

















Color Scanner, Coastal Zone
USE COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER
Color Scanner, Ocean




















USE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA (ORBITER)









































USE EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Combustion Engines, Internal




USE HEAT OF COMBUSTION
Combustion, Heat Of
USE HEAT OF COMBUSTION
Combustion, Hybrid













Combustion Ramjet Engines, Supersonic
USE SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
ENGINES
Combustion, Solid Propellant






























































USE DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEMS
Command-Control





USE SUDDEN STORM COMMENCEMENTS
COMMERCE
COMMERCE LAB
Commercial Air Transport, Supersonic
















USE COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
COMMFI-rEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
COMMODITIES

































Communication Line Of Sight












Communication, Point To Point
















Communication, Ship TO Shore





Communication System, Fleet Satellite



























Communications Antenna Grid (Navy), Global
USE SEAFARER PROJECT
(Communications), Ground Effect
USE GROUND EFFECT (COMMUNICATIONS)
Communications Satellite, European
USE EUROPEAN COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
Communications Satellite Proj, Synchronous
USE SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE PROJ
Communications Satellite System, Defense
USE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SYSTEM
Communications Ships, Satellite
USE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS
Communications System (DCS), Defense
USE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
(DCS)
Communications Systems, Domestic Satellite
USE DOMESTIC SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS













































USE COMPUTER COMPATIBLE TAPES
COMPENSATION
Compensation, Image Motion



















Complex, Cape Kennedy Launch
USE CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
COMPLEX COMPOUNDS
Complex Coordinator, Langley



















USE ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
Components Analysis, Principal











Components Test Reactors, Heavy Water










USE ALUMINUM BORON COMPOSITES
Composites, Aluminum Graphite






USE CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
Composites, Epoxy Matrix










USE METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
Composites, Polymer Matrix
USE POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES
Composites, Resin Matrix
USE RESIN MATRIX COMPOSITES
Composites, Three Dimensional













































USE ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Alkaline Earth











































































































USE ALKAU METAL COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 1B
USE GROUP 1B COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 2A
USE ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 2B
USE GROUP 2B COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 3A
USE GROUP 3A COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 3B
USE GROUP 3B COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 4A
USE GROUP 4A COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 4B
USE GROUP 4B COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 5A
USE GROUP 5A COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 5B
USE GROUP 5B COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 6A
USE GROUP 6A COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Group 6B




USE GROUP 7B COMPOUNDS
CompOunds, Group 8













































































USE ORGANIC ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Boron
USE ORGANIC BORON COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Fluorine
USE FLUORINE ORGANtC COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Germanium
USE ORGANIC GERMANIUM COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Lithium
USE ORGANIC LITHIUM COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Phosphorus
USE ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Silicon
USE ORGANIC SILICON COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Sulfur
USE ORGANIC SULFUR COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Organic Tin
































USE RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
Compounds, Rare Gas



















































































USE INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS
COMPRESSION LOADS
Compression Loads, Axial





















































Computer, CDC Cyber 74
USE CDC CYBER 74 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC Cyber 174
USE CDC CYBER 174 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC Cyber 175
USE CDC CYBER 175 COMPUTER
Computer, COC Cyber 203
USE CDC CYBER 203 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC Cyber 205
USE CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC Star tO0
USE CDC STAR 100 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 160-A
USE CDC 160-A COMPUTER
Computer, COC 1604
USE CDC 1604 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 3100
USE CDC 3100 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 3200
USE COC 3200 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 3600
USE CDC 3600 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 3800
USE CDC 3800 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 6400
USE CDC 6400 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 6600
USE CDC 6600 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 6700




USE CDC 7600 COMPUTER
Computer, CDC 9090






USE ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
Computer, Cyber 74
USE CDC CYBER 74 COMPUTER
Computer, DDP 616
USE DDP 516 COMPUTER
COMPUTER DESIGN
Computer, EAI 680
USE EAt 680 COMPUTER
Computer, EAt 6400
USE EAI 8400 COMPUTER
Computer, EAI 6900
USE EAI 8900 COMPUTER
Computer, EMR 6050
USE EMR 6050 COMPUTER
Computer, FerrentI Mercury
USE FERRANTI MERCURY COMPUTER
Computer, GE 625
USE GE 625 COMPUTER
Computer, GE 635
USE GE 635 COMPUTER
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Computer, Honeywell Adept
USE HONEYWELL ADEPT COMPUTER
Computer, Honeywell DDP 116
USE HONEYWELL DDP 116 COMPUTER
Computer, Honeywell 60016000
USE HONEYWELL 600/6000 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 360
USE IBM 360 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 370
USE IBM 370 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 650
USE IBM 650 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 704
USE IBM 704 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 709
USE IBM 709 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 1130
USE IBM 1130 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 1401
USE IBM 1401 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 1410
USE IBM 1410 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 1620
USE IBM 1620 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 2250
USE IBM 2250 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 7030
USE IBM 7030 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 7040
USE IBM 7040 COMPUTER
68
Computer, IBM 7044
USE IBM 7044 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 7070
USE IBM 7070 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 7074
USE IBM 7074 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 7090
USE IBM 7090 COMPUTER
Computer, IBM 7094
USE IBM 7094 COMPUTER
Computer, Illiac 3
USE tLLIAC 3 COMPUTER
Computer, IIIlac 4













USE MODCOMP II COMPUTER
Computer, Modcomp IV
USE MODCOMP IV COMPUTER
Computer Network, Arpa
USE ARPA COMPUTER NETWORK
COMPUTER NETWORKS
(Computer Networks),LAN
USE LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
Computer, PDP 7
USE POP 7 COMPUTER
Computer, PDP 8
USE PDP 8 COMPUTER
Computer, PDP 9
USE PDP 9 COMPUTER
Computer, PDP 10
USE PDP 10 COMPUTER
Computer, POP 11
USE PDP 11 COMPUTER
Computer, POP 11/20
USE PDP 11/20 COMPUTER
Computer, POP 11/40
USE PDP 11/40 COMPUTER
Computer, PDP 11/45
USE PDP 11/45 COMPUTER
Computer, POP 11/50
USE PDP 11/50 COMPUTER
Computer, PDP 11/70
USE PDP 11/70 COMPUTER
Computer, PDP 12
USE PDP 12 COMPUTER
Computer, POP lS








(Computer Programs), User Manuals
USE USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
Computer, RCA Spectra 70
USE RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER
Computer, SDS 930
USE SDS 930 COMPUTER
Computer, SOS 9300
USE SDS 9300 COMPUTER
Computer Security
USE COMPUTER INFORMATION SECURITY
Computer, Siemens 2002
USE SIEMENS 2002 COMPUTER
Computer, Sigma 5
USE SIGMA 5 COMPUTER
Computer, Sigma 9




USE CRYOGENIC COMPUTER STORAGE
(Computer Storage), Delay Lines
USE DELAY LINES (COMPUTER STORAGE)
COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
Computer, System 10
USE PDP 10 COMPUTER
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
Computer Systems, Embedded






USE UNIVAC LARC COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 80
USE UNIVAC 80 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 419
USE UNIVAC 418 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 490
USE UNIVAC 490 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 494
USE UNIVAC 494 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 1105
USE UNIVAC 1105 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 1106
USE UNIVAC 1106 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 1107
USE UNIVAC 1107 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 1108
USE UNIVAC 1108 COMPUTER
Computer, Univac 1110
USE UNIVAC 1110 COMPUTER
Computer,Univac1230





















USE ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
(Computers), Auxiliary Equipment
USE PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)
Computers, CDC
USE CDC COMPUTERS
Computers, CDC Cyber 170 Series
USE CDC CYBER 170 SERIES COMPUTERS
Computers, CDC 6000 Series
USE CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
Computers, CDC 7000 Series




USE CONTROL DATA (COMPUTERS)
(Computers), Control Units
USE CONTROL UNITS (COMPUTERS)
Computers, Counting Rate










USE EDITING ROUTINES (COMPUTERS)
(Computers), Executive Systems
USE OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
(Computers), File Maintenance















Computers, IBM 7000 Series










































USE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
(Computers), Program Verification













USE RESPONSE TIME (COMPUTERS)
(Computers), Run Time
USE RUN TIME (COMPUTERS)
(Computers), SDP
USE SITE DATA PROCESSORS
Computers, SDS 900 Series




















Computers, Univac 1100 Ssrlsa















USE CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
(Concentration), Electron Density










USE PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
(Concentration), Proton Density















































































































































































Configurations, Body-Wing And Tail




USE DUAL WING CONFIGURATIONS
Configurations, Inlet Airframe
USE INLET AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS
Configurations, Launch Vehicle
USE LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
Configurations, Magnetic Field










USE SPIKES (AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS)
Configurations, Wing Nacelle
USE WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS
Configured Vehicle Program, Terminal
USE TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE
PROGRAM
Configured Vehicles, Control
USE CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
CONFINEMENT
Confinement Fusion, Inertial















































































































Constants Testing Reactor, Physical

























































USE AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Construction Materials, SpacecraR











































































































































USE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
(Control), AGC
USE AUTOMATIC GAiN CONTROL
Control, Air Traffic














USE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
Control, Automatic Frequency
USE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
Control, Automatic Gain
USE AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
Control, Automatic Landing









USE INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
Control Center, Integrated Mission
USE INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
Control, Chemical Reaction
USE CHEMICAL REACTION CONTROL
Control Circuits, Fire
USE FIRE CONTROL CIRCUITS
Control Coatings, Thermal




USE COMMAND AND CONTROL
Control, Command-









Control), DISCOS (Satellite Attitude















Control Engines, Variable Stream

















Control, Fly By Tube
USE FLY BY TUBE CONTROL
Control, Fly By Wire






USE GROUND BASED CONTROL
Control Group, Transponder


















Control, Linear Quadratic Gausslan











Control, Model Reference Adaptive




























Control, Porous Boundary Layer
USE POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Control Project, Submarine Integrated















USE RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
Control, Reaction
USE REACTION CONTROL
Control Reactor, Spectral Shift

















USE SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL
Control Shtelllte, Transit Attitude
























USE ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
(Control Surfaces), Flaps
USE FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
(Control Surfaces), Tabs
USE TABS (CONTROL SURFACES)
(Control System), AFCS
USE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL








USE POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
Control Systems, Self Adaptive




Control), Thermal Barriers (Plasma




USE THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Control, Time Optimal






USE TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
(Control), TVC





















USE VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
Confro_td Rectifiers, Silicon




Controllers (Personnel), Air Traffic
USE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)
Controllers, Power Factor
USE POWER FACTOR CONTROLLERS
Controls, Direct Lift






















































Conversion, Ocean Thermal Energy
USE OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Conversion), Organlc Wastes (Fuel
USE ORGANIC WASTES (FUEL CONVERSION)
Conversion, Ortho Pars






USE DATA CONVERSION ROUTINES
Conversion, SatsiIIta Solar Energy
USE SATELLITE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
Conversion, Solar Energy
USE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
Conversion Systems, Thermlonic
USE THERMIONIC POWER GENERATION
Conversion Systems, Thermoelectric









Converters (AC To AC), Voltage
USE VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO AC)
Converters (AC To IX:), Current
USE CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO DC)
Converters, Analog To Digital
USE ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Converters, Binary TO Decimal
USE BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS
Converters, Data
USE DATA CONVERTERS
Converters (OC To AC), Inverted
USE INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO AC)
Converters (DE: To DC), Voltage
USE VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (DC TO DC)
Converters, Decimal To Binary
USE DECIMAL TO BINARY CONVERTERS
Converters, Digital To Analog










USE PARAMETRIC FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
Converters, Power
USE POWER CONVERTERS
Converters, Pulse Width Amplitude























USE LOSS OF COOLANT
Coolant, Loss Of






Cooled Fast Reactors, Gas
USE GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
COOled Reactor, Advanced Sodium
USE ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
Cooled Reactor Experiment, Uthlum
USE LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
Cooled Reactors, Experimental Gas
USE EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, Experimental Organic
USE EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED
REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, Gas
USE GAS COOLED REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, High Temperature Gas
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED
REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, Uquld
USE LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, Liquid Metal
USE LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, Organic
USE ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
Cooled Reactors, Water

















































































































































Core Pulse Reactors, Annular
USE ANNULAR CORE PULSE REACTORS
Core Reactors, Plasma





























Coronae Sorealls Stars, R

















USE SOLAR CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
Correcting Codes, Error
USE ERROR CORRECTING CODES
Correcting Devices, Error


































Corridor (MO), St Louis-Kansas City
USE ST LOUIS-KANSAS CITY CORRIDOR (MO)
Corridor (North America), Great Plains


















































COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
COSMIC DUST
Cosmic Gamma Ray Bursts







USE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
COSMIC RAY ALBEDO
Cosmic Ray Primaries, Heavy





USE GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
Cosmic Rays, Primary
USE PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
Cosmic Rays, Secondary
USE SECONDARY COSMIC RAYS
Cosmic Rays, Solar




































































































































USE NORTON COUNTY ACHONDRITE
Coupled Devices, Charge
USE CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
COUPLED MODES
Coupled Plasmas, Strongly





































Coverage Antennas, High ResoluUon
































































































































































Crop inventories By Remote Sensing
USE AGRISTARS PROJECT
Crop Inventory Experiment, Large Area



















USE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
Cross Sections, Capture
USE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE
Cross Sections, Ionization
USE IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS
Cross Sections, Neutron
USE NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS
Cross Sections, Radar
USE RADAR CROSS SECTIONS
Cross Sections, Scattering

















Cruise Aircraft Research, Supersonic































































USE HYDROTHERMAL CRYSTAL GROWTH
(Crystal Growth), Melts



















































Cubic Lattices, Body Cantered
USE BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
Cubic Lattices, Face Centered









































































































































USE ZERO FORCE CURVES
Curvlnnear Coordinates
USE SPHERICAL COORDINATES
Cushion Landing Systems, Air
USE AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEMS
Cushion Vehicles, Air
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES

























USE PLASMA ARC CUTTING
CV-2 Aircraft
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
CV-7 Aircraft





































USE CDC CYBER 74 COMPUTER
Cyber 74 Computer, CDC
USE CDC CYBER 74 COMPUTER
Cyber 170 Series Computers, CDC
USE CDC CYBER 170 SERIES COMPUTERS
Cyber 174 Computer, CDC
USE CDC CYBER 174 COMPUTER
Cyber 175 Computer, CDC
USE CDC CYBER 175 COMPUTER
Cyber 203 Computer, CDC
USE CDC CYBER 203 COMPUTER
Cyber 205 Computer, CDC









USE LIFE CYCLE COSTS
Cycle Engines, Liquid Air
USE LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
Cycle Engines, Topping
USE TOPPING CYCLE ENGINES
Cycle Engines, Variable











Cycle Power Generation, Combined
USE COMBINED CYCLE POWER GENERATION
Cycle Propulsion System, Hot




















































USE ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING
Cyclotron, Oak Ridge Isochronous
USE OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON
Cyclotron, ORIC
USE OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON
CYCLOTRON RADIATION
Cyclotron Radbltk)n, Ion





























































USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
D, Atmosphere Explorer
USE EXPLORER 54 SATELLITE
D, Earth Resources Technology Satellite
USE LANDSAT 4
D, Energetic Particle Explorer
USE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE
D, EPE-




USE ATLAS D ICBM
D, IMP-
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
D Launch Vehicle, Saturn













D Rocket Vehicle, Agena








USE TIROS 4 SATELLITE
D, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
82
D, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
D, Space Shuttle Mlmdon 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
D, Space Shuttle Upper Stage
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE D
D, SSUS-
































































































































Dauault Mlrege 3 Aircraft
USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
Dessault Mystere 20 Aircraft
USE MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
Dasuault Mystere 50 Aircraft
USE MYSTERE 50 AIRCRAFT
DAST PROGRAM
DATA
Data Acq Network, Satellite Tracking And
USE STDN (NETWORK)
DATA ACQUISITION
Data Acquisitions Systems, Ocean
















DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
DATA BASES
Data Bases, Numedcal






USE CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
Data Center=, World















USE INTERSERV_CE DATA EXCHANGE
PROGRAM
Data Exchange Program, Interservice









USE CENSORED DATA (MATHEMATICS)
Data Network, Space Flight Tracking And
USE SPACE FLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA
NETWORK
Data Network, Spacecraft Tracking And
USE STDN (NETWORK)
Data Platforms, Ocean






USE FRAMES (DATA PROCESSING)
Data Processing, Onboard
USE ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING
Data Processing, Optical
USE OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
(Data Processing), Printers
USE PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)
DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS
Data Processing, Voice
USE VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Data Processors
USE DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Data Processors, Site






















USE OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
DATA STORAGE
Data Storage Materials, Optical
USE OPTICAL DATA STORAGE MATERIALS
(Data Storage), Optical Memory
USE OPTICAL MEMORY (DATA STORAGE)
Data Stream, Multiple Instruction Multiple
USE MIMD (COMPUTERS)
Data Stream, Single Instruction Multiple
USE SIMD (COMPUTERS)
DATA STRUCTURES
Data System, NASA End-To-End
USE NEEDS (DATA SYSTEM)
(Data System), Needs
USE NEEDS (DATA SYSTEM)
DATA SYSTEMS
Data Systems, Air
USE AIR DATA SYSTEMS
Data Systems, End-To-End



































DC), Current Converters (AC To
USE CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO DC)
(DO TO AC), Inverted Converters
USE INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO AC)
(DO To DC), Voltage Converters
USE VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (DC TO DC)
OC), Voltage Converters (DC To







USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
DC-7 Aircraft, Douglas
USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
DC-8 Aircraft, Douglas
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
DC-9 Aircraft, Douglas
USE DC 9 AIRCRAFT
(DCS), Defense Communications System
USE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
(DCS)
DDP COMPUTERS
DDP 116 Computer, Honeywell






De Graaff Accelerators, Van
USE VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
De Navitland DH 106 Aircraft
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
De Havilland DH 112 Aircraft
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
De Havllland DH 115 Aircraft
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
De Havilland DH 121 Aircraft
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
De HavUland DH 125 Aircraft
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
De Havllland DHC 4 Aircraft
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
De Havillsnd DHC 5 Aircraft
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
84
De Havilland Venom Aircraft

























































USE BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
DECEPTION
DECIDUOUS TREES
Decimal Converters, Binary To
USE BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS





















































DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
DEEP SPACE NETWORK
DEEP WATER




























DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (DCS)
DEFENSE INDUSTRY









Defense System, Sage Air














































































USE ACOUSTIC DELAY LINES










Delivery), Mass Drivers (Payload
USE MASS DRIVERS (PAYLOAD DELIVERY)
De,very (STS), Payload










Delta Launch Vehicle, Thor
USE THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
DELTA MODULATION
DELTA WINGS
Delta 2 Aircraft, Falrey




USE ADIABATIC DEMAGNETIZATION COOLING
DEMAND ASSIGNMENT MULTIPLE ACCESS
Demand, Biochemical Oxygen









































USE DIETHYL HYDROGEN PHOSPHITE (DEHP)
(DEHP), Dlethyl Hydrogen Phosphlte




USE RHONE DELTA (FRANCE)
DELTA FUNCTION
Delta (LA), Mississippi

















USE ELECTRON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Density (Concentration), Ion
USE ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Density (Concentration), Particle
USE PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Density (Concentration), Proton





USE RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
Density, Electron Flux
USE ELECTRON FLUX DENSITY
Density, Energy
USE FLUX DENSITY
Density Explorer A, Air
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Density Explorer, Dual Air
USE DUAL AtR DENSITY EXPLORER
Density Flow, LOW







USE NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Density Functions, Poisson
USE POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Density Functions, Probability
USE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Density Functions, Welbull






USE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
Density, Ionospheric Ion




USE MAGNETIC CHARGE DENSITY
Density, Magnetospherlc Electron
USE MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
Density, Magnetospherlc Ion
USE MAGNETOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
Density, Magnctosphedc Proton
USE MAGNETOSPHERIC PROTON DENSITY
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME)
Density Materials, Low





Density Measurement, X Ray
USE X RAY DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Density, Neutron Flux













USE ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
Density, Proton Flux
USE PROTON FLUX DENSITY
Density, Radiant Flux




USE LOW DENSITY RESEARCH
Density, Solar Flux
USE SOLAR FLUX DENSITY
Density (Solid State), Carrier




Density Wind Tunnels, Low
USE LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
Denslty/Injun Explorer B, Air




























Deployment & Retrieval System, Payload






























Depressants, Central Nervous System






























Der Weal Forces, Van







USE COAL DERIVED GASES
Derived Liquids, Coal
USE COAL DERIVED LIQUIDS
Derived Vehicles, Shuttle




















USE SAHARA DESERT (AFRICA)
Desert (CA), Mojave























USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Design, Computer Systems
USE COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
Design, Computerized
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Design, Control Systems
USE CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN
Design Criteria, Structural























































Detecting And Ranging, Sound




Detection And Ranging, Radio Assisted
USE RADAR
Detection And Tracking System, Space





USE ERROR DETECTION CODES
Detection, Correlation
USE CORRELATION DETECTION
Detection Equipment, Airport Surface





USE FOREST FIRE DETECTJON
Detection, Haze
USE HAZE DETECTION
Detection, High Altitude Nuclear













USE ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION
DeteCtor Cells, Golay
USE GOLAY DETECTOR CELLS
DETECTORS
Detectors (Dosimeters), Threshold





















































Determination, Airborne Range And Orbit
USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Determination), AROD (Range-Orbit
USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Determination, Minimum Variance Orbit
USE MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Determination, MINIVAR Orbit
USE MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Determination, Radioactive Age
USE RADIOACTIVE AGE DETERMINATION
Detarmlnatlon, Size
USE SIZE DETERMINATION
Determination System, Goddard Trajectory


















































Devices, Air Bag Restraint
USE AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
Devices, Aircraft Launching
USE AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
Devices, Alpha Plasma






USE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
Devices, Bubble Memory
USE BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES
Devices, Bucket Brigade
USE BUCKET BRIGADE DEVICES
Devices, Bulk Acoustic Wave







USE CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
Devices, Charge Flow
USE CHARGE FLOW DEVICES
Devices, Charge InjeCtion
USE CHARGE INJECTION DEVICES
Devices, Charge Trsnstar
USE CHARGE TRANSFER DEVICES
Devices), Chips (Memory





USE COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
Devices, Control
USE CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Devices, Controlled Avalanche Transit Time
USE CATT DEVICES
Devices, Cyclotron Resonance














USE READ-ONLY MEMORY DEVICES
DH 112 Aircraft, De Havlllend


























USE LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICES
Devices (Machinery), Positioning









USE NDM SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Devices, Negative Resistance






























USE SELF ERECTING DEVICES
Devices, Self Repairing




USE SOLID STATE DEVICES
Devices, Stimulated Emission
USE STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES
Devices, Surface Acoustic Wave
































USE DELAYED FLAP APPROACH
DH 106 Aircraft
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DH 106 Aircraft, De Havilland
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DH 112 AIRCRAFT
DH 115 AIRCRAFT
DH 115 Aircraft, De Havilland
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
DH 121 AIRCRAFT
DH 121 Aircraft, De Havilland
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
DH 125 AIRCRAFT
DH 125 Aircraft, De HaviIlend
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
DHC Beaver Aircraft
USE DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
DHC 4 Aircraft, De Havilland
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
DHC $ Aircraft, De Havllland




















































































































DIETHYL HYDROGEN PHOSPHITE (DEHP)
DIETS
Diff Mobility Semiconductors, Negative
USE NDM SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Difference Theory, Finite













USE DUFFING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Differential Equations, Elliptic
USE ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Differential Equations, Hyperbolic
USE HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Dlfferentlsi Equations, Parabolic
USE PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Differential Equations, Partial





















Diffraction, Geometdcal Theory Of


































































Diffusion (Solid State), Self





























Digital Converters, Analog To














DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS






























Dilution Of Precision, Geometric




USE THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES
Dimensionsi Bodies, Two
USE TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
Dimensionsi Boundary Layer, Three
USE THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Dimensional Boundary Layer, Two
USE TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Dimensional Composites, Three
USE THREE DIMENSIONAL COMPOSITES
Dimensional Flow, One
USE ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Dimensional Flow, Three
USE THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Dimensional Flow, Two
USE TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Dimensionsi Jets, Two
USE TWO DIMENSIONAL JETS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
Dimensional Motion, Three

















USE VARACTOR DIODE CIRCUITS
Diode-Transistor-Logic Integ Circuits






















USE LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
Diodes, Ught Emitting






































USE CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
Dioxide Lasers, Carbon










































USE RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Direction Finders (Radio)
USE RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Direction Finders, Radio
USE RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
DIRECTION FINDING
Direction Implicit Methods, Alternating
USE ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT
METHODS
Direction Indicators, Flow


































USE GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
Discharge Tubes, Gas



















































































































































































Disposal (In Space), Hazardous Material







USE IMAGE DISSECTOR TUBES
Dissemination, Information
USE INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
Dissemination Of Informctlon, Selective

















































































































































USE NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Distributions, Normal






















USE SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Disturbances, Sudden Ionospheric
USE SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Disturbances, Traveling Ionospheric












































Division Multiple Access, Code
USE CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Division Multiple Access, Frequency
USE FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Division Multipla Access, Time
USE TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Division Multiplexing, Code
USE CODE DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Division Multiplexing, Frequency
USE FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Division Multlplaxlng, Time
USE TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Division Multiplexing, Wavelength




USE DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
DME-A Satellite
















USE MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTERS
Docking Modules, Spacecraft






















































USE SATELLITE DOPPLER POSITIONING
DOPPLER RADAR
Doppler Radar, Pulse




Doppler Tracking System, PolystaUon
USE POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING
SYSTEM
Doppler Veloclmeters, Laser







































USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
Douglas DC-7 Aircraft
USE O(3 7 AIRCRAFT
Douglas DC-8 Aircraft
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
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Douglas DC-9 Aircraft
































































USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
Dragulators





































































USE TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
Drivers (Payload Delivery), Mass













Drone Aircraft, Flrebee 2 Target
USE FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
Drone Aircraft, Target


































DTMB-111 Ground Effect Machine
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DTMB-430 Ground Effect Machine
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES



















Duration Exposure Feclllty, Long























































































USE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
Duration, Pulse
USE PULSE DURATION
Duration Space Flight, Extended
USE LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
Duration Space Flight, Long







USE TERRESTRIAL DUST BELT
Dust Clouds, Meteoroid



















USE RED DWARF STARS
Dwarf Stars, White














DYNAMIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
Dynamic Power Systems, Solar



































DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1 SATELLITE















Dynamics Military Aircraft, General




Dynamics), Panel Method (Fluid










USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Dynamics, Structural
























USE EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
E, Atmosphere Explorer
USE EXPLORER 55 SATELLITE







USE ATLAS E ICBM
E, IMP-











USE LUNAR ORBITER 5
E, NORA







USE EXPLORER 55 SATELLITE
E Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 5 SATELLITE
E, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
E, Space Shuttle Mission 61-























Early Warning System, Ballistic Missile












USE RARE EARTH ALLOYS
EARTH ATMOSPHERE
Earth Atmosphere, Primitive
USE PRIMITIVE EARTH ATMOSPHERE
EARTH AXIS
Earth Compounds, Alkaline
USE ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS
Earth Compounds, Rare






USE RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
Earth Energy Budget Experiment
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
Earth Energy Budget Experiment, Zonal
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
Earth Energy Experiment, Long Term Zonal
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
Earth Explorer 1, International Sun
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 1
Earth Explorer 2, International Sun
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 2
Earth Explorer 3, IntemeUonal Sun
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 3
Earth Explorers, International Sun

















Earth Neighborhood, Origin Of Plasmas In
USE OPEN PROJECT
EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FROM SPACE)
Earth Observatory Satellite, Synchronous
USE SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATORY
SATELLITE
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM (LOS)
EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Earth Orbital Environments, Gonsynchronous
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Earth Orbital Environments, Low
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS











EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT
EARTH RESOURCES
Earth Resources Experiment Package
USE EREP
EARTH RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM
Earth Resources Observation Satellites
USE EROS (SATELLITES)
EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM
EARTH RESOURCES SHU'I-rLE IMAGING RADAR
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM
Earth Resources Technology Satellite B
USE LANDSAT 2
Earth Resources Technology Satellite C
USE LANDSAT 3
Earth Resources Technology Satellite D
USE LANDSAT 4
Earth Resources Technology Satellite E
USE LANDSAT E
Earth Resources Technology Satellite F
USE LANDSAT F
Earth Resources Technology Satalllta 1
USE LANDSAT 1
Earth Resources Technology Satellites
USE LANDSAT SATELLITES
EARTH ROTATION
Earth), Satalllte Power Transmission (To




Earth Space Flight, Return TO
USE RETURN TO EARTH SPACE FLIGHT
Earth), Space Observations (From




























USE EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
EBR-1 Reactor
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EBR-2 Reactor









Eccentric Lunar Occultation Satalllta, High
USE EXOSAT SATELLITE
Eccentric Orbit Geophysical Observatory
USE EGO














Echo 1 Carrier Rocket

















USE SOLAR RADAR ECHOES
Echoes, Venus Radar










ECOI Test Site, Central Atlantic Regional





USE CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Ecological Test Site, Arizona Regional




























USE LEADING EDGE FLAPS
Edge Flaps, Trslllng
USE TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
EDGE LOADING
Edge Slats, Leading
USE LEADING EDGE SLATS
Edge Sweep, Leading
USE LEADING EDGE SWEEP
Edge Thrust, Leading
USE LEADING EDGE THRUST
EDGES
Edges, Blunt Leading
USE BLUNT LEADING EDGES
Edges, Blunt Trslllng





















































































USE KERR ELECTROOPTICAL EFFECT
Effect, Kerr MsgnetoopUcal









Effect Machine, Cushloncrsff Ground
USE CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE
Effect Machine, DTMB-111 Ground
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, DTMB-430 Ground
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, SR-N2 Ground
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, SR-N3 Ground
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, SR-N5 Ground
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, Wsstland SR-N2 Ground
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, Westland SR-N3 Ground
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machine, Westland SR-N5 Ground
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machines, Ground
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Effect Machines, HD-1 Ground
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
Effect Machines, Hovercraft Ground
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
Effect Machines, Wsstland Ground









































USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS








































































Effectiveness (RBE), Relative Biological

















































































































USE FLYING EJECTION SEATS
Ejection, Stellar Mass














































USE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
Elseticlty, Dynamic Modulus Of





























































































Electric Power Generation, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Electric Power Plants, Solar Thermal






USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
Electric Propulsion, Solar





Electric Rocket Tests, Space
USE SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
Electric Spacecraft, Advanced Reconn
































































































USE GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
ELECTRODES
Electrodes (Biology), Implanted


















































Electrolytes, Ion Exchange Membrane
USE ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
ELECTROLYTES
Electrolytes, Molten Salt
































USE RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
Electromagnetic Propagation




Electromagnetic Pulses, System Generated

























































USE HOLES (ELECTRON DEFICIENCIES)
ELECTRON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Electron Density, Ionospheric
USE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
Electron Density, Magnetospherlc



































Electron Mobility Transistors, High




















USE STORAGE RINGS (PARTICLE
ACCELERATORS)
































USE MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Electronic Equipment, Spacecraft







Electronic Management System, Central
























USE HOLE DISTRIBUTION (ELECTRONICS)
(Electronics), Look Angles

































































































USE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
Element Method, Finite












USE DIRECTORS (ANTENNA ELEMENTS)
Elements, Fluid Switching










USE NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS
Elements (Nuclear Reactors), Fuel








USE RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
Elements), Shafts (Machine






















































































































USE SELF SUSTAINED EMISSION
Emission, Solar Radio









































En Route ATC, Automated


























End Data System, NASA End-To-
USE NEEDS (DATA SYSTEM)
End Data Systems, End-To-





End-To-End Data System, NASA





















Energetic Particle Explorer A
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
Energetic Particle Explorer B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
Energetic Particle Explorer C
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
Energetic Particle Explorer D








USE MODERATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION)
(Energy Absorption), Thermalizatlon
USE THERMALIZATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION)
Energy, Activation
USE ACTIVATION ENERGY
Energy Astronomy Observatories, High
USE HEAD
Energy Utilization, Waste
Energy Astronomy Observatory A, High
USE HEAD 1
Energy Electrons, High
USE HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
Energy Prlnclple, Bemstaln
USE BERNSTEIN ENERGY PRINCIPLE
Energy Astronomy Observatory B, High
USE HEAD 2
Energy Astronomy Observatory C, High
USE HEAD 3
Energy Astronomy Observatory 1, High
USE HEAD 1
Energy Astronomy Observatory 2, High
USE HEAD 2









Energy Experiment, Long Term Zonal Earth
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
Energy Extraction, Geothermal
USE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY EXTRACTION
Energy, Free
USE FREE ENERGY
Energy Fuels), HEF (High
USE HIGH ENERGY FUELS
Energy Fuels, High
USE HIGH ENERGY FUELS
Energy Production, Blomase
USE SIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
Energy Propellants, High





Energy Release Rate, Strain




Energy Budget Experiment, Earth
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE














USE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Energy Conversion, Ocean Thermal
USE OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Energy Conversion, Satellite Solar
USE SATELLITE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
Energy Conversion, Solar
USE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
Energy Conversion, Watarwave
USE WATERWAVE ENERGY CONVERSION
Energy Converters






USE SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Energy, Domestic
USE DOMESTIC ENERGY
Energy Efficiency Program, Aircraft
USE ACEE PROGRAM






ENERGY GAPS (SOLID STATE)
Energy, Gibbs Free






USE HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS
Energy Interactions, Weak









USE ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
Energy Levels, Molecular
USE MOLECULAR ENERGY LEVELS
Energy Losses
USE ENERGY DISSIPATION
Energy Management, Termlnsi Area
USE TERMINAL AREA ENERGY MANAGEMENT
ENERGY METHODS
Energy Methods, Strain






USE NUCLEAR BINDING ENERGY
ENERGY OF FORMATION
Energy Oxldlzars, High












USE ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY SOURCES
Energy Sources, Offshore
USE OFFSHORE ENERGY SOURCES
ENERGY SPECTRA
Energy, Stacking Fault





USE ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE
Energy Storage, Magnetic






USE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS
Energy Systems, Solar Total
USE SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
Energy Systems, Total





USE THERMONUCLEAR POWER GENERATION
ENERGY TRANSFER
Energy Transfer (LET), Unser




USE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY UTILIZATION
Energy Utilization, Waste
USE WASTE ENERGY UTILIZATION
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Energy,Waterwave
Energy, Waterwave Engine, J-33 Engine, MA-3
USE WATERWAVE ENERGY USE J-33 ENGINE USE MA-3 ENGINE
Energy, Wind Engine, J-34 Engine, MA-5
USE WINDPOWER UTILIZATION USE J-34 ENGINE USE MA-5 ENGINE
Energy, Zero Point Engine, J-47 Engine, Marl)ore 2
USE J-69-T-25 ENGINE
USE ZERO POINT ENERGY USE J-47 ENGINE
Engine, Marquerdt R4D
Engine Aircraft, Single Engine, J-52 USE MARQUARDT R4D ENGINE
USE SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT USE J-52 ENGINE
ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS
ENGINE AIRFRAME INTEGRATION Engine, J-57
USE J-57 ENGINE (Engine), NERVA
Engine, AJ-10
USE A J-10 ENGINE USE NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES
Engine, J-57-P-20
Engine, AJ-1000 USE J-57-P-20 ENGINE (Engine), NIMPHE
USE M-1 ENGINE USE HYDRAZINE ENGINES
Engine, J-58
Engine, ALGOL USE J-58 ENGINE ENGINE NOISE
USE ALGOL ENGINE
Engine, J-65 Engine Noise, Rocket
Engine, Altair USE J-65 ENGINE USE ROCKET ENGINE NOISE
USE X-248 ENGINE
Engine, J-69-T-25 Engine, P-1
ENGINE ANALYZERS USE J-69-T-25 ENGINE USE P-1 ENGINE
Engine, ASROC Engine, J-71 ENGINE PARTS
USE ASROC ENGINE USE J-71 ENGINE
Engine, Pegasus
Engine, BE-3 Engine, J-73 USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
USE BE-3 ENGINE USE J-73 ENGINE
ENGINE PRIMERS
Engine, Brlstol-Slddeley BS 53 Engine, J-75
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE USE J-75 ENGINE Engine Program, Quiet
USE QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM
Engine, Brlstol-Slddeley Olympus 593
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE Engine, J-79 Engine, RA-28
USE J-79 ENGINE USE RA-28 ENGINE
Engine, BrlstoI-siddeley Viper
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPER ENGINE Engine, J-85 Engine, RL-IO-A-1
USE J-85 ENGINE USE RL-10-A-1 ENGINE
Engine Cases, Missile
USE ROCKET ENGINE CASES Engine, J-93 Engine, RL-10-A-3
USE J-93 ENGINE USE RL°10-A-3 ENGINE
Engine Cases, Rocket
USE ROCKET ENGINE CASES Engine, J-97 Engine, SL-3 Rocket
USE J-97 ENGINE USE SL-3 ROCKET ENGINE
Engine, Castor 2
USE TX-354 ENGINE Engine, J93-MJ252H Engine, Space Shuttle Main
USE J-93 ENGINE USE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
Engine, CF-700
USE CF-700 ENGINE Engine, J93-MJ280G Engine (Space Shuttle), Orbit Maneuvering
USE J-93 ENGINE USE ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE (SPACE
ENGINE CONTROL SHUTTLE)
(Engine), LACE ENGINE STARTERS
Engine Control, Rocket USE LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
USE ROCKET ENGINE CONTROL
Engine, LR-62-RM-2 Engine, T-34
USE T-34 ENGINE
Engine Control, Turbojet USE LR-62-RM-2 ENGINE
USE TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
Engine, T-38
Engine, LR-87-AJ-5 USE T-38 ENGINE
ENGINE COOLANTS USE LR-87-AJ-5 ENGINE
Engine, T-53
ENGINE DESIGN Engine, LR-gl-AJ-5 USE T-53 ENGINE
USE LR-91-AJ-5 ENGINE
Engine Design, RoCket
USE ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN Engine, T-55
Engine, LR-99 USE T-55 ENGINE
Engine, F-1 Rocket USE LR-99 ENGINE
USE F-1 ROCKET ENGINE Engine, T-S6
Engine, M-1 USE T-56 ENGINE
ENGINE FAILURE USE M-1 ENGINE
Engine, T-58
Engine, M-46 USE T-58 ENGINE
Engine For Rocket Vehicles, Nuclear USE M-46 ENGINE
USE NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES
Engine, T-S8-GE-SB
Engine, M-55 USE T-58-GE-8B ENGINE
Engine Fuels, Jet USE M-55 ENGINE
USE JET ENGINE FUELS
Engine, T-63
Engine, M-56 USE T-63 ENGINE
Engine, H-1 USE M-56 ENGINE
USE H-1 ENGINE
Engine, M-57 Engine, T-64
Engine, Hercules USE M-57 ENGINE USE T-64 ENGINE
USE HERCULES ENGINE
Engine, M-100 Engine, T-74
ENGINE INLETS USE M-100 ENGINE USE T-74 ENGINE
Engine, J-2 Engine, MA-2 Engine, T-76






































































USE COLUMNS (PROCESS ENGINEERING)
Engineering, Computer Aided
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Engineering), Cracking (Chemical













USE HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Engineering, Human Factors
















































USE DUCTED FAN ENGINES
Engines, Ducted Rocket
USE DUCTED ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Electric Rocket

















USE HEUS ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Hot Water Rocket
USE HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Hybrid Propellant Rocket
USE HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Hybrid Rocket






USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
Engines, Hydrox












Engines, Liquid Air Cycle
Engines, Liquid Air Cycle
USE LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
Engines, Liquid Propellant Rocket
USE LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Uthergol Rocket
USE UTHERGOL ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Low Volume Ramjet
USE LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
Engines, LOX-Hydrogen
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
Engines, Mercury Ion
USE MERCURY ION ENGINES
Engines, Mlcrorocket
USE MICROROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Nlke Booster Rocket
USE NIKE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Nozzleless Rocket
USE NOZZLELESS ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Nuclear Lightbulb
USE NUCLEAR LIGHTBULB ENGINES
Engines, Nuclear Ramjet
USE NUCLEAR RAMJET ENGINES
Engines, Nuclear Rocket






USE PULSED JET ENGINES
Engines, Pulsejet
USE PULSE JET ENGINES























USE SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
ENGINES
Engines, Solid Propellant Rocket
USE SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Stlrllng
USE STIRLING ENGINES
Engines, Supersonic Combustion Ramjet
USE SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
ENGINES
Engines, Sustsiner Rocket
USE SUSTAINER ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, SYNCOM Apogee
USE SYNCOM APOGEE ENGINES
Engines, Topping Cycle















Engines, Two Stage Plasma
USE TWO STAGE PLASMA ENGINES
Engines, Ullage Rocket
USE ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Upper Stage Rocket
USE UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
Engines, Variable Cycle
USE VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
Engines, Variable Stream Control









USE NEW ENGLAND (US)
ENGLISH CHANNEL












Enhancement Of Atmospherics, Sudden






























USE MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD
Entropy Method, Minimum








Entry Probes, Pioneer Venus 2
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 ENTRY PROBES
Entry Simulation, Atmospheric
USE ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY SIMULATION
Entry Vehicle, Viking 75







Environ Satellite B, Geostatlonary Operstl
USE GOES 2

























































USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Environments, Geosynchronoes Earth Orbital
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Environments, High Altitude
USE HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
Environments, High Gravity
USE HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
Environments, High Temperature




USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Environments, Low Earth Orbital
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Environments, Low Temperature























USE EARTH & OCEAN PHYSICS APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM
EOR (RendeZVous)
USE EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
EOS
USE LANDSAT SATELLITES
(EOS), Earth Obmervlng System







USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
EPE-B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
EPE-C
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
EPE-D
















USE LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY
Epltaxy, Molecular Beam
USE MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
EpItaxy, Vapor Phase
USE VAPOR PHASE EPITAXY
EPITHELIUM
EPNL






















































































Equation Of Stats, Hugoniof





































































































USE NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Equations Of Motion, Euler
USE EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION








USE PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Equations, Partial Differential


























USE EQUATIONS OF STATE
Equipment, Air Conditioning




































USE FROZEN EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
Equilibrium Flow, Shifting























Equipment, Airport Surface Detection
USE AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION
EQUIPMENT
Equipment, Astronaut Maneuvering





















USE PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)
Equipment (Computers), Peripheral








USE DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Equipment, Distance Measuring




















































USE SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Equipment), Stowage (Onboard








USE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Equipment Tests, Electronic
USE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
(Equipment), Thickeners
USE THICKENERS (EQUIPMENT)
Equipment, Ultra Short Wave Radio
USE VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO
EQUIPMENT
Equipment, Very High Frequency Radio








EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS Error, Pilot
USE PILOT ERROR
Er
USE ERBIUM Error Rate, Bit
USE BIT ERROR RATE
ERBE
USE EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT ERROR SIGNALS
ERBIUM ERRORS
ERBIUM ALLOYS Errors, Instrument
USE INSTRUMENT ERRORS
ERBIUM COMPOUNDS
ERBIUM ISOTOPES Errors, Perceptual
USE PERCEPTUAL ERRORS
Erbium 169
USE ERBIUM ISOTOPES Errors, Position
USE POSITION ERRORS
Erbium 171
USE ERBIUM ISOTOPES Errors, Random
USE RANDOM ERRORS
Erectable Structures, Space
USE SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES Errors, Range
USE RANGE ERRORS
Erecting Devices, Self
USE SELF ERECTING DEVICES Errors, Root-Msen-Sqcars
USE ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERRORS
Erection




ERGODIC PROCESS USE VELOCITY ERRORS
ERGOMETERS ERS 17
Ergonomics ERS 18
USE HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
ERGOTAMINE ERS-1 (ESA SATELLITE)
Erie, Lake ERTS
USE LAKE ERIE USE LANDSAT SATELLITES
EROS Project ERTS-A
USE LANDSAT 1
USE EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL
SHOT PROJ
ERTS-B
















EROSIVE BURNING USE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
ERROR ANALYSIS (ESA), EURECA
USE EURECA (ESA)
Error send
USE ACCURACY (ESA), GEOS Satellites




USE MAGELLAN ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
ERROR CORRECTING CODES SATELLITE




Error, Fight Technica# USE MAROTS (ESA)
USE PILOT ERROR
(ESA), Orbital Test Satellite
ERROR FUNCTIONS USE OTS (ESA)
Error, Phase (ESA), OTS
USE PHASE ERROR USE OTS (ESA)
(ESA Platforms), SPAS
USE SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITES
(ESA Satellite), ERS-1














USE LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
(Escape Systems), LES











USE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
(ESRO), GEOS Satellites


























USE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
ESTIMATING
Estimation, Orbital PoslUon






































































EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPE
(Europe), Alps Mountains
USE ALPS MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
(Europe), Baltic Shield
USE BALTIC SHIELD (EUROPE)
(Europe), Carpathian Mountains
USE CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
Europe, Central
USE CENTRAL EUROPE
(Europe), Eiscat Radar System
USE EISCAT RADAR SYSTEM (EUROPE)
(Europe), Pyrenees Mountains
USE PYRENEES MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
EUROPEAN AIRBUS
EUROPEAN COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
European Incoherent Scatter Radar
USE EISCAT RADAR SYSTEM (EUROPE)







European Space Research Organization
USE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
European Space Research Organization Sat
USE ESA SATELLITES
European Toms, Joint













USE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
SATELLITE
EUXENITE








USE EARTH VIEWING APPLICATIONS
LABORATORY
EVALUATION
Evaluation And Review Techniques, Graphic
USE GERT















































USE LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
Evolution Equations, Nonlinear



































USE INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE
PROGRAM
Exchange Membrane Electrolytes, Ion
USE ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
ELECTROLYTES
Exchange Program, Interservlce Data
USE INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE
PROGRAM
Exchange Resins, Ion
USE ION EXCHANGE RESINS
Exchange, Resonance Charge





































USE PAULI EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE
EXCRETION
Excursion Module, Mars
USE MARS EXCURSION MODULE
(Excursion Module), MEM






















































Explorer D, Energetic Particle

























Exper, Feature Identification And Location
USE FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION
EXPER
Expar With Particle Accelerators, Space
USE SEPAC (PAYLOAD)
EXPERIENCE
Experiment, Atmospheric General Circulation
USE ATMOSPHERIC GENERAL CIRCULATION
EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Experiment, Earth Energy Budget
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
Experiment, Earth Radiation Budget




Experiment, GARP Atlantic Tropical
USE GARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT
(Experiment), GATE
USE GARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT
Experiment, Halogen Occultation
USE HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT
Experiment, HET
USE HET EXPERIMENT
Experiment In Space, Physics And Chemistry
USE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT IN
SPACE
Experiment, Intematlocel Satellite Geodesy
USE INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE GEODESY
EXPERIMENT
Experiment, Large Area Crop Inventory
USE LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY
EXPERIMENT
Experiment, Uthlum Cooled Reactor
USE LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
Experiment, Long Term Zonal Earth Energy
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
Experiment, Lower Atmospheric Composition
USE LACATE (EXPERIMENT)
Experiment Module, Apollo Lunar
USE APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE
Experiment Package, Earth Resources
USE EREP
Experiment Package Telescope, Goddard
USE PARTICLE TELESCOPES
Experiment, Plasma Interaction
USE PLASMA INTERACTION EXPERIMENT
Experiment, San Andrsas Fault
USE SAN ANDREAS FAULT EXPERIMENT
Experiment Scientific Satellite, Biomedical
USE BESS (SATELLITE)
Experiment, Sodium Reactor
USE SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT
Experiment Stations, Crew
USE CREW EXPERIMENT STATIONS
Experiment, Stratospheric Aerosol & Gas
USE SAGE SATELLITE




EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
Experimental Ocean Satellite, Geodynamlc
USE GEOS-D SATELLITE
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL SHOT PROJ
Experimental Satellites, Lincoln
USE LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES







Experiments Package, Apollo Lunar Surface
USE APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
PACKAGE
Experiments Package, Early Apollo Surface
USE EASEP
Experiments, Space Plasma H/V Interaction
USE SPHINX
Experiments, Space Technology
























Exploration System For Apollo, Lunar
USE LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR
APOLLO
Exploration System), LESA (Lunar
USE LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR
APOLLO
Explorer A, Air Density
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Explorer A, Atmosphere
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
Explorer A, Beacon
USE BEACON EXPLORER A
Explorer A, Energetic Particle
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
Explorer A, Ionosphere
USE EXPLORER 20 SATELLITE
Explorer B, Air Density/Iniun
USE EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
Explorer B, Atmosphere
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
Explorer B, Beacon
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
Explorer B, Energetic Particle
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
Explorer B, Radio Astronomy
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
Explorer C, Atmosphere
USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
Explorer C, Beacon
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
Explorer C, Energetic Particle
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
Explorer D, Atmosphere





Explorer D, Energetic Particle




USE DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLORER
Explorer, Deal Air Density
USE DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLORER
Explorer E, Atmosphere
USE EXPLORER 55 SATELLITE
Explorer, Far UV Spectroscopic
USE FAR UV SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
Explorer, Gamma Ray Astronomy
USE EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
Explorer, InJun
USE EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
Explorer, International Cometary







USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
Explorer, Planetary
USE OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS
Explorer Satelnte, Cosmic Background
USE COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER
SATELLITE
Explorer Satellite, Extreme Ultraviolet
USE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
SATELLITE
Explorer Satellite, Radio Astronomy
USE RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER SATELLITE
EXPLORER SATELLITES
Explorer Satellites, Applications
USE APPLICATIONS EXPLORER SATELLITES
Explorer Satellites, Dynamics
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER SATELLITES
Explorer Satellites, Mlcromoteorold
USE MICROMETEOROID EXPLORER SATELLITES
Explorer, Solar Mesosphere
USE SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPLORER
Explorer, X Rsy Timing
USE X RAY TIMING EXPLORER
Explorer 1, International Sun Earth
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 1
EXPLORER 1 SATELLITE
Explorer t Satellite, Dynamics
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1 SATELLITE
Explorer 2, International Sun Earth
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 2
Explorer 2, Radio Astronomy
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
EXPLORER 2 SATELLITE
Explorer 2 Satellite, Dynamics
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2 SATELLITE
Explorer 3, International Sun Earth























































Explorers, Active Magneto Particle Tracer
USE AMPTE (SATELLITES)
Explorers, International Sun Earth
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORERS
Explorers, Outer Planets
USE OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS
Explosion Effect, Nuclear

























































USE X RAY STARS
Extended Ouretlon Space Flight











































































Eye Movement State, Rapid
USE RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE
EYE MOVEMENTS
Eye Movements, Saccadlc















USE ATLAS F ICBM
F, IMP-
















USE TIROS 6 SATELLITE
F Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
F, Space Shuttle Mission 51-






F 27 Aircraft, Fokker
USE F-27 AIRCRAFT
F 28 Aircraft, Fokker
USE F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
F-Sccttar Propagation, Ionospheric






















Facility), HNPF (Nallem Nuclear Power















































Facility, Advanced X Ray Astrophysics
USE X RAY ASTROPHYStCS FACILITY
Facility, Deep Space Instrumentation
USE DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
Facility), DSIF (Instrumentation
USE DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
Facility, Ha,am Nuclear Power
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
Facility, Long Duration Exposure
USE LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
Facility, Mobile Quarantine
USE MOBILE QUARANTINE FAC(LITY
Facility, Pinhole Occulter
USE PINHOLE OCCULTER FACILITY
Facility, Solar Cell Calibration
USE SOLAR CELL CALIBRATION FACILITY
Facility, Space Infrared Telescope
USE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Facility, Spacelsb UV-Optlcal Telescope
USE STARLAB
Facility, Transient Reactor Test
USE TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
Facility), TREAT (Test
USE TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
Facility, X Ray Astrophysics
USE X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
Facing Steps, Backward
USE BACKWARD FACING STEPS
Facing Steps, Rearward

















































































































Falrey Delta 2 Alrcreft













USE DUCTED FAN ENGINES






















USE LUNAR FAR SIDE
FAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION







Fast Breeder Reactors, Liquid Metal





Fast Reactors, Gas Cooled












































USE STACKING FAULT ENERGY
Fault Experiment, San Andreee




























USE FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION
FBM (Missiles)
USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
FCC Lattices












USE TECHNOLOGY FEASIBILITY SPACECRAFT










FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION EXPER
Features), Bays (Topographic
USE BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
Features), Sounds (Topographic



















































Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Enrico





















































USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
FFT













Fiber Reinforced Plastics, Carbon
USE CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Fiber Reinforced Plastics, Glass













































USE CROSSED FIELD AMPLIFIERS
FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
FIELD COILS
Field Configurations, Magnetic
USE MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATIONS
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS











USE MAGNETIC FIELD INVERSIONS
Field Magnets, High




USE REVERSE FIELD PINCH
Field Reconnection, Magnetic
USE MAGNETIC FIELD RECONNECTION
Field, Solar Magnetic
USE SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
FIELD STRENGTH
Field Strength, Electric
USE ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
FIELD THEORY (ALGEBRA)
FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
(Field Theory), Strong Interactions
USE STRONG INTERACTIONS (FIELD THEORY)
Field Theory, Unified
USE UNIFIED FIELD THEORY
(Field Theory), Weak Interactions
USE WEAK INTERACTIONS (FIELD THEORY)
Field Year For Great Lakes, International




















USE FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
Fields, Force-Free Magnetic
USE FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELDS
Fields, Galactic Magnetic




USE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
Fields, Interstellar Magnetic
USE INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS
Flalds, Lunar Magnetic








































































USE FLUID FILLED SHELLS
Filled Shells, Liquid















































































USE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FILTERS
Filters, Electronic
USE ELECTRONIC FILTERS













































Fin Aircraft Rocket Vehicle, Folding




USE LASER RANGE FINDERS
Finders, Optical Range
USE OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
Finders, Radar Direction
USE RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Finders (Radio), Direction
USE RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Finders, Radio Direction





















USE ISOPARAMETRIC FINITE ELEMENTS

































USE SAINT ELMO FiRE
FIREBALLS









































Fission Hybrid Reactors, Fusion-





USE BLANKETS (FISSION REACTORS)
Fission Reactors, Gaseous































Fixing And Ranging, Sound
USE SOUND FIXING AND RANGING
Flxpolnt Theorem, Schauder
































































USE EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
Flaps, Externally Blown
USE EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
Flaps, Jet
USE JET FLAPS






USE LEADING EDGE FLAPS
Flaw Detection, Ultrasonic






USE TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
Flaps, Upper Surface Blown

























Flat Coaxial Transmission Lines




















FLEET SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
FLEETSATCOM












Flexure Problem, Saint Venant
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
Flexure Problem, St Venant
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
FLICKER
Flicker Fusion, Crltlcsi
USE CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
Flicker Fusion Frequency






USE APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 6
USE APOLLO 6 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 7
USE APOLLO 7 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 8
USE APOLLO 8 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 9
USE APOLLO 9 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 10
USE APOLLO 10 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 11
USE APOLLO 11 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 12
USE APOLLO 12 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 13
USE APOLLO 13 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 14
USE APOLLO 14 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 15
USE APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
Flight, Apollo 16



















Flight, Extended Duration Space
USE LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
FLIGHT FATIGUE
Flight Feeding, Space





USE GEMINI 3 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 4
USE GEMINI 4 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 5
USE GEMINI 5 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 6
USE GEMINI 6 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 7
USE GEMINI 7 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 8
USE GEMINI 8 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 9
USE GEMINI 9 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 10
USE GEMINI 10 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 11
USE GEMINI 11 FLIGHT
Flight, Gemini 12























Flight, Long Duration Space




USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
Flight, MA-4
USE MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
Flight, MA-5
USE MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
Flight, MA-8
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
Flight, MA-9
USE MERCURY MA-9 FLIGHT
FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Flight, Manned Space
USE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
FLIGHT MECHANICS
Flight, Mercury MA-1
USE MERCURY MA-1 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MA-2
USE MERCURY MA-2 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MA-3
USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MA-4
USE MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MA-5
USE MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MA-6
USE MERCURY MA-6 FLIGHT
Right, Mercury MA-7
USE MERCURY MA-7 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MA-8
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
Right, Mercury MA-9
USE MERCURY MA-9 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MR-1
USE MERCURY MR-1 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MR-2
USE MERCURY MR-2 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MR-3
USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
Flight, Mercury MR-4
USE MERCURY MR-4 FLIGHT
Flight, Mcteorologlcal
USE METEOROLOGICAL FLIGHT
Flight, Minor Circle Turning




USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
Flight Network, Manned Space













Flight, Return To Earth Space





USE INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Flight Rules, Visual






Flight, Space Transportation System 1
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Flight, Space Transportation System 2
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Flight, Space Transportation System 3
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Right, Space Transportation System 4
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Right Spectrometers, Time Of













Flight Test Apparatus, Free
USE FREE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS
Right Teat Program, Reactor In
USE RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
Flights, Gemini
Flight Test), Rift (Reactor In
USE RiFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
Flight Test t (Shuttle), Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Flight Teat 1, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Flight Teat 2 (Shuttle), Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Flight Teat 2, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Flight Test 3 (Shuttle), Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Flight Test 3, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Flight Test 4 (Shuttle), Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Flight Test 4, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
FLIGHT TESTS
Flight Tests (Shuttle), Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Flight Teats, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
FLIGHT TIME
Flight Tracking And Data Network, Space
















Flight 7, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Flight 8, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE SHUI-FLE MISSION 31-D
Flight 9, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Flights (Aircraft), Night









Flights, Space Shuttle Orbital
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Flights, Space Transportation System









































USE LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS
Flow Analysis, Data



























Flow Cells, Geophysical Fluid




























































USE FREE MOLECULAR FLOW
Flow, Frozen Equilibrium


































































USE ZONAL FLOW (METEOROLOGY)
Flow Method Tests, Wing



























































USE REClRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW
FLOW REGULATORS
Flow Regulators, Fuel

















USE SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
Flow SimulaUon, Exhaust








































USE SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Flow Tests, Cold
USE COLD FLOW TESTS
FLOW THEORY
Flow Theory, Mixing Length
USE MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
Flow, Three Dimensional












USE TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Flow, Two Phase



































USE COOLING FLOWS (ASTROPHYSICS)
FLOX
FLTSATCOM



















USE COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
(Fluid Dynamics), Panel Method
USE PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
(Fluid Dynamics), Stabilizers





Fluid Flow Cells, Geophysical














USE HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)
(Fluid Mechanics), Stokes Law
USE STOKES LAW (FLUID MECHANICS)
Fluid Models, Two

































































USE LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
(Fluorescence), LIF










USE KRYPTON FLUORIDE LASERS
Fluoride Lasers, Xenon













































































































































Flux Beam Reactors, High
USE HIGH FLUX BEAM REACTORS
FLUX DENSITY
Flux Density, Electron




USE NEUTRON FLUX DENSITY
FLYING EJECTION SEATS
Flux Density, Particle
USE PARTICLE FLUX DENSITY
Flux Density, Proton
USE PROTON FLUX DENSITY
Flux Density, Radiant
USE RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
Flux Density, Solar






Flux Isotope Reactors, High




























FLY BY TUBE CONTROL
FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
Fly TRAP Rocket Vehicle, Venus
USE VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
Flyby, Mariner Jupiter-Saturn
USE MARINER JUPITER-SATURN FLYBY
Flyby, Mariner Jupiter-Uranus












USE FEAR OF FLYING
Flying Objects, Unidentified








































Foe, Identify Friend Or

















Fokker F 27 Aircraft
USE F-27 AIRCRAFT
Fokker F 28 Aircraft











USE LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON MISSIONS
Following Aircraft, Terrain



















































































Forces (United States), Armed
USE ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
Forces, Van Der Waal
USE VAN DER WAAL FORCES
Ford Project, West








USE DELPHI METHOD (FORECASTING)
Forecasting, Long Range Weather
USE LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING
Forecasting, Numerical Weather
USE NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
(Forecasting), Pattern Method
USE PATTERN METHOD (FORECASTING)
(Forecasting), Probe Method
USE PROBE METHOD (FORECASTING)
(Forecasting), Profile Method
USE PROFILE METHOD (FORECASTING)
Forecasting, Statistical Weather



















































USE ENERGY OF FORMATION
Formation Heat
USE HEAT OF FORMATION
Formation, Heat Of






























(Forming Or Bending), Brakes











USE DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
FOrmS, Land
USE LANDFORMS
























































Four Hour Orbits, Twenty-












































USE RHONE DELTA (FRANCE)
Francisco Bay (CA), San
USE SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)
Francisco (CA), San



















USE GIBBS FREE ENERGY
FREE FALL
FREE FLIGHT




USE CONTEXT FREE LANGUAGES
Free Magnetic Fields, Force-



















































USE EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES
Frequencies, Extremely Low
USE EXTREMELY LOW FREQUENCIES
Frequencies, Extremely Low Rsdlo
































































FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Frequency, Flicker Fusion




USE RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
FREQUENCY HOPPING
Frequency Impedance Probes, Radio
USE RADIO FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES
Frequency Interference, Radio
USE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
Frequency Ion Thrustor Engines, Radio
USE RIT ENGINES
Frequency, Maximum Usable




USE FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION
FREQUENCY MODULATION PROTOMULTIPLIERB
Frequency Modulation, Pulse
USE PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION
Frequency Modulation Telemetry, Pulse











Frequency Radio Equipment, Very High


















Frequency Trsnslonospherlc Satellites, Low
















USE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
Friction, Coefficient Of
























Friend Or Foe, Identify











USE ORBITING FROG OTOLITH
FROGS
(From Earth), Space Observations
USE SPACE OBSERVATIONS (FROM EARTH)
(From Space), Earth Observations
USE EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FROM SPACE)
Front Deformation, Wave
USE WAVE FRONT DEFORMATION
Front Reconstruction, Wave










































FUEL CELL POWER PLANTS
FUEL CELLS
Fuel Cells, Biochemical
USE BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS
Fuel Cells, Hydrogen Air
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Fuel Cells, Hydrogen Oxygen
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Fuel Cells, Phosphoric Acid
USE PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELLS
Fuel Cells, Regenerative





(Fuel Conversion), Organic Wastes
USE ORGANIC WASTES (FUEL CONVERSION)
FUEL CORROSION
Fuel Elements, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS
Fuel Elements (Nuclear Reactors)










USE JP-4 JET FUEL
Fuel, JP-5 Jet
USE JP-5 JET FUEL
Fuel, JP-6 Jet
USE JP-6 JET FUEL
Fuel, JP-8 Jet




USE HYDROCARBON FUEL PRODUCTION
FUEL PUMPS
Fuel Reprocesslng, Nuclear




USE AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
(Fuel Systems), Chokes































Fuels), HEF (High Energy
USE HIGH ENERGY FUELS
Fuels, High Energy






USE JET ENGINE FUELS
Fuels, Jet Engine


































































































































































USE POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Functions Probability Density
USE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Functions Probability Distribution

























































USE CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
Fusion Frequency, Flicker
USE CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
Fusion, Heat Of




USE INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION
Fusion, Laser
USE LASER FUSION
Fusion, Latent Heat Of













USE INERTIAL FUSION (REACTOR)
FUSION REACTORS
(Fusion Reactors), Blankets
USE BLANKETS (FUSION REACTORS)
(Fusion Reactors), Umltors














G ACPL (Spacelab), Zero-











USE TIROS 7 SATELLITE
G Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
G, Space Shuttle Mllmlon 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MiSSiON 41-G
G, Space Shuttle Mission 51-






















(GA-NC-SC), Sand Hills Region










USE STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS
Gage Balances, Strain



























































USE ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI
GALACTIC RADIATION










































































(Game Theory), Saddle Points













Gamma Ray Astronomy Explorer
USE EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
GAMMA RAY BEAMS
GAMMA RAY BURSTS
Gamma Ray Bursts, Comic
















Gaps (Solid State), Energy















USE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
PROGRAM









Gas Compo, mds, Rare




GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
GAS COOLED REACTORS
Gas Cooled Reactors, Experimental
USE EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
Gas Cooled Reactors, High Temperature























Gas Experiment, Stratospheric Aerosol &
USE SAGE SATELLITE
Gas Exploration, Natural




















































































Gas Welding, Tungsten Inert
USE GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS-GAS INTERACTIONS
Gas-Halide Lasers, Rare



































USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
Gases, Hot































































Gauseian Control, Linear Quadratic
USE LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSlAN CONTROL
Geusslan Distributions
USE NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION
Generators, Power




USE MAGNETOMETERS GEMINI (GT-1) SPACECRAFT
GAUZE GEMINI PROJECT
CAW-1 AIRFOIL GEMINI SPACECRAFT
CAW-2 AIRFOIL GEMINI 2 SPACECRAFT




USE GAS COOLED REACTORS GEMINI 5 FLIGHT




USE GEOMETRIC DILUTION OF PRECISION GEMINI 8 FLIGHT










USE J-79 ENGINE GENE EXPRESSION
GE-3 Engine, YJ-73- Gene Regulation
USE J-73 ENGINE USE GENE EXPRESSION
GE-3 Engine, YJ-93- GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
USE J-93 ENGINE
General Aviation Wbltcomb Airfoil
GE-SB Engine, T-58- USE CAW-2 AIRFOIL
USE T-58-GE-8B ENGINE CAW-1 AIRFOIL
GEAR General Circulation Experiment, Atmospheric
Gear, Arresting USE ATMOSPHERIC GENERAL CIRCULATION
USE ARRESTING GEAR EXPERIMENT
Gear, Landing GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT
USE LANDING GEAR
General Dynamics Military Aircraft
Gear, Retractable Landing USE MILITARY AIRCRAFT
USE RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT
LANDING GEAR
General Electric Computers
GEAR TEETH USE GE COMPUTERS
GEARS GENERALIZATION (PSYCHOLOGY)
(Gears), Racks Generated Electromagnetic Pulses, System





Generation, Combined Cycle Power
GEIGER COUNTERS USE COMBINED CYCLE POWER GENERATION




USE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY Generation, Nuclear Electric Power
USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Gel Processes, Sol-
USE SOL-GEL PROCESSES Generation, Nuclear Power
USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Gel, Silica




GELATION USE SOLAR GENERATORS
GELLED PROPELLANTS Generation, Thermlonlc Power
USE THERMIONIC POWER GENERATION
GELLED ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Generation, Thermoelectric Power
GELS USE THERMOELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Generstlon, Thermonuclear Power







Generator, ASTEC Solar Turboelactri¢



























































































































Geodesy Experiment, International Satellite



































































































































































USE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
Geophysical Year, International














USE GEOS 2 SATELLITE
GEOS-C Satellite









Oeoststlonsry Operational Environ Sats
USE GOES SATELLITES







Geosynchronous Earth Orbital Environments

















































Germany, Federal Republic Of
USE WEST GERMANY





















Giant Branch Stars, Asymptotic
USE ASYMPTOTIC GIANT BRANCH STARS
Giant Planets, Gas
USE GAS GIANT PLANETS
GIANT STARS
Giant Stars, Red












































































































USE LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
Gilders, Space





GLOBAL AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM
GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
Global Communications Antenna Grid (Navy)
USE SEAFARER PROJECT
Global Ocean Station Systems, Integrated



































































Godderd Experiment Package Telescope
USE PARTICLE TELESCOPES
















































Grseff Accelerators, Van De








USE CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
Gradient Satellites, Gravity




























Grands (North America), RIo






































































































USE CENTER OF GRAVITY
Gravity Environments, High




































Great Lakes, International Field Year For
USE INTERNATIONAL FIELD YEAR FOR GREAT
LAKES
GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
GREAT PLAINS CORRIDOR (NORTH AMERICA)
GREAT SALT LAKE (UT)















USE WIRE GRID LENSES
Grid (Navy), Global Communications Antenna
USE SEAFARER PROJECT


































(Ground Based), Space Surveillance








Ground Effect Machine, Cushloncraft
USE CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE
Ground Effect Machine, DTMB-111
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, DTMB-430
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, SR-N2
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, SR-N3
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, SR-N5
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, Westland SR-N2
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, Westland SR-N3
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machine, Westlend SR-N5
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Ground Effect Machines, HD-1
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
Ground Effect Machines, Hovercraft
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
Ground Effect Machines, WesUand
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
GROUND HANDLING
































USE TRANSPONDER CONTROL GROUP
GROUP VELOCITY
Group tA Compounds
USE ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
GROUP 1B COMPOUNDS
Group 2A Compounds


































USE HYDROTHERMAL CRYSTAL GROWTH
Guidance, Spacecraft
Growth), Melts (Crystal








USE GEMINI (GT-1) SPACECRAFT
GTDS














































Guidance), SSGS (Standardized Space
Guidance), SSGS (Standardized Space
USE STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE
Guidance, Standardized Space
USE STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE
Guidance, Strapdown Inertial
USE STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Guidance (STS), Entry






USE PRECISION GUIDED PROJECTILES
Guides, Wave
USE WAVEGUIDES
Guideway Transit Vehicles, Automated






USE NEW GUINEA (ISLAND)
Guinea, Papua New
USE PAPUA NEW GUINEA
GUINEA PIGS
GULF OF ALASKA

























































































































USE TIROS 8 SATELLITE
H, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
















































HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
Halden Reactor





Halide Lasers. Rare Gas-























HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
(Ha,am Nuclear Power Facility), HNPF
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
HALLEY'S COMET
HALLUCINATIONS
HALO ORBIT SPACE STATION
HALOCARBONS
HALOE


































































































































USE CAPE HATTERAS (NC)
Haul Aircraft, Short





USE NEW HAVEN (CT)
Havllland Aircraft, De
USE DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
Havillend DH 106 Aircraft, De
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
Havllland DH 112 Aircraft, De
USE DH 112 A;RCRAFT
Havllland DH 115 Alrcraff, De
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
Hevilland DH 121 Aircraft, De
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
Havllland DH 125 Aircraft, De
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
Havilland DHC 4 Aircraft, De
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
Havllland DHC 5 Aircraft, De
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
Havllland Venom Aircraft, De
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
HAWAII





















USE HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
Hazard, Toxicity And Safety
USE TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD









































HD-1 Ground Effect Machines








































































USE ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET
Heat Capacity
USE SPECIFIC HEAT
HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION
Heat, Combustion
USE HEAT OF COMBUSTION
Heat Conduction


































Heat Of Fusion, Latent
























(Heat Storage), Solar Ponds










USE AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
Heat Transfer, Conductive
USE CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Heat Transfer, Convective
USE CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Heat Transfer, Hypersonic
USE HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Heat Transfer, Laminar
USE LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
Heat Transfer, Radiative
USE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Heat Transfer, Supersonic
USE SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Heat Transfer, Turbulent




USE NORMALIZING (HEAT TREATMENT)
Heat, Vaporization

















USE SPACE HEATING (BUILDINGS)
Heating, Electron Cyclotron














































Heavy Cosmic Ray Primaries






HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
HEAVY NUCLEI
HEAVY WATER
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
HEF (High Energy Fuels)


































USE BELL 214A HELICOPTER















































































































































































Helicopter, Sud Avictlon SA-321
USE SA-321 HELICOPTER
Helicopter, Sud Aviation SA-330
USE SA-330 HELICOPTER




























USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Helicopter, Whirlwind MK-t0




























USE RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
Helicopters, Tandem Rotor








































































































































































USE HFB 320 AIRCRAFT
HFIR
USE HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
HFIR (Reactor)













USE HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
HICAT (Radar Technique)














HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
High Altitude Sounding Projectile
USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
HIGH ASPECT RATIO




High Eccentric Lunar Occultation Satellite
USE EXOSAT SATELLITE
HIGH ELECTRON MOBILITY TRANSISTORS
High Energy Astronomy Observatories
USE HEAO
High Energy Astronomy Observatory A
USE HEAO 1
High Energy Astronomy Observatory B
USE HEAO 2
High Energy Astronomy Observatory C
USE HEAO 3
High Energy Astronomy Observatory 1
USE HEAO 1
_gh Energy Astronomy Observatory 2
USE HEAO 2




(High Energy Fuels), HEF





HIGH FLUX BEAM REACTORS
HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
HIGH FREQUENCIES
High Frequencies, Extremely
USE EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES
High Frequenclas, Very
USE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
High Frequency Radio Equipment, Very


























































HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
HIGH VOLTAGES
HIGHLANDS



















Hllla Reqlon (GA-NC-SC), Sand
USE SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)
Hills Region (HE), Sand
USE SAND HILLS REGION (NE)
Hllla (SI)-WY), Black



































USE HIGH ALT TARGET AND BACKGROUND
MEASUREMENT
HIVOS (Simulator)




USE HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
HMX
HNPF (Hallam Nuclear Power Facility)









































USE BLACK HOLES (ASTRONOMY)
Holes (Astronomy), White






























USE WHITE LIGHT HOLOGRAPHY
Holomorphlsm
USE ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS




















































































Hot Cycle Propulsion System







USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
Not Gases




































USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Hovercraft, Westland SR-N2
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Hovercraft, Westland SR-N3






HP-115 Aircraft, Handley Page
USE HP-115 AIRCRAFT
HPRR






USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-748 AIRCRAFT






























USE HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE




USE HARDWARE UTILIZATION LISTS






























































USE HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
HYBRID COMPUTERS
HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS








USE ELECTRIC HYBRID VEHICLES
Hybrids (Biology)
USE GENETIC ENGINEERING
Hydac Rocket Vehicle, HIke-




































































































































Hydrogen Air Fuel Cells
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Hydrogen Atmospheres, Helium




USE NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTERIES
Hydrogen Batteries, Sliver






































Hydrogen Phosphlte (DEHP), Dtathyl










































































































































































































USE EXPLORER 43 SATELLITE
I Regions, H
USE H I REGIONS
I, Space Shuttle Mission 51-






































USE ATLAS E ICSM
ICBM, Atlas F








USE TITAN 1 ICBM
ICBM, Titan 2









Ice Interactions, Air See































(ID-MT-WY), Yellowstone National Park
USE YELLOWSTONE NATK_HAL PARK
(ID-MT-WY)
(ID-OR-WA), Columbia River Basin




Identlflcetlon And Location Exper, Feature














Identify Fdend Or Foe









USE INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
IGFET



















USE INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN STATION
SYSTEMS
IGY (Geophysical Year)
USE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
It Computer, Moclcomp
USE MODCOMP II COMPUTER
II Regions, H
USE H II REGIONS
IL
USE ILLINOIS
(IL-IN-OH), Wabash River BaMn
















































































Imaging Radar, Earth Resources Shuttle
USE EARTH RESOURCES SHU_LE IMAGING
RADAR
Imaging Radar, Shuttle
USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
Imaging Radar (Spacecraft), Venus Orbiting
USE VENUS ORBITING IMAGING RADAR
(SPACECRAFT)




























Immersion, Water IMPACT ACCELERATION
USE WATER IMMERSION
Impact, Economic
Immiscibility USE ECONOMIC IMPACT
USE SOLUBILITY
Impact, Electron





IMMUNE SYSTEMS USE HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT
IMMUNITY Impact, Ion
USE ION IMPACT













USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE (Impact Prediction), IP
USE COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
IMP-B
USE EXPLORER 21 SATELLITE Impact Predictors, Automatic Rocket
USE IMPACT PREDICTION
IMP-C COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
USE EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
Impact Pressures
IMP-D USE IMPACT LOADS
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
Impact, Proton
IMP-E USE PROTON IMPACT
USE EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
IMPACT RESISTANCE
IMP-F
USE EXPLORER 34 SATELLITE Impact SenilUvlty
USE IMPACT RESISTANCE
IMP-G
USE EXPLORER 41 SATELLITE IMPACT STRENGTH
IMP-H Impact Test, Charpy
USE EXPLORER 47 SATELLITE USE CHARPY IMPACT TEST
IMP-I IMPACT TESTING MACHINES
USE EXPLORER 43 SATELLITE
IMPACT TESTS
IMP'J
USE EXPLORER 50 SATELLITE IMPACT TOLERANCES
IMP-1
USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE IMPACTORS
IMP-2 IMPAIRMENT
USE EXPLORER 21 SATELLITE
IMPATT Diodes
IMP-3 USE AVALANCHE DIODES
USE EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
IMPEDANCE
IMP-4
USE EXPLORER 34 SATELLITE Impedance, Acoustic
USE ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
IMP-5
USE EXPLORER 41 SATELLITE Impedance, Electrical
USE ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
IMP-6
USE EXPLORER 43 SATELLITE
IMPEDANCE MATCHING
IMP-7
USE EXPLORER 47 SATELLITE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
IMP-8 Impedance, Mechanical




Impedance Probes, Radio Frequency

























ImpUclt Methods, Alternating DIrecUon






























In Earth Neighborhood, Origin Of Plasmas
USE OPEN PROJECT
(In Space), Food Production
USE FOOD PRODUCTION (IN SPACE)
(In Space), Hazardous Material Disposal
USE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL (IN
SPACE)
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
IN-OH), Wabash River Basin (IL-













USE WAVE INCIDENCE CONTROL
Incidence, Grazing
USE GRAZING INCIDENCE
Incidence Solar Telescope, Grazing
USE GRIST (TELESCOPE)
Incidence Telescopes, Grazing













Incoherent Scatter Radar, European






















USE LEAF AREA INDEX
Index OpUcs, Gradient
USE GRADIENT INDEX OPTICS
Index, Palmer Sweat





































USE CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
Indicators, Flow Direction







USE MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
Indicators, Plan Position




USE PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
Indicators, Range
USE RANGE FINDERS
Indicators, Rate Of Climb
USE RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
Indicators, Spacecraft Position































USE LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
induced Oscillation, Pilot
USE PILOT iNDUCED OSCILLATION
Induced Vibration, Self


















































inert Gas Welding, Tungsten






USE MOMENTS OF INERTIA
Inertia, Moments Of
USE MOMENTS OF INERTIA
INERTIA PRINCIPLE
Inertia principle, Mach












































USE CREW PROCEDURES (INFLIGHT)
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
Influence Coefficients, Structural
USE STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
INFLUENZA
Inform Sys, Atmospheric & Oceanographlc










USE COMPUTER INFORMATION SECURITY
Information, Selective Dissemination Of
USE SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF
INFORMATION
Information System, Earth Resources




USE GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Information Systems, Management

































USE FAR INFRARED RADIATION
Infrared Radiation, Near






INFRARED SPACE OBSERVATORY (leO)
INFRARED SPECTRA
INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
Infrared Spectrometers, Filter Wheel




Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer, Visible




Infrared Telescope Facility, Space
USE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY





























USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Injuries, Back







































Injection (Wastes), Deep Well












































































































































USE COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Instruction Multiple Data Stream, Multiple
USE MIMD (COMPUTERS)



























Instrumentation Aircraft, Advanced Range






Instrumentation Faclnty, Deep Space
USE DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
(Instrumentation Facility), DSlF
USE DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
(Instrumentation), Ion Traps





USE ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
Instrumentation Ship, Advanced Range
USE ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
SHIP
Instrumentation Ship, ARIS
































USE PROPELLANT ACTUATED INSTRUMENTS
Instruments Radiation Measuring


















USE TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Instruments, Temperature Measuring
USE TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Instruments, Time Measuring



































USE DTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Intog Clrculta, Translator-Transistor-Logic
USE "l-rL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Integ Med And Behavioral Lab Measur System
USE IMBLMS






USE SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
integral Formula, Cauchy































USE DTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Integrated Circuits, Linear
USE LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Integrated Circuits, TTL
USE TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Integrated Circuits, Very High Speed
USE VHSIC (CIRCUITS)
Integrated Control Project, Submarine
USE SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL
PROJECT
INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN STATION SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED LIBRARY SYSTEMS
Integrated Maneuvering Life Support Sys
USE IMLSS
INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
INTEGRATED OPTICS
integrated Reconnalmnce System, Airborne
USE AIRBORNE INTEGRATED
RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEM
integrated Utility System, Modular






USE ENGINE AIRFRAME INTEGRATION
Integration, Functional
USE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
Integrutlon Laboratory, Shuttle Avionics
USE SAIL PROJECT
Integration, Large Scale
USE LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Integration, Measure And
USE MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
Integration, Medium Scale








USE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION PLAN
Intagretlon (Real Variables)
USE MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
Integration, Systems
USE SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
Integration, Very Large Scale






























USE ELECTRON FLUX DENSITY
Intensity Factors, Stress
USE STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
Intensity Lasers, High
















USE RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
intensity, Radiation
USE RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
intensity, Sound
USE SOUND INTENSITY







USE PLASMA INTERACTION EXPERIMENT


















USE AIR LAND INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Air Sea
USE AIR WATER INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Air Sea Ice
USE AiR SEA ICE INTERACTIONS
interactions, Air Water












USE ELECTRON PHONON INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Elementary Particle
USE ELEMENTARY PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
Interactions (Field Theory), Strong
USE STRONG INTERACTIONS (FIELD THEORY)
Interactions (Field Theory), Weak














USE HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS
Interactions, ion Atom




USE LASER PLASMA INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Laser Target
USE LASER TARGET INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Man Environment


















USE ROTOR BODY INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Solar Planetary
USE SOLAR PLANETARY INTERACTIONS
interactions, Solar Terrestrial








USE SURFACE NOISE INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Weak Energy




Intaractlve Planning System, NASA
























































USE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
Interferet_e, Radio Frequency































Interferometry Network), Orlon (Radio




Interferometry, Very Long Base





Interim Upper Stage (STS)















































INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE GEODESY EXPERIMENT
Internetlorml Sets For Ionospheric Study
USE ISIS SATELLITES
IntemeUonal Solar Polar Mission
USE ULYSSES MISSION
INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 1
INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 2
INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 3
INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORERS


































































Interval Scanners, Multiple Seam








































Inventory Experiment, Large Area Crop











































































USE IONOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
Ion Density, Magnetoepheric





USE MERCURY ION ENGINES








































































USE BAYARD-ALPERT IONIZATION GAGES
Ionization Gages, Phillps




















































USE SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Ionospheric Disturbances, Sudden
USE SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Ionospheric Disturbances, Traveling






































































































Iroquois Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-

















































USE ASSATEAGUE ISLAND (MD-VA)
(Island), New Guinea
USE NEW GUINEA (ISLAND)
Island (NY), Long
USE LONG ISLAND (NY)
Island, Prince Edward
USE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Island, Rhode
USE RHODE ISLAND
Island Sound (RI), Block


















USE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS (US)
Islands, Virgin
USE VIRGIN ISLANDS
(ISO), Infrared Space Observatory











Isochronous Cyclotron, Oak Ridge





































Isotope Reactors, High Flux







































































































































































































































USE INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
IV Computer, Modcomp













J, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
























































Javelin Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-











USE ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
Jet Aircraft, Lear
USE LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
Jet Alratreems


























USE ARC JET ENGINES
Jet Engines, Pulsed
USE PULSED JET ENGINES
JET EXHAUST
Jet Exhaust, Hot










USE PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
Jet Flow, Supersonic
USE SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Jet Fuel, JP-4
USE JP-4 JET FUEL
Jet Fuel, JP-5
USE JP-5 JET FUEL
Jet Fuel, JP-6
USE JP-6 JET FUEL
Jet Fuel, JP-8
USE JP-8 JET FUEL
Jet Fuels


















USE PLASMA JET SYNTHESIS
JET THRUST
Jet Trainer, I.-29
USE L-29 JET TRAINER
JET VANES
Jet Wind Tunnels, Plasma




























































Josquln Valley (CA), San




Joe 2 Launch Vehicle, Little
USE LI'I-rLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
John Rocket Vehicle, Honest
USE HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
John Rocket Vehicle, Little


















































Juan Mountains (CO), san








Junction Field Effect Transistors
USE JFET
Junction Solar Cells, Vertical

































JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER ATMOSPHERE









USE MARINER JUPITER-SATURN FLYBY
Jupiter-Uranus Flyby, Mariner
































Kansas City Corridor (MO), St Louis-
USE ST LOUIS-KANSAS CITY CORRIDOR (MO)
KAOLINITE








KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE





















Kennedy Launch Complex, Cape





















USE FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
Keying, Phase Shift














































KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS



























Knight Rocket Vehicle, Black
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
Knight Shift




































































KY-TN), Tennessee Valley (AL-




L, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
L-Band Radiometers, Passive
USE PASSIVE L-BAND RADIOMETERS
L-SAT
I.-19 Aircraft, Cessna





USE L-29 JET TRAINER
L-29 Aircraft, Omnlpol










(LA), Atchafsiaya River Basin
USE ATCHAFALAYA RIVER BASIN (LA)
(LA), Lake Pontchartraln
USE LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN (LA)
(LA), Mississippi Delta
USE MISSISSIPPI DELTA (LA)
Lab, Commerce
USE COMMERCE LAB




Lab (Spacelab), Atmospheric Cloud Physics













USE HUMAN FACTORS LABORATORIES
Laboratories, Lunar Mobile
USE LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORIES
Laboratories, Manned Orbital
USE MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
Laboratories), MOL (Orbital




USE UNDERWATER RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Laboratory, Advanced Technology
USE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
Laboratory, Earth Viewing Applications




USE GERMAN INFRARED LABORATORY
Laboratory, Lunar Receiving
USE LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY








USE LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
Lacertae Objects, BI









































Lake (UT), Great Salt
USE GREAT SALT LAKE (UT)
LAKES
Lakes, International Field Year For Great
USE iNTERNATIONAL FIELD YEAR FOR GREAT
LAKES
Lakes (North America), Great

















Laminar Boundary Layer Separation















































USE AIR LAND INTERACTIONS
LAND MANAGEMENT
LAND MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICE
LAND USE
Land Use, Rural





USE VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT
Lander 1, Viking
USE VIKING LANDER 1
Lander 2, Viking

































USE MICROVISION LANDING AiD





Landing Aircraft, Vertical Attitude Takeoff-
USE VATOL AIRCRAFT
Landing Aircraft, Water Takeoff And
































Landln s Simulators, Lunar Orbit And
USE LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
LANDING SITES
Landing Sites, Lunar










Landing System, Microwave Scanning Seem




Landing Systems, Air Cushion
USE AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEMS
Landing Systems, All-Weather












USE CONTEXT FREE LANGUAGES
Languages, High Level
USE HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES
Languages, Mschlne Oriented




USE INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
Landing Systems, instrument
USE INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
Landing Systems, Microwave
USE MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
Landing Tests (STS), Approach And
USE APPROACH AND LANDING TESTS (STS)
Landing Vehicles, Ranger Lunar
USE RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
Landing Vehicles), SLV (Soft
USE SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
Landing, Vertical
USE VERTICAL LANDING









Landmark Acquisition And Tracking, Video











































USE BASIC (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language), COGO (PrOgramming
USE COGO (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language, Common BuMnese Oriented
USE COBOL
Language), COMPASS (PrOgramming
USE COMPASS (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language (Computers), Natural
USE NATURAL LANGUAGE (COMPUTERS)
Language, Coordinate Geometry








USE LISP (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language), Map (PrOgramming
USE MAP (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language), MARVS (PrOgramming
USE MARVS (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language), Pascal (PrOgramming
USE PASCAL (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
Language), prolOg (PrOgramming
USE PROLOG (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language), SLEUTH (Programming
































USE UNIVAC LARC COMPUTER
LARGE APERTURE SEISMIC ARRAY
LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT
Large Array (VIA), Very
USE VERY LARGE ARRAY (VLA)
Large Infrared Telescope On Spacelab
USE LIRTS (TELESCOPE)
LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Large Scale Integration, Very
USE VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
Large Space Telescope
USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
















































USE NOVA LASER SYSTEM
Laser System, Shivs

















USE CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
Lasers, Carbon Monoxide


















USE FREE ELECTRON LASERS
Lasers, Gallium Arsenlde
USE GALLIUM ARSENIDE LASERS
Lasers, Gamma Ray


















USE HIGH POWER LASERS
Lasers, High Power











































































USE X RAY LASERS
Lasers, Xenon Chloride
USE XENON CHLORIDE LASERS
Lasers, Xenon Fluoride











Latent Heat Of Fusion






























USE BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
Lattices, Body Centered Cubic
USE BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
Lattices, Close Packed





Lattices, Face Centered Cubic
USE FACE CENTERED CUBIC LAI_ICES
Lattices, FCC







Launch Complex, Cape Kennedy










USE ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Arlane
USE ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Atlas Able 5
USE ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Atlas Agena B
USE ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Atlas Centaur
USE ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Atlas SLV-3
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Black Arrow
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Blue Streak
USE BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Centaur
USE CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
Launch Vehicle, Delta
USE DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Dlamant
USE DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Eldo
USE ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Europa 1
USE EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Europa 2
USE EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Europa 3
USE EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Europa 4
USE EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Hotol
USE HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Juno 1
USE JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Juno 2
USE JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Little Joe 2
USE LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Nomad
USE NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle Program, National
USE NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
Launch Vehicle, RAM B
USE RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn D
USE SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-1
USE SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-2
USE SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-3
USE SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-4
USE SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-5
USE SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-6
USE SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-7
USE SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-8
USE SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-9
USE SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Saturn SA-10
USE SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Scout
USE SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Thor Agena
USE THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Thor Delta
USE THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Titan Centaur
USE TITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Titan 3
USE TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Vanguard 2
USE VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle, Vega
USE VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle 3, Standard
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Launch Vehicle 5, Standard
USE STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Atlas
USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
184
Launch Vehicles, Atlas Agena
USE ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Europa
USE EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Heavy Lift
USE HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Juno
USE JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Nova
USE NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Recoverable
USE RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Reusable
USE REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Saturn
USE SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Saturn 1
USE SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Saturn 1B
USE SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Saturn 2
USE SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Saturn 5
USE SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Standard
USE STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Thor
USE THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Thorsd
USE THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
Launch Vehicles, Titan
























































Law (Fluid Mechanics), Stokes















USE NEWTON PRESSURE LAW
Law, Newton Second
USE NEWTON SECOND LAW
Law, Newton-Bueemann
USE NEWTON-BUSEMANN LAW
Law Of Networks, Klrchhoff
USE KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS
Law Of Radiation, Klrchhoff
USE KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION
Law Of Radiation, Stokes


























Lawrence Valley (North America), St

















USE THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY
Layer Combustion, Boundary
USE BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION
Layer, Compressible Boundary
USE COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer Control, Boundary
USE BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Layer Control, Porous Boundary
















USE BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
Layer, Hypersonic Boundary
USE HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer, Incompressible Boundary
USE INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer, Laminar Boundary













USE PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer Plasmas, Boundary
USE BOUNDARY LAYER PLASMAS
Layer Separation, Boundary
USE BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Layer Separation, Laminar Boundary
USE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer, Sporadic E
USE SPORADIC E LAYER
Layer Stability, Boundary
USE BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
Layer, Thermal Boundary
USE THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer, Three Dimensional Boundary
USE THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer Transition, Boundary
USE BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
layer, Turbulent Boundary
USE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Layer, Two Dimensional Boundary


































USE LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
LDEF


























USE BLUNT LEADING EDGES
Leading Edges, Sharp

























































Length Flow Theory, Mixing






















USE WIDE ANGLE LENSES
Lenses, Wire Grid











USE LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
LES (Satellites)
USE LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
LESA (Lunar Exploration System)







(LET), Unaer Energy Transfer



















USE LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
LEVELING
Levels, Atomic Energy
USE ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
Levels, Effective Perceived Noise

































USE SUBROUTINE LIBRARIES (COMPUTERS)
Library Systems, Integrated


































Life Support Sys, Integrated Maneuvering
USE IMLSS
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Ufe Support Systems, 81orngeneretlve
USE CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Life Support Systems, Portable
USE PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Life Sustaining Systems, Emergency
USE EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
Life Tests, Accelerated


















USE POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
Lift Airships, Heavy























Lift Launch Vehicles, Heavy









USE M-2 LIFTING BODY
Uftln S Body, M-2F2
USE M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
Lifting Body, M-2F3


















LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
































USE ULTRASONIC LIGHT MODULATION
Light Modulation, Ultrasonic







Light Ratios, Mass To


























































































Line Anelyala, Program Trend
USE PROGRAM TREND LINE ANALYSIS
LINE CURRENT
Line Discriminators, Freunhofer
USE FRAUNHOFER LINE DISCRIMINATORS
Une, H Alpha
USE H ALPHA LINE
Line, H Beta
USE H BETA LINE
Line, H Gamma
USE H GAMMA LINE
LINE OF SIGHT










USE SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH
Uneement





USE MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAYS
LINEAR CIRCUITS




























USE ACOUSTIC DELAY LINES
Unes), Axes (Reference
USE AXES (REFERENCE LINES)
Lines, Caustic
USE CAUSTIC LINES
Unes (Computer Storage), Delay







Lines, Flat Coaxial Transmission
USE MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
Unes, Fluid Transmission











USE MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
LINES OF FORCE
Unes, Parallel Strip



























































LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES































LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS










Liquid Plus Solid Zones
USE MUSHY ZONES
LIQUID POTASSIUM
















































USE ORGANIC LITHIUM COMPOUNDS























LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE














USE LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
LMFBR
USE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTORS
LNG











































Location Exper. Feature Identification And
USE FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION
EXPER





USE EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTERS
LOCI
Lock Demodulators, Phase
USE PHASE LOCK DEMODULATORS
LOFTI Satellites













Logic Intag Circuits, Diode-Transistor-




USE PHASE LOCKED SYSTEMS
Logic Integ Circuits, Transistor-Transistor-




















































































Logic Unlta. Arithmetic And













USE LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
LOMONOSOV CURRENT
Long Base Intarferometry, Very
USE VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETRY
Long Baseline Array (VLSA), Very
USE VERY LONG BASELINE ARRAY (VLBA)
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY









LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING
LONG TERM EFFECTS





























USE CORROSION TEST LOOPS
LOR (Rendezvous)












USE LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR
LOS Alamos Turret Reactor
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS




























(LOTS) Carrlar, Logistics Over The Shore




Louis-Kansas City Corridor (MO), St








USE HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LOW ALTITUDE
LOW Altitude Missile, Supersonic
USE SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
LOW ASPECT RATIO











LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
Low Earth Orbital Environments
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
LOW FREQUENCIES
LOW Frequencies, Extremely
USE EXTREMELY LOW FREQUENCIES
Low Frequencies, Very
USE VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
LOW FREQUENCY BANDS


















LOW Radio Frequencies, Extremely


























Lower Atmospheric Composition Experiment
USE LACATE (EXPERIMENT)






USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
LPTR Reactor
USE LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR
LQG Control
USE LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN CONTROL
LQR










USE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES
LSI
USE LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LSSM
LST































































































Lunar Experiment Module, Apollo
USE APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE
LUNAR EXPLORATION
LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
(Lunar Exploration System), LESA















Lunar Landing Vehicles, Ranger




















Lunar Occultation Satellite, High Eccentric
USE EXOSAT SATELUTE




USE LUNAR ORBITER 1
Lunar Orbiter B
USE LUNAR ORBITER 2
Lunar Orbiter C
USE LUNAR ORBITER 3
Lunar Orbiter O
USE LUNAR ORBITER 4
Lunar Orbiter E












Lunar Probe, Lunlk 2
USE LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 3
USE LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 9
USE LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 10
USE LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 11
USE LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 12
USE LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe Lunlk 13
USE LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe Lunlk 14
USE LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe Lunlk 16
USE LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 17
USE LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 19
USE LUNIK 19 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 20
USE LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Lunlk 22
USE LUNIK 22 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Pioneer 4
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 1
USE RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 2
USE RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 3
USE RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 4
USE RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 5
USE RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 6
USE RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 7
USE RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 8
USE RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Ranger 9
USE RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 1
USE SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 2
USE SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 3
USE SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 4
USE SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 5
USE SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 6
USE SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
Lunar Probe, Surveyor 7
USE SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
LUNAR PROBES
Lunar Probes, Luna
USE LUNtK LUNAR PROBES
Lunar Probes, Lunlk
USE LUNIK LUNAR PROBES
Lunar Probes, Ranger
USE RANGER LUNAR PROBES
Lunar Probes, Surveyor











Lunar Roving Vehicles, Lunokhod











USE ORBITING LUNAR STATIONS
LUNAR SURFACE
Lunar Surface Experiments Package, Apollo
USE APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
PACKAGE
Lunar Surface Scientific Modules
USE LSSM
LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
Lunar Surtace Vehicles, Manned
USE MANNED LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
LUNAR TEMPERATURE
Lunar Theory, Hansen
USE HANSEH LUNAR THEORY
Lunar Theory, Hlll











LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 19 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 22 LUNAR PROBE
























































USE MERCURY MA-1 FLIGHT
MA-2 ENGINE
MA-2 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-2 FLIGHT
MA-2 Mission
USE MERCURY MA-2 FLIGHT
MA-3 ENGINE
MA-3 Flight
USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
MA-3 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
MA-4 Flight
USE MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
MA-4 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
MA-5 ENGINE
MA-5 Fright
USE MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
MA-5 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
MA-6 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-6 FLIGHT
MA-7 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-7 FLIGHT
MA-8 Fright
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
MA-8 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
MA-9 Flight
USE MERCURY MA-9 FLIGHT
MA-9 Flight, Mercury












Machine, Cushioncraft Ground Effect
USE CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE
Machine, DTMB-11t Ground Effect
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machine, DTMB-430 Ground Effect
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
(Machine Elements), Shafts
USE SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
(Machine Elements), Transmissions








Machine, SR-N2 Ground Effect
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machine, SR-N3 Ground Effect
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machine, SR-N5 Ground Effect





USE MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
MACHINE TOOLS
MACHINE TRANSLATION
Machine, Weatland SR-N2 Ground Effect
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machine, Westland SR-N3 Ground Effect
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machine, Wsstland SR-N5 Ground Effect




















USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machines, HD-1 Ground Effect
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
Machines, Hovercraft Ground Effect
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
Machines, Impact Testing




























USE WATERWAVE POWERED MACHINES
Machines Welding
USE WELDING MACHINES
Machines Westland Ground Effect
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Machines), Windmills (Wlndpowered


























































































USE SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Force-Free
USE FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Galactic
USE INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Interplanetary
USE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Interstellar
USE INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Lunar
USE LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Nonuniform
USE NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Planetary
USE PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Stellar
USE STELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS
Magnetic Fields, Trapped































USE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Magnetic Resonance, Proton













































































































Megnetosphedc Payload, Atmospheric And


















































Main Engine, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
Main Sequence Stars, Pre-






























































































Management System, Central Electronic





Management Systems, Data Base
USE DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Management Systems, Flight
USE FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Management, Terminal Area Energy

















Maneuvering Engine (Space Shuttle), Orbit
USE ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE (SPACE
SHUFFLE)
Maneuvering Equipment, Astronaut
USE ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT





USE MANNED MANEUVERING UNITS
Maneuvering Units, Self
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
(Maneuvering Units), SMU
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
Maneuvering Units, Space Self
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
Maneuvering Vehicles, Orbital




























Manifest Anxiety Scale, Taylor













Manned Aerodynamic Reusable Spaceship
USE MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)








(Manned Reusable Spacecraft), Mars
USE MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK
MANNED SPACECRAFT
Manned Spacecraft, Voskhod
USE VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
Manned Specepiene, Hermes


















Manuals (Computer Programs), User





USE COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing, Computer Aided
USE COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing, Low Gravity












Mapper Project, Venus Radar
USE MAGELLAN PROJECT (NASA)
Mapper, Venus Radar
USE MAGELLAN SPACECRAFT (NASA)
Mappers (LANDSAT), Thematic













Mapping Mission, Heat Capacity





































USE SAN MARCO SATELLITES
Marco 1 Satellite, San
USE SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE
Marco 2 Satalllta, San
USE SAN MARCO 2 SATELLITE
Marco 3 Satellite, San

























MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
MARINER PROGRAM
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER SPACECRAFT
MARINER VENUS 67 SPACECRAFT
MARINER VENUS-MERCURY 1973
MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER § SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 10 SPACE PROBE






Maritime Communication Satellite (ESA)
USE MAROTS (ESA)




USE MARECS MARITIME SATELLITES
MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 1 SPACECRAFT
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
Mark 2 Spacecraft, Mariner
USE MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY





















Mars Geosclence Climatology Orbiter
USE MARS OBSERVER
MARS LANDING
MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
Mars Missions, Manned




































































USE STELLAR MASS ACCRETION
Mass (Astrophysics), Missing











MASS DRIVERS (PAYLOAD DELIVERY)
Mass Ejection, Stellar























USE PAYLOAD MASS RATIO
Mass Ratio, Propellant














USE VARIABLE MASS SYSTEMS


















USE MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE
Matching, Impedance
USE IMPEDANCE MATCHING
Matching Method (Mathematics), Point
USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS




Material Disposal (in Space), Hazardous










































































































Materials, Optical Data Storage




USE PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS
Materials, Phase Change










































































































































(Mathematics), Point Matching Method













































USE CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
Matrix Composites, Epoxy
USE EPOXY MATRIX COMPOSITES
Matrix Composites, Metal
USE METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
Matrix Composites, Polymer
USE POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES
Matrix Composites, Resin






USE JACOBI MATRIX METHOD
MATRIX METHODS
Matrix, Scattering







































USE SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION
Maximum Mission-A, Solar


























USE MILITARY COMPACT REACTORS
MD
USE MARYLAND
(MD-NY-PA), Susquehanna River Basin
USE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN (MD-NY-PA)
(MD-VA), Assataague Island
USE ASSATEAGUE ISLAND (MD-VA)
MD-VA), Delmarva Peninsula (De-
USE DELMARVA PENINSULA (DE-MD-VA)
(MD-VA-WV), Potomac River Valley
USE POTOMAC RIVER VALLEY (MD-VA-WV)
MDA
































































Measurement, High Air Target And Background

























USE PLASMA FLUX MEASUREMENT
Measurement, Precipitation Particle
USE PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT
Measurement, Pressure
USE PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Measurement Program, Downrange Antimissile
USE DOWNRANGE ANTIMISSILE MEASUREMENT
PROGRAM
Measurement Project, Radio Attenuation


















Measurement System, Earth Terminal























USE WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Measurement X Ray Density
USE X RAY DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Measurement, X Ray Stress







USE DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Measuring instruments, Optical
USE OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Measuring Instruments, Radiation
USE RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Measuring Instruments, Shock
USE SHOCK MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Measuring Instruments, Temperature
USE TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Measuring Instruments, Time










































USE HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)
(Mechanics), Hole Distribution
USE HOLE DISTRIBUTION (MECHANICS)
(Mechanics), Hole Geometry











Mechanics), Orbital Resonances (Celestial

















Mechanics), Stokes Law (Fluid




Mechanism, Dungeys Wind Shear
USE WIND SHEAR
Mechanisms (Biology), Regulatory





























































































USE MARS EXCURSION MODULE
Member), Skin (Structural












Membrane Electrolytes, Ion Exchange
USE ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
ELECTROLYTES
Membrane Process, Jet















USE SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS
MEMORY (COMPUTERS)
Memory (Data Storage), Optical
USE OPTICAL MEMORY (DATA STORAGE)
Memory Devices, Bubble
USE BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES
(Memory Devices), Chips
USE CHIPS (MEMORY DEVICES)
Memory Devices, Reed-Only





USE RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
Memory Systems, Virtual



























































Mercury 1973, Mariner Venus-














































USE SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPLORER
MESSAGE PROCESSING
MESSAGES
Messerschmltt ME P-160 Aircraft
USE P-160 AIRCRAFT
















































USE ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
Metal Cooled Reactors, Liquid








Metal Fast Breeder Reactors, Liquid





































































































































































Meteor Project, Harvard Radio
USE HARVARD RADIO METEOR PROJECT
METEOR TRAILS










































































Meteoroid Satellite, Radiation And
USE RADIATION AND METEOROID SATELLITE
METEOROID SHOWERS
Meteoroid Spacecraft, Radiation
USE RADIATION METEOROID SPACECRAFT
Meteoroid Technology Satellite




















































































































USE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY METERS
Meters, Field Intensity


































































USE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
Method, Boundary integral




USE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
Method, Conjugate Gradient
















USE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Method, Finite Volume
USE FINITE VOLUME METHOD
Method (Fluid Dynamics), Panel
USE PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Method (Forecasting), Delphi
USE DELPHI METHOD (FORECASTING)
Method (Forecasting), Psttern
USE pA'I-rERN METHOD (FORECASTING)
Method (Forecaetlng), Probe
USE PROBE METHOD (FORECASTING)
Method (Forecasting), Profile






















USE LEAST SQUARES METHOD
Method, Ughthlll
USE LIGHTHILL METHOD
Method (Mathematics), Point Matching
USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Method (Mathematics), Relaxation
USE RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)
Method, Max|mum EntrOpy








USE MiNiMUM ENTROPY METHOD
Method, Monte Carlo

























USE STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD
Method, Steepest Descent
USE STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD
Method Tests, Wing Flow
USE WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
Method, Traveling Solvent
USE TRAVELING SOLVENT METHOD
Method, Van Slyke
USE VAN SLYKE METHOD
Method, Variation
USE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
Method, Yon Zelpel








USE ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT
METHODS
Methods, Alternating Direction Implicit





































































USE GULF OF MEXICO
(Mexico), Gulf Of California
USE GULF OF CALIFORNIA (MEXICO)
(Mexico), Lower California



































































































































































































































Military Aircraft, General Dynamics




























































































































Mirage 3 Aircraft, Dassault


































USE BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
Mlselle, Blue Steel
USE BLUE STEEL MISSILE
Mlselle, Blue Streak
USE BLUE STREAK MISSILE
MISSILE BODIES
Missile, Bomarc A
USE BOMARC A MISSILE
Missile, Bomarc B
USE BOMARC B MISSILE
Missile, Bullpup B





















Missile Early Warning System, Sallletlc
USE BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM
Missile Engine Cases










































USE POLARIS A1 MISSILE
Missile, Polaris A2
USE POLARIS A2 MISSILE
Missile, Polaris A3


















USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
Missile, SM-68
USE TITAN 1 ICBM
Missile, SM-68B
USE TITAN 2 ICBM
Missile, Sparrow 2
USE SPARROW 2 MISSILE
Missile, Sparrow 3















USE BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
Missile Submarines, Guided
USE GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES
Missile, Subroc
USE SUBROC MISSILE
Missile, Supersonic Low Altitude




















USE AIR SLEW MISSILES
Missiles, Air To Air
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
Missiles, Air To Surface





















USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
Missiles, Field Army Ballistic
USE FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
Missiles, Fleet Ballistic
USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
Missiles, Ground-To-Air
USE SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
(Missiisa), ICBM
USE INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
Missiles, Intarcontlnental Ballistic
USE INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
Missiles, Intermediate Range Ballistic
USE INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
(Missiles), IRBM















USE RADAR HOMING MISSILES
Missiles, Ramjet
USE RAMJET MISSILES






Missiles, Short Range Ballistic









Missiles, Surface To Air
USE SURFACE TO AIR M1SSlLES
Missiles, Surface To Surface





Missiles, Underwater To Surface
USE UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILES
MISSING MASS (ASTROPHYSICS)
Mission, AAP 1
USE AAP 1 MISSION
Mission, AAP 2
USE AAP 2 MISSION
Mission, AAP 3
USE AAP 3 MISSION
Mission, AAP 4
USE AAP 4 MISSION
MISSION ADAPTIVE WINGS
Mission Control Center, Integrated
USE INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
Mission (ESA), Magellan





USE GEOPOTENTIAL RESEARCH MISSION
Mission, Giotto
USE GIOTTO MISSION
Mission, Heat Capacity Mapping
USE HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION
Mission, International Solar Polar
USE ULYSSES MISSION
Mission, MA-2







USE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
Mission, Solar Maximum






USE VOYAGER 1977 MISSION
Mission 31-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
Mission 31-B, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-S
Mission 31-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Mission 31-D, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Mission 41-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Mission 41-B, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
Mission 41-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
Mission 41-D, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
Mission 41-G, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
Mission 51-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
Mission 51-B, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
Mission 51-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
Mission 51-D, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
Mission 51-E, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
Mission 51-F, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
Mission 51-G, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
Mission 51-H, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
Mission 51-1, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
Mission 51-J, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
Mission 51-L, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
Mission 61-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
Mission 61-B, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-B
Mission 61-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-C
Mission 61-E, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-E
Mission-A, Solar Maximum









USE LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON MISSIONS
Missions, Manned Mars






USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
Missions (STS), Astro

















Mixed Traffic Vehicles, Automated





































MK 35 Aircraft, Vampire
USE VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
MK-1 Aircraft, Argosy
USE ARGOSY MK-1 AIRCRAFT
MK-1 Aircraft, Short Belfast C
USE SC-5 AIRCRAFT
MK-1 Aircraft, Victor
USE VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
MK-10 Helicopter, Weatland
USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
MK-t0 Helicopter, Whirlwind
USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
ML-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
MLA
USE MULTISPECTRAL LINEAR ARRAYS
MMS












(MO), St Louis-Kansas City Corridor
USE ST LOUIS-KANSAS CITY CORRIDOR (MO)
MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Mobile Laboratories, Lunar




Mobile Satellite Service, Land












Mobility Semiconductors, Negative Dlff
USE NDM SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Mobility Transistors, High Electron
USE HIGH ELECTRON MOBILITY TRANSISTORS
Mobility Units, Extravehicular


























USE LIGHTHILL GAS MODEL
Model, Quark Parton
USE QUARK PARTON MODEL




USE VECTOR DOMINANCE MODEL
Model, Veneziano
USE VENEZIANO MODEL
Model 18 Aircraft, Lockheed











































USE TWO FLUID MODELS
Models, Wind Tunnel
USE WIND TUNNEL MODELS
MODEMS
Moderated Reactors, Organic
USE ORGANIC MODERATED REACTORS
Moderated Reactors, Water




























MODULAR INTEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM
MODULAR RATIOS
Modular Spacecraft, Multlmlselon
















Modulation, Dlfterentlal Pulse Code





USE DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION
(Modulation), FBFM
USE FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION
Modulation, Feedback Frequency
















USE PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
(Modulation), PCM
USE PULSE CODE MODULATION
(Modulation), PDM
USE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
(Modulation), PFM







USE PULSE POSITION MODULATION
(Modulation), PTM




USE PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Modulation, Pulse Code
USE PULSE CODE MODULATION
Modulation, Pulse Frequency
USE PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION
Modulation, Pulse Position
USE PULSE POSITION MODULATION
Modulation, Pulse Time
USE PULSE TIME MODULATION
Modulation, Pulse Width
USE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
(Modulation), PWM
USE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
Modulation, Single Sldeband
USE SINGLE SlDEBAND TRANSMISSION
Modulation Telemetry, Pulse Frequency




USE TRAVELING WAVE MODULATION
Modulation), ULM (Light
USE ULTRASONIC LIGHT MODULATION
Modulation, Ultrasonic Ught










Module, Apollo Lunar Experiment
USE APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT MODULE
Module Ascent Stage, Lunar
USE LUNAR MODULE ASCENT STAGE
Module), LEM (Lunar
USE LUNAR MODULE
Module, Local Scientific Survey




USE MARS EXCURSION MODULE
Module), MEM (Excursion
USE MARS EXCURSION MODULE
Module, Payload Assist
USE PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE
Module 5, Lunar
USE LUNAR MODULE 5
Module 7, Lunar













USE LUNAR LANDING MODULES











USE SPACECRAFT DOCKING MODULES
Modules (STS), Power




USE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
Modulus Of Elasticity, Dynamic
USE DYNAMIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
Modulus, Young






















USE MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
MOLABS




USE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
Modules, Command Service
































































Molten Plutonium Reactor, Los Alamos
USE LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM
REACTOR
MOLTEN SALT ELECTROLYTES



















































































































USE CARBON MONOXIDE LASERS
Monoxide Poisoning, Carbon



























































USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
MOSFET, Csecode















Motion), Brakes (For Arresting
USE BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
Motion, Chandler
USE POLAR WANDERING (GEOLOGY)
Motion Compensation, Image




USE EQUATIONS OF MOTION




USE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Motion, Euler Equations Of














































USE ROCKET ENGINE CASES
Motor Systems (Biology)
USE EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
MOTOR VEHICLES
Motor Vehicles, Electdc
USE ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES
Multiple Instruction Multiple Data Stream
MOTORS
Motors, Apogee Boost











Motors, Space Shuttle Solid Rocket














USE WRANGELL MOUNTAINS (AK)
Mountains (CA), Sierra Nevada
USE SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAINS (CA)
Mountains (CO), San Juan
USE SAN JUAN MOUNTAINS (CO)
Mountains (Europe), Alps
USE ALPS MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
Mountains (Europe), Carpathian
USE CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
Mountains (Europe), Pyrenees
USE PYRENEES MOUNTAINS (EUROPE)
Mountains (MT-WY), Bighorn
USE BIGHORN MOUNTAINS (MT-WY)
Mountains (NC-TN), Great Smoky
USE GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS (NC-TN)
Mountains (North America), Appalachian
USE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS (NORTH
AMERICA)
Mountains (North America), Rocky
USE ROCKY MOUNTAINS (NORTH AMERICA)
Mountains (NY), Adirondack
USE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS (NY)
Mountains (South America), Andes
USE ANDES MOUNTAINS (SOUTH AMERICA)
Mountains (U.S.S.R.), Caucasus
USE CAUCASUS MOUNTAINS (U.S.S.R.)
Mounted Displays, Helmet

















Movement State, Rapid Eye
















USE MERCURY MR-1 FLIGHT
MR-2 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MR-2 FLIGHT
MR-3 Flight
USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
MR-3 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
MR-4 Flight, Mercury
USE MERCURY MR-4 FLIGHT
MRAC (Systems)















USE BIGHORN MOUNTAINS (MT-WY)
MT-WY), Yellowstone National Park (ID-




USE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
MTI Radar
USE MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
MUBIS (Scanners)





























Multiple Access, Code DIvlMon
USE CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Multiple 'Access, Demand Assignment
USE DEMAND ASSIGNMENT MULTIPLE ACCESS
Multiple Access, Frequency Division
USE FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Multiple Access, Time Division
USE TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
MULTIPLE SEAM INTERVAL SCANNERS
Multlpie Data Stream, Multiple Instruction
USE MIMD (COMPUTERS)
















Mystere 50 Aircraft, Osssault









USE CODE DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Multiplexing, Frequency Division
USE FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Multiplexing Theory, Orthogonal
USE ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLEXING THEORY
Multiplexing, Time Division
USE TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Multiplexing, Wavelength Division

















Multlprobe Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus 2







Multipurpose System, Ught Airborne






















































N Series Satellites, TIROS









































Mysters 29 Alrcrsft, Dsesault
















NASA End-To-End Data System
USE NEEDS (DATA SYSTEM)
NASA INTERACTIVE PLANNING SYSTEM
(NASA), Magellan Project
USE MAGELLAN PROJECT (NASA)
(NASA), Magellan Spacecraft
USE MAGELLAN SPACECRAFT (NASA)
NASA PROGRAMS
(NASA), Space Operations Center
USE SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER (NASA)
NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
NASA Structural Analysis Program
USE NASTRAN
NASARR




NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM
National Operational Environmental Sat Sys
USE NOESS
National Perk (ID-MT-WY), Yellowstone




USE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT






(NATO), North Atlantic Treaty Organisation








































































USE ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Navigation System, LORAC
USE LORAC NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Navigation System, Omega
USE OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Navigation System, Terrain Contour Matching
USE TERCOM
Navigation System, Transit
USE TRANSIT NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Navigation Systems, Hybrid
USE HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Navigation Systems, Satellite














(Navy), Global Communications Antenna Grid
USE SEAFARER PROJECT
Na W Instrumentation Program, Army-
USE ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM







USE CAPE HA1 rERAS (NC)
(NC), Outer Banks
USE OUTER BANKS (NC)
NC-SC), Sand Hills Region (GA-
USE SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)
(NC-TN), Great Smoky Mountains












(NE), Sand Hills Region




























Negative Dlff Mobility Semiconductors




Negative Pressure, Lower Body




















































USE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
Nervous System, Central
USE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Nervous System Depressants, Central
USE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
DEPRESSANTS
Nervous System, Peripheral
USE PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Nervous System Stimulants, Central
USE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS
Nervous System, Sympathetic




USE AFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Nervous Systems, Efferent
USE EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
NETHERLANDS
Netherlands Satellite, Astronomical










USE ARPA COMPUTER NETWORK
NETWORK CONTROL
Network, Deep Space
USE DEEP SPACE NETWORK
Network, Global Tracking
USE GLOBAL TRACKING NE'I3NORK
Network), GLOTRAC (Tracking
USE GLOBAL TRACKING N_ORK
Network, Manned Space Flight





Network), Orlon (Radio Intarlerometry
USE ORION (RADIO INTERFEROMETRY
NETWORK)
Network, Satellite Tracking And Data Acq
USE STDN (NETWORK)
Network, Space Flight Tracking And Data
USE SPACE FLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA
NETWORK
Network, Spacecraft Tracking And Data
USE STDN (NETWORK)














Networks, Klrchhoff Law Of
USE KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS
Networks), LAN (Computer
USE LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
Networks, Local Area































































































Nevada Mountains (CA), Sierra





































USE NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Nickel Batteries, Zinc





























Night Probe, Pioneer Venus 2
Night Probe, Pioneer Venus 2





































































































































































NITROMETHANE USE AERODYNAMIC NOISE
Noise, Aircraft
NITRONIUM COMPOUNDS USE AIRCRAFT NOISE




NITROSAMINE USE NOISE REDUCTION




NITROSYLS USE BLADE SLAP NOISE
NITROUS ACID Noise, Boundary Layer
USE BOUNDARY LAYERS





NITRYL FLUORIDES USE CONTINUOUS NOISE
NJ Noise, Cosmic
USE NEW JERSEY USE COSMIC NOISE
NJ), Hudson River (NY- Noise, Electromagnetic
USE HUDSON RIVER (NY-NJ) USE ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
NM Noise Elimination
USE NEW MEXICO USE NOISE REDUCTION
NMR Noise, Engine
USE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE USE ENGINE NOISE
No Noise, Gauselsn
USE NOBELIUM USE RANDOM NOISE
NOAA E NOISE GENERATORS
USE NOAA 8 SATELLITE
Noise Hazards




NOAA 3 SATELLITE USE BLADE SLAP NOISE
NOAA 4 SATELLITE NOISE INJURIES
NOAA 5 SATELLITE NOISE INTENSITY
NOAA 6 SATELLITE Noise Interactions, Surface
USE SURFACE NOISE INTERACTIONS
NOAA 7 SATELLITE
NOAA 8 SATELLITE Noise, Ionospheric
USE IONOSPHERIC NOISE
NOBELIUM Noise, Jet
USE JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NOBELIUM ISOTOPES
Noble Gases Noise, Jet Aircraft
USE RARE GASES USE JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NOBLE METALS Noise Levels, Effective Perceived
USE EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
Noctllucence























Noise Ratios, Carrier To
USE CARRIER TO NOISE RATIOS
Noise Ratios, Signal To
USE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
NOISE REDUCTION
Noise, Rocket Engine

































































































































(North America), Appalachian Mountains
USE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS (NORTH
AMERICA)
(North America), Beaufort Sea
USE BEAUFORT SEA (NORTH AMERICA)
(North America), Colorado River
USE COLORADO RIVER (NORTH AMERICA)
(North America), Great lakes
USE GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
(North America), Great Plains Corddor
USE GREAT PLAINS CORRIDOR (NORTH
AMERICA)
(North America), Rio Grende
USE RIO GRANDE (NORTH AMERICA)
(North America), Rocky Mountains
USE ROCKY MOUNTAINS (NORTH AMERICA)
(North America), St Lawrence Valley
USE ST LAWRENCE VALLEY (NORTH AMERICA)
(North America), Wllliaton Basin
USE WILLISTON BASIN (NORTH AMERICA)
NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR
























USE ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
Nose Cones, Rocket































































































USE TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES
Nozzles, Wind Tunnel





USE NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NU FACTOR
Nuclear Auxiliary Power, Systems For
USE SNAP





Nuclear Detaetlon, High Altitude
USE HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
NUCLEAR DEVICES




























USE NUCLEI (NUCLEAR PHYSICS)
(Nuclear Physics), Selection Rules
USE SELECTION RULES (NUCLEAR PHYSICS)
NUCLEAR POTENTIAL
Nuclear Power Facility, Hallam
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
Nuclear Power Facility), HNPF (He.am
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
Nuclear Power Generation
USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Nuclear Power Plant, ML-1

















USE PATHFINDER NUCLEAR REACTOR
Nuclear Reactor, Phoebus





USE FAST NUCLEAR REACTORS
(Nuclesr Reactors), Fuel Elements
USE NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS
Nuclear Reactors, High Temperature
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
Nuclear Reactors, Molten Salt
USE MOLTEN SALT NUCLEAR REACTORS
(Nuclesr Reactors), SGR
USE SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTORS
(Nuclear Reactors), UHTREX
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RELAXATION
NUCLEAR RESEARCH


























































































































































Observatory Satellite, Synchronous Earth
Nunn Camera, Baker-
USE BAKER-NUNN CAMERA
N5 Ground Effect Machine, Westland SR-

















NV), Lake Tahoe (CA-
USE LAKE TAHOE (CA-NV)
(NV), Pyramid Lake




USE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS (NY)
(NY), Long Island
USE LONG ISLAND (NY)
(NY), New York City
USE NEW YORK CITY (NY)
(NY-NJ), Hudson River
USE HUDSON RIVER (NY-NJ)
NY-PA), Susquehanna River Basin (MD-
USE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN (MD-NY-PA)
(NY-VT), Lake Champlain Basin









N2 Ground Effect Machine, SR-
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
N2 Ground Effect Machine, Westland SR-
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
N2 Hovercraft, Wsetland SR-
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
N3 Ground Effect Machine, SR-
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
N3 Ground Effect Machine, Westland SR-
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
N3 Hovercraft, Westland SR-
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
N5 Ground Effect Machine, SR-




















USE FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
OBJECT PROGRAMS
Objects, BI Lacertee

















Observable Reentry Vehicles, Low











Observation Satellites, Earth Resources
USE EROS (SATELLITES)
Observation Stations, Crew
USE CREW OBSERVATION STATIONS




Observatlone (From Earth), Space
USE SPACE OBSERVATIONS (FROM EARTH)
Observatlone (From Space), Earth












Observatory A, High Energy Astronomy
USE HEAD 1
Observatory, Advanced Orbiting Solar
USE AOSO
Observatory B, High Energy Astronomy
USE HEAD 2









USE GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
Observatory (ISO), Infrared Space
USE INFRARED SPACE OBSERVATORY (ISO)
Observatory, Jndrell Bank









Observatory, Polar Orbit Geophysical
USE POGO
Observatory Satellite, Synchronous Earth
USE SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATORY
SATELLITE
229
Observatory 1, High Energy Astronomy
Observatory 1, High Energy Astronomy
USE HEAD 1
Observatory 2, High Energy Astronomy
USE HEAD 2




Observing Satellite, Severe Storms
USE STORMSAT SATELLITE
Observing System (EOS), Earth



































OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
Ocean Data Platform=
USE OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
Ocean Data Stations






Ocean Physics Applications Program, Earth &
USE EARTH & OCEAN PHYSICS APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM
Ocean Satellite, Geodynamlc Experimental
USE GEOS-D SATELLITE
Ocean Station Systems, Integrated Global




OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Oceanic Satellite System, National
USE NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM
Oceanographic Inform Sys, Atmospheric &















































USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
OFT 1
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
OFT 2
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
OFT 3
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
OFT 4























OH), Wabash River Basin (IL-IN-






































USE LAKE TEXOMA (OK-TX)
OKHANSK METEORITE
Okhotsk, Sea Of







Olympus 593 Englne, Bdstol-Siddeley
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
OMAN
DUE















USE VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Omnirange Navigation, VHF
USE VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Omnirange, SCORE
USE SELF CALIBRATING OMNIRANGE
Omnirange, Self Calibrating














Only Memory Devices, Read-


























Operated Propulsion Systems, Man











USE REAL TIME OPERATION
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
OPERATIONAL CALCULUS
Operational Environ Sata, Geostatlonary
USE GOES SATELLITES




Operational Satellite System, TIROS
USE TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
Operational Satellites, Improved TIROS
USE IMPROVED TIROS OPERATIONAL
SATELLITES
Operational Support System, Ground




USE AIR DROP OPERATIONS
Operations, Aldlne
USE AIRLINE OPERATIONS
Operations Center (NASA), Space






































































































OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
OPTICAL SCANNERS
Optical Sensors










Optical Telescope Facility, Spacelab UV-
USE STARLAB
Optical Telescope, Solar
USE SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
OPTICAL THICKNESS
OPTICAL TRACKING


































































Or Bending), Brakes (Forming
USE BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)
Or Foe, Identify Friend




OR-WA), Columbia River Basin (ID-






Orbit And Landing Simulators, Lunar





Orbit Determination, Airborne Range And
USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Orbit Determination), AROD (Range-
USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Orbit Detarrnlnatlon, Minimum Variance
USE MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT
DETERMINATION
Orbit Determination, MINIVAR




Orbit Geophysical Observatory, Eccentric
USE EGO




ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE (SPACE SHUTTLE)
ORBIT PERTURBATION
Orblt Satellites, Highly Eccentric
USE HEOS SATELLITES
Orbit Shuttle, Aeromaneuvering Orbit To
USE AEROMANEUVERING ORBIT TO ORBIT
SHUTTLE
Orbit Space Station, Halo
USE HALO ORBIT SPACE STATION
ORBIT SPECTRUM UTILIZATION
Orbit TO Orbit Shuttle, Aeromaneuvering
USE AEROMANEUVERING ORBIT TO ORBIT
SHUTTLE
ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
Orbit Vehicles, Single Stage To






USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Orbital Environments, Geosynchronous Earth
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Orbital Environments, Low Earth
USE EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Orbital Flight Test 1 (Shuttle)
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 1, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 2 (Shuttle)
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 2, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 3 (Shuttle)
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 3, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 4 (Shuttle)
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Test 4, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Orbital Flight Tests (Shuttle)
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Orbital Flight Tests, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Orbital Flight 7, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Orbital Flight 8, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Orbital Flight 9, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Orbital Flights, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Orbital Laboratories, Manned
USE MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
(Orbital Laboratories), MOL











USE EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
Orbital Rendezvous, Lunar
USE LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
ORBITAL RESONANCES (CELESTIAL MECHANICS)
ORBITAL SERVICING
Orbital Shot Proj, Experimental Reflector




Orbital Simulator, High Vacuum
USE HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
Orbital Simulators
USE SPACE SIMULATORS
Orbital Space Stations, Manned
USE SPACE STATIONS
Orbital Space System, Sloestronsutlcal




USE MANNED ORBITAL TELESCOPES
(Orbital Telescopes), MOT
USE MANNED ORBITAL TELESCOPES
Orbital Test Satalllta (ESA)
USE OTS (ESA)



















USE LUNAR ORBITER 2
Orbiter C, Lunar















Orbiter, Mars Oeosclence Climatology
USE MARS OBSERVER
Orbiter, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
Orbiter Spacecraft, Viking




USE LUNAR ORBITER I
Orbiter 1, Viking
USE VIKING ORBITER 1
Orbiter 2, Lunar
USE LUNAR ORBITER 2
Orbiter 2, Viking
USE VIKING ORBITER 2
Orbiter 3, Lunar
USE LUNAR ORBITER 3
Orbiter 4, Lunar
USE LUNAR ORBITER 4
Orbltar 5, Lunar
USE LUNAR ORBITER 5
Orbiter 099, Space Shuttin
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Orbiter 101, Space Shuttle
USE ENTERPRISE (ORBITER)
Orbiter 102, Space Shuttle
USE COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
Orbiter 103, Space Shuttle
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
Orbiter 104, Space Shuttle
USE ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
Orbiter 1915, Viking
USE VIKING ORBITER 1975
Orbiters, Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
Orbiters, Space Shuttle







Orbiting Imaging Radar (Spacecraft), Venus
USE VENUS ORBITING IMAGING RADAR
(SPACECRAFT)
ORBITING LUNAR STATIONS




Orbiting Solar ObRervatory, Advanced
USE AOSO
Orbiting Space Sintinn=, Earth
USE SPACE STATIONS
Orbiting Telescope, Kilometer Wave















































USE TWENTY-FOUR HOUR ORBITS
Orbits, Two Body
USE TWO BODY PROBLEM
ORCHARDS
Order Filters, Reduced




























USE FLUORINE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Organic Compounds, Lead
USE LEAD ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Organic Compounds, Polynuclear
USE POLYNUCLEAR ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
ORGANIC COOLANTS
ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
Organic Cooled Reactors, Experimental
USE EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED
REACTORS
Organic Fluorine Compounds



















Organization, European Space Research
USE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
Organization, Indian Space Research
USE ISRO
Organization (NATO), North Atlantic Treaty
USE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
(NATO)
Organization Sat, European Space Research
USE ESA SATELLITES
Organization, World Meteorological
















USE ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
ORGUEIL METEORITE
ORIC Cyclotron
USE OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON
Orkmtales (Coiombla), Llanos
























Oriented Language, Common Business
USE COBOL
Oriented Languages, Machine
USE MACHINE ORIENTED LANGUAGES
ORIFICE FLOW
ORIFICES





















































































































































































USE ESSA 2 SATELLITE
OT-3
USE ESSA 1 SATELLITE
OTF
USE OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION
OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Otollth, Orbiting Frog












USE OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS


































Over The Shore (LOTS) Carrier, Logistics





























Oxide Batteries, Zinc Silver











USE FAST OXIDE REACTORS





USE METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
Oxide, Trlfluoroamlne
USE TRIFLUOROAMINE OXIDE
Oxide Zinc Batteries, Silver




























































































































































Oxygen Fuel Cells, Hydrogen
USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Oxygen, High Pressure



































































USE JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
P-84 Aircraft, Hunting






























PA), Susquehanna River Basin (MD-NY-
USE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN (MD-NY-PA)
PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
Pablo Bay (CA), San
USE SAN PABLO BAY (CA)
PACE
USE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT IN
SPACE
Pacemaker, Artificial Cardiac




Package, Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments
USE APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
PACKAGE
Package, Early Apollo Surface Experiments
USE EASEP
Package, Earth Resources Experiment
USE EREP




























USE HANDLEY PAGE AIRCRAFT



























PALO VERDE VALLEY (CA)
PAM (Modulation)



































































Peragllder Rocket Vehicle, Dornier



























USE DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Parameter Systems, Lumped
USE LUMPED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Parameter, Time Temperature































Perk (ID-MT-WY), Yellowstone National

















USE RACETRACKS (PARTICLE ACCELERATORS)
Particle Accelerators, Space Exper With
USE SEPAC (PAYLOAD)
(Particle Accelerators), Storage Rings

















Particle Explorer A, Energetic
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
Particle Explorer B, Energetic
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
Particle Explorer C, Energetic
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
Particle Explorer D, Energetic














USE PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT
PARTICLE MOTION
(Particle Physics), Charm












USE MANY BODY PROBLEM



























































USE HIGH PASS FILTERS
Passageway), Ingress (Spacecraft





















USE GAS PATH ANALYSIS
Path, Mean Free
USE MEAN FREE PATH
Path Method, Critical































































USE AMPS (SATELLITE PAYLOAD)
PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE
Payload, Atmospheric And Magnatospherlc
USE AMPS (SATELLITE PAYLOAD)
PAYLOAD CONTROL
(Payload Delivery), Mass Drivers
USE MASS DRIVERS (PAYLOAD DELIVERY)
PAYLOAD DELIVERY (STS)
PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT & RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
Payload), Expos (Spaceiab



















Payload, X Ray Spectropoladmetry
USE EXPOS (SPACELAB PAYLOAD)
PAYLOADS





USE SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
Payloads, Space Station












USE PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS
PCM (Modulation)























































































































Per Carrier Transmission, Single Channel
USE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER
TRANSMISSION
(Per Time), Rates
USE RATES (PER TIME)
Par Unit Area), Flux (Rate
USE FLUX DENSITY
Perceived Noise Levels, Effective





























































































































































































(Personnel), Air Traffic Controllers





































































USE LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY
Phase Epltaxy, Vapor




















(Phase Shift Circuits), Circulators























Phosphlte (DEHP), Dlethyl Hydrogen































































































































































































USE ALL SKY PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography, Astronomical
USE ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography, Black And Whlta












































































































USE ELECTRON PHOTON CASCADES
Photon Coherent States, Two



























































Physicsi Constants Testing Reactor
USE WATER COOLED REACTORS
















PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT IN SPACE
Physics Applications Program, Earth & Ocean





















USE CONDENSED MATFER PHYSICS
Physics, Electro
USE ELECTROPHYSICS
Physics), Electron Runaway (Plasma
USE ELECTRON RUNAWAY (PLASMA PHYSICS)
(Physics), Field Theory









Physics Lab (Spacelab), Atmospheric Cloud
USE ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB
(SPACELAB)
Physics, Low Temperature































Physics Research Reactor, Health
USE HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
Physics), Rigid Rotors (Plasma
USE RIGID ROTORS (PLASMA PHYSICS)
Physics), Selection Rules (Nuclear












































































USE AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
Picture Transmission, Automatic

































Pilot Advisory System, Automated
USE AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
PILOT ERROR
PILOT INDUCED OSCILLATION












































Pioneer F Space Probe
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
Pioneer G Space Probe
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROSE
PIONEER PROJECT
Pioneer Serum Spacecraft
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
Pioneer Venus Orbiter
USE PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
PIONEER VENUS 2 ENTRY PROBES
Pioneer Venus 2 MulUprobe Spacecraft
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
PIONEER VENUS 2 NIGHT PROBE
PIONEER VENUS 2 SOUNDER PROBE
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PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
PIONEER VENUS 2 TRANSPORTER BUS
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
Pioneer 4 Lunar Probe
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
Pioneer 12 Space Probe












































USE TILT WING AIRCRAFT
PIVOTS
PIx








Plains Corridor (North America), Great













Plane Area Twin Hull, Small Water
USE SWATH (SHIP)
Plane Arrays, Focal




USE FOCAL PLANE DEVICES
Plane Program, National Aerospace






































USE OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS








































































































Planning System, NASA Interactive









Plant, Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
USE ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
Plant, ML-t Nuclear Power









USE ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Plants, Fuel Cell Power


















Plants, Solar Sea Power
USE SOLAR SEA POWER PLANTS
Plants, Solar Thermal Electric Power








USE CYCLOPS PLASMA ACCELERATOR
PLASMA ACCELERATORS
Plasma Accelerators, Coaxial
USE COAXIAL PLASMA ACCELERATORS
Plasma Amplifiers, Beam

























(Plasma Control), Thermal Barriers































Plasma Engines, Two Stage
























USE LASER PLASMA INTERACTIONS
PLASMA JET SYNTHESIS















(Plasma Physics), Electron Runaway
USE ELECTRON RUNAWAY (PLASMA PHYSICS)
(Plasma Physics), Rigid Rotors





















































USE HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMAS
Plasmas, Hot
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMAS






























USE STRONGLY COUPLED PLASMAS
(Plasmas), Tearing Modes

















































PlestiC_ Carbon Fiber Reinforced
USE CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Plastics, Glass Fiber Reinforced

















USE ALLEGHENY PLATEAU (US)
Plateau (US), Colorado










































































Platforms, Space Station Polar
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
Platforms (Space Stations), Polar
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
Platforms), SPAS (ESA





































Point Matching Method (Mathematics)
USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Point, Mirror
USE MIRROR POINT












































Plutonium Reactor, Los Alamo a Molten
USE LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM
REACTOR


































USE FIXED POINT ARITHMETIC
Point Arithmetic, Roaring
USE FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
Point Communication, Point To

















Pointing System, Annular Suspension And







Points (Game Theory), Saddle




USE LAGRANGIAN EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
POINTS (MATHEMATICS)
Points (Mathematics), Fixed















USE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
Poisoning, Carbon Tetrechlorlde





























Polar Mission, International Solar
USE ULYSSES MISSION
POLAR NAVIGATION
Polar Orbit Geophysical Observatory
USE POGO
POLAR ORBITS
Polar Platforms, Space Station
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
Polar Platforms (Space Stations)
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT
POLAR REGIONS
Polar SPUR (Astronomy), North

































































































USE GLOBAL AIR POLLUTION
Pollution, Indoor Air
























































































































Ponds (Heat Storage), Solar
USE SOLAR PONDS (HEAT STORAGE)
Pontchartrsin (LA), Lake




USE SWIMMING POOL REACTORS
Pool Type Reactor, Llvermore































USE ORBITAL POSITION ESTIMATION
POSITION INDICATORS
PosiUon Indicators, Plan
USE PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
(Position Indicators), PPI
USE PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
Position Indicators, Spacecraft
USE SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATORS
POSITION (LOCATION)
Position Modulation, Pulse














POLYMORPHISM PORCELAIN POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)
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Positioning, Satellite Doppler
USE SATELLITE DOPPLER POSITIONING
Positioning System, Global






Post, Advanced Airborne Command
USE E-4A AIRCRAFT













































































































Power Facility, Hallam Nuclear
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
Power Facility), HNPF (Hallam Nuclear





Power Generation, Combined Cycle
USE COMBINED CYCLE POWER GENERATION
Power Generation, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Power Generation, Nuclear Electric




USE THERMIONIC POWER GENERATION
Power Generation, Thermoelectric
USE THERMOELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Power Generation, Thermonuclear














Power Plant, Enrico Fermi Atomic
USE ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
Power Plant, ML-t Nuclear





USE ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Power Plants, Fuel Cell
USE FUEL CELL POWER PLANTS
Power Plants, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Power Plants, Solar Sea
USE SOLAR SEA POWER PLANTS
Power Plants, Solar Thermal Electric




Power Reactor 2, Zero
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
Power Reactor 3, Zero
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
Power Reactor 6, Zero
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
Power Reactor 9, Zero
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
POWER REACTORS
Power Reactors, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
Power Reactors, Space
USE SPACE POWER REACTORS
Power Reactors, Zero









USE AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
Power Sources, Plasma





USE HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS
Power Ststions, Satelllta Solar





USE AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
Power Supplies, Electdc
USE ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
Power Supplies, Space Station
USE SPACE STATION POWER SUPPLIES
Power Supplies, Spacecraft
USE SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
Power System, Sunflower
USE SUNFLOWER POWER SYSTEM
Power, Systems For Nuclear Auxiliary
USE SNAP
Power Systems, Solar Dynamic














Power Trsnamlaslon (To Earth), Satalllta
USE SATELLITE POWER TRANSMISSION (TO
EARTH)
Power Unit Reactors, Space
USE SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
Power Units, Chemical Auxiliary
USE CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Power Units, Nuclear Auxiliary
USE NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Power Units, Solar Auxiliary
USE SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Powered Aircraft, Man
USE MAN POWERED AIRCRAFT
Powered Alrcrsft, Solar
USE SOLAR POWERED AIRCRAFT
Powered Generators, Tide
USE TIDE POWERED GENERATORS
POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
Powered Machine==, Tide
USE TIDE POWERED MACHINES
Powered Machines, Watarwave
USE WATERWAVE POWERED MACHINES
POWERED MODELS
Powered Ships, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS
Powered Vehicles, Roadway




USE PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
PPM (Modulation)






















































USE DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC
Precision, Geometric Dilution Of






USE NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)
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Prediction (Aircraft), Noise


























































































































































Pressure, Lower Body Negative
USE LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Pressure, Middle Ear









































USE EAR PRESSURE TEST
Pressure, Thrust Chamber









































































































































Probe, Lunlk 2 Lunar
USE LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 3 Lunar
USE LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 9 Lunar
USE LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 10 Lunar
USE LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 11 Lunar
USE LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 12 Lunar
USE LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 13 Lunar
USE LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 14 Lunar
USE LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 16 Lunar
USE LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 17 Lunar
USE LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 19 Lunar
USE LUNIK 19 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 20 Lunar
USE LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Lunlk 22 Lunar
USE LUNIK 22 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Mariner R 2 Space
USE MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 1 Space
USE MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 2 Space
USE MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Madner 3 Space
USE MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 4 Space
USE MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 5 Space
USE MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 6 Space
USE MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 7 Space
USE MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Madner 8 Space
USE MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner g Space
USE MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 10 Space
USE MARINER 10 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 11 Space
USE MARINER 11 SPACE PROBE
PROBE METHOD (FORECASTING)
Probe, Pioneer F Space
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer G Space
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer Venus 2 Night
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 NIGHT PROBE
Probe, Pioneer Venus 2 Sounder
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SOUNDER PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 1 Space
USE PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 2 Space
USE PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 3 Space
USE PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 4 Lunar
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 4 Space
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROSE
Probe, Pioneer 5 Space
USE PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 6 Space
USE PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 7 Space
USE PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 8 Space
USE PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer g Space
USE PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 10 Space
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 11 Space
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Pioneer 12 Space
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
Probe, Ranger 1 Lunar
USE RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 2 Lunar
USE RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 3 Lunar
USE RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 4 Lunar
USE RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 5 Lunar
USE RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 6 Lunar
USE RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 7 Lunar
USE RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 8 Lunar
USE RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Ranger 9 Lunar
USE RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Sunblazer Space
USE SUNBLAZER SPACE PROSE
Probe, Surveyor 1 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Surveyor 2 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Surveyor 3 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Surveyor 4 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Surveyor 5 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Surveyor 6 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Surveyor 7 Lunar
USE SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
Probe, Zond I Space
USE ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
Probes, Pressure
Probe, Zond 2 Space
USE ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Zond 3 Space
USE ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Zond 4 Space
USE ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Zond S Space
USE ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Zond 6 Space
USE ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Zond 7 Space
USE ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Zond 8 Space





































USE MICROWAVE PLASMA PROBES
Probes, Pioneer Space
USE PIONEER SPACE PROBES
Probes, Pioneer Venus 2 Entry








Probes, Radio Frequency Impedance
Probes, Radio Frequency Impedance
USE RADIO FREOUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES
Probes, Ranger Lunar







































Problem, Saint Venent Flexure
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
PROBLEM SOLVING
Problem, St Venent Flexure
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
Problem, Three Body




USE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM
Problem, Two Body





USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
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Problems, Initial Value






USE OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
PROCEDURES
Procedures (Infllght), Crew














USE BEDS (PROCESS ENGINEERING)
(Process Engineering), Columns







USE HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING
Process, Jet Membrane






















































Processing Applications Rocket, Space









USE INFORMATION PROCESSING (BIOLOGY)
Processing (Computers), Associative
USE ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Processing (Computers), Parallel








USE DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Processing Equipment, Photographic


























USE DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS
Processing Units, Central
USE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
Processing, Voice Data




USE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
Processors, Data
USE DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Processors, FIuIdlzed Bed
USE FLUIDIZED BED PROCESSORS
Processors, Site Data















USE BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION COSTS
Production Costs, Aircraft





USE HYDROCARBON FUEL PRODUCTION
Production, Hydrogen
USE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
Production (In Space), Food


























































Program, Agene B Ranger
USE AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
Program, Aircraft Energy Efficiency
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Program, Apollo Applications
USE APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
Program, Army-Navy InstrumentaUon




USE BRAZILIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Canadian Space
USE CANADIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Chinese Space










Program, Defense Meteorological Satellite
USE DMSP SATELLITES
Program, Downrange Antimissile Measurement
USE DOWNRANGE ANTIMISSILE MEASUREMENT
PROGRAM
Program, Earth & Ocean Physics Appllcetlons
USE EARTH & OCEAN PHYSICS APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM
Program, Earth Resources
USE EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM
Program, Earth Resources Survey
USE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM
Program, Energy Efficiency Transport
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Program Evaluation Review Technique
USE PERT
Program For Aerospace Veh Design, Integ
USE IPAD
Program, Geographic Applications
USE GEOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
Program, Global Air Sampling
USE GLOBAL AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM
Program, Global Atmospheric Research





USE HIGH ALT TARGET AND BACKGROUND
MEASUREMENT
Program, Indian Space
USE INDIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Indonesian Space
USE INDONESIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program Intngdty, Computer






Program, Interservlce Data Exchange
USE ;NTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE
PROGRAM
Program, Italian Space
USE ITALIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Japanese Space
USE JAPANESE SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Lamps





Program, NASA Structural Analysis
USE NASTRAN
Program, National Aerospace Plane
USE NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM
Program, National Launch Vehicle
USE NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
Program, Optical Satellite Tracking




USE QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM
Program, Radar Target Scatter Site
USE RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE PROGRAM
Program, RATSCAT
USE RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE PROGRAM
Program, Reactor In Flight Test
USE RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
Program, Saudl Arabian Space
USE SAUDI ARABIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program, SCAR






Program, Space Vehicle Checkout




USE SWEDISH SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Swiss Space




USE TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE
PROGRAM
Program, Terminal Configured Vehicle
USE TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE
PROGRAM
Program, Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft
USE TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
PROGRAM




PROGRAM TREND LINE ANALYSIS
Program, U.S.S.R. Space
USE U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
Program, UK Space
















USE ADA (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), APL
USE APL (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), BASIC
USE BASIC (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), COCO
USE COCO (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), COMPASS




USE LISP (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), Map
USE MAP (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), MARVS
USE MARVS (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), Pascal
USE PASCAL (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), Prolog
USE PROLOG (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), SLEUTH

































USE COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
Programs (Computers), Applications
USE APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS (COMPUTERS)
Programs, European Space
USE EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
Programs, French Space

















Programs), User Manuals (Computer




Proj, Experimental Reflector Orbital Shot
USE EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL
SHOT PROJ














Project, Apollo Soyuz Test






























Project, Harvard Radio Meteor









USE MARS 69 PROJECT
Project, Mars 71




USE MAGELLAN PROJECT (NASA)
Project, National Severe Storms
USE NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS PROJECT
Project, New Moons










Project, Radio Attenuation Measurement
USE RADIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENT
PROJECT
Project, RAM






















USE SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL
PROJECT
Project, Submarine Integrated Control




















Project, Venus Radar Mapper




USE WEST FORD PROJECT
PROJECTILE CRATERING
Propagation,Diffraction
Projectile, High Altitude Sounding
USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
Projectile Penetration
USE TERMINAL BALLISTICS
Projectile, Window Atmosphere Sounding


















































































































Propellant Rocket Engines, Hybrid
USE HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Propellant Rocket Engines, Liquid
USE LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Propellant Rocket Engines, Solid






















USE DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS
Propellants, Double Base Rocket
USE DOUBLE BASE ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Propellants, Gaseous Rocket








USE HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANTS
Propellants, High Temperature
































USE GELLED ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Propelled Aircraft, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR PROPELLED AIRCRAFT
Propelled Sleds, Rocket






































































































































USE SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
Propulsion, Solar Thermal
USE SOLAR THERMAL PROPULSION
Propulsion, Space Station






Propulsion System, Hot Cycle
USE TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Propulsion System, Post Boost
USE POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
Propulsion Systems, Ascent
USE ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Propulsion Systems, Descent
USE DESCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Propulsion Systems, Man Operated
USE MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Propulsion Systems, Personnel


























































































































































































































PULSARS USE ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
Pulses, Picosecond
Pulsating Flow USE PICOSECOND PULSES
USE UNSTEADY FLOW
Pulses, Pressure
Pulsations, Geomagnetic USE PRESSURE PULSES
USE GEOMAGNETIC PULSATIONS
Pulses, System Generated Electromagnetic
Pulsations, Micro USE SYSTEM GENERATED ELECTROMAGNETIC
USE MICROPULSATIONS PULSES
PULSE AMPLITUDE PULTRUSION
PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION Pulverizing
USE GRINDING (COMMINUTION)
Pulse (Cardiovascular)
USE HEART RATE PUMICE
PULSE CHARGING PUMP IMPELLERS
PULSE CODE MODULATION PUMP SEALS
Pulse Code Modulation, Differential Pumped Lasers, Nuclear
USE DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION USE NUCLEAR PUMPED LASERS






PULSE DOPPLER RADAR USE CRYOPUMPING




PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION USE LASER PUMPING




PULSE HEATING USE NUCLEAR PUMPING
Pulse Height Pumping, Optical
USE PULSE AMPLITUDE USE OPTICAL PUMPING






PULSE RATE USE AXIAL FLOW PUMPS
Pulse Reactors, Annular Core Pumps, Blood
USE ANNULAR CORE PULSE REACTORS USE BLOOD PUMPS
Pulse Recorders






Pulse Width Pumps, Diffusion
USE PULSE DURATION USE DIFFUSION PUMPS
PULSE WIDTH AMPLITUDE CONVERTERS Pumps, Electromagnetic
USE ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMPS
Pulse Width Modulation




PULSED LASERS USE FUEL PUMPS
Pulsed Lasers, Ultrashort Pumps, Heat
USE ULTRASHORT PULSED LASERS USE HEAT PUMPS
PULSED RADIATION Pumps, Hydraulic
USE PUMPS























































































































Quadratic Gaussian Control, Linear
USE LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN CONTROL
QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING
Quadratic Regulator, Linear



























































{Quantum Theory), Squeezed States
USE SQUEEZED STATES (QUANTUM THEORY)
QUANTUM WELLS
Quarantine Facility, Mobile









































Quiet Sun Year, International









R CORONAE BOREALIS STARS
R Stars, W-
USE WOLF-RAYET STARS
R 2 Space Probe, Mariner






















































Radar, Earth Resources Shuttle Imaging




USE LUNAR RADAR ECHOES
Radar Echoes, Solar
USE SOLAR RADAR ECHOES
Radar Echoes, Venus
USE VENUS RADAR ECHOES
RADAR EQUIPMENT
Radar, European Incoherent Scatter
















Radar Mapper Project, Venus
USE MAGELLAN PROJECT (NASA)
Radar Mapper, Venus

















Radar, North American Search And Ranging




































USE SPACE BASED RADAR
Radar (Spacecraft), Venus Orbiting Imaging





USE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
Radar System (Europe), Elscat
USE EISCAT RADAR SYSTEM (EUROPE)
Radar System, Tradex
USE TRADEX RADAR SYSTEM
Radar Systems, Digital
USE DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS
RADAR TARGET SCA'R'ER SITE PROGRAM
RADAR TARGETS
(Radar Technique), HICAT
USE HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
Radar Terminal System, Automated








































USE INNER RADIATION BELT
Radiation Belt, Outer
USE OUTER RADIATION BELT
RADIATION BELTS
Radiation Belts, Artificial
USE ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELTS
Radiation Belts, Van Allen
USE RADIATION BELTS
Radiation, Black Body
USE BLACK BODY RADIATION
Radiation Budget, Earth
USE EARTH RADIATION BUDGET
Radiation Budget Experiment, Earth
















































USE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Radiation, Far Infrared
USE FAR INFRARED RADIATION
Radiation, Far Ultraviolet






























Radiation, Klrchhoff Law Of
USE KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION
RADIATION LAWS
Radiation), Light (Vlslble
USE LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
Radiation, Long Wave




USE LYMAN ALPHA RADIATION
Radiation, Lyman Beta





















USE NEAR INFRARED RADIATION
Radiation, Near Ultraviolet









































USE SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING
Radiation, Short Wave













USE NUCLEAR RADIATION SPECTROSCOPY
Radiation, Stellar
USE STELLAR RADIATION
Radiation, Stokes Law Of




















USE FAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Radiation, Visible
USE LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
Radiation, Wave
USE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Radiation 1 Satellite, Solar
USE SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
Radiation 3 Satellite, Solar


























Radio Antenna Grid (Navy), Underground
USE SEAFARER PROJECT
RADIO ANTENNAS
Radio Assisted Detection And Ranging
USE RADAR
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Radio Astronomy Explorer B
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER SATELLITE
Radio Astronomy Explorer 2
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
RADIO ATTENUATION
RADIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENT PROJECT
RADIO AURORAS



















USE SOLAR RADIO EMISSION
RADIO EQUIPMENT
Radio Equipment, Ultra Short Wave
U3E VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO
EQUIPMENT
Radio Equipment, Very High Frequency






Radio Frequencles, Extremely Low
USE EXTREMELY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES
RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE
RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
RADIO FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE










USE RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
RADIO INTERFEROMETERS
(Radio Interferometry Network), Orlon
USE ORION (RADIO INTERFEROMETRY
NETWORK)
RADIO JETS (ASTRONOMY)
Radio Meteor Project, Harvard











































Radio Transmission, Short Wave





USE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
Radio Waves, Extraterrestrial
USE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
Radio Waves, Galactic
USE GALACTIC RADIO WAVES
Radio Waves, Solar

































Rsdlometer, Visible Infrared Spln Scan












USE PASSIVE L-BAND RADIOMETERS
Radiometers, Pressure Modulator



































USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
RAE 1
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
RAE 2
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
RAE-1























RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RAM Effect, Hydrodynamic
USE HYDRODYNAMIC RAM EFFECT
RAM Project









Raman Spectroscopy, Coherent Anti-Stokes
USE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
RAMJET ENGINES
Ramjet Engines, Low Volume
USE LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
Ramjet Engines, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR RAMJET ENGINES
Ramjet Engines, Supersonic Combustion



























Range And Orbit Determination, Airborne
USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
Range Balliatlc Missiles, Intermediate
USE INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
Range Ballistic Missiles, Short
USE SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
Range (CA-OR-WA), Cascade









USE LASER RANGE FINDERS
Range Rnders, Optical
USE OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
Range Indicators
USE RANGE FINDERS
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
Range Instrumentation Aircraft, Advanced
USE ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
AIRCRAFT
Range Instrumentation Ship, Advanced















Range Rate Tracking, Range And





Range Weather Forecasting, Long
USE LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING
Range (WY), Wind River
USE WIND RIVER RANGE (WY)
(Range-Orbit Determination), AROD










RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
Ranger Program, Agene S
USE AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
RANGER PROJECT
Ranger Satellites
USE RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE








USE COASTAL RANGES (CA)
Ranges (CA), Peninsular














Ranging Radar, North American Search And
USE NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING
RADAR




Ranging, Sound Detecting And
USE SOUND DETECTING AND RANGING
Ranging, Sound Flxlng And


























































USE MASS FLOW RATE
Rate Meters
USE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS











USE SIGNAL FADING RATE
Rate, Star Formation
USE STAR FORMATION RATE
Rate, Strain
USE STRAIN RATE
Rate, Strain Energy Release
USE STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE
Rate Tracking, Range And Range
























USE HIGH ASPECT RATIO
Ratio, Lift Drag



























Ratio Wings, High Aspect
USE SLENDER WINGS
Ratio Wings, Low Aspect










Ratios, Carrier To Noise





Ratios, Mass To Light
USE MASS TO LIGHT RATIOS
Ratios, Modular
USE MODULAR RATIOS
Ratios, Signal To Noise
USE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
Ratios, Standing Wave
USE STANDING WAVE RATIOS
RATS
RATSCAT Program






USE GAMMA RAY ABSORPTIOMETRY
Ray Absorption, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY ABSORPTION
Ray Absorption, X




USE COSMIC RAY ALBEDO
Ray Analysis, X
USE X RAY ANALYSIS
Ray Apparatus, X
USE X RAY APPARATUS
Ray Astronomy Explorer, Gamma
USE EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
Ray Astronomy, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
Ray Astronomy, X
USE X RAY ASTRONOMY
Ray Astrophysics Facility, Advanced X
USE X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
Ray Astrophysics Facility, X
USE x RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
Ray Beams, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY BEAMS
Ray Binaries, X
USE X RAY BINARIES
Ray Bursts, Cosmic Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY BURSTS
Ray Bursts, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY BURSTS
Ray Density Measurement, X
USE X RAY DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Ray Diffraction, X
USE X RAY DIFFRACTION
Ray Fluorsscence, X
USE X RAY FLUORESCENCE
Ray Imagery, X
USE X RAY IMAGERY
Ray Imaging Scopes, Low Intensity X
USE LIXISCOPES
Ray Inspection, X
USE X RAY INSPECTION
Ray Irradiation, X
USE X RAY IRRADIATION
Ray Lasers, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY LASERS
Ray Lasers, X
USE X RAY LASERS
Ray Observatory, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
Ray Optics
USE GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
Ray Primaries, Heavy Cosmic
USE PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
HEAVY NUCLEI
Ray Scattering, X
USE X RAY SCATTERING
Ray Showers, Cosmic
USE COSMIC RAY SHOWERS
Ray Sources, X
USE X RAY SOURCES
Ray Spectra, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY SPECTRA
Ray Spectra, X
USE X RAY SPECTRA
Ray Spectrography, X
USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Ray Spectrometers, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETERS
Ray Spectrometry, X
USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Ray Spectropolarlmetry Payload, X
USE EXPOS (SPACELAB PAYLOAD)
Ray Spectroscopy, X
USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Ray Stars, X
USE X RAY STARS
Ray Stress Analysis, X
USE X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
Ray Stress Measurement, X
USE X RAY STRESS MEASUREMENT
Ray Telescopes, Gamma
USE GAMMA RAY TELESCOPES
Ray Telescopes, X
USE X RAY TELESCOPES
Ray Timing Explorer, X
USE X RAY TIMING EXPLORER
RAY TRACING
Ray Tubes, Cathode
USE CATHODE RAY TUBES
Ray Tubes, X
















USE COSMIC X RAYS
Rays, Galactic Cosmic












USE SECONDARY COSMIC RAYS
Rays, Solar Cosmic

















USE RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
(RSE)
(RBE), Relative Biological Effectiveness





























USE POISONING (REACTION INHIBITION)
Reaction Jet Backpacks

















































Reactor, Advanced Sodium Cooled
USE ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
Reactor, ASCR
USE ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
Reactor, Astron Thermonuclear
USE ASTRON THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR
Reactor, ATR








USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
Reactor, EBR-2
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
(Reactor), EBWR
USE EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER
REACTORS
(Reactor), EGCR
USE EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
(Reactor), EOCR
USE EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED
REACTORS
Reactor Experiment, Lithium Cooled
USE LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
Reactor Experiment, Sodium




USE HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
Reactor, Halden Boiling Water
USE HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
Reactor, HBWR
USE HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
Reactor, Health Physics Research




USE HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
Reactor In Flight Test Program
USE RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
(Reactor In Flight Test), Rift
USE RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
(Reactor), Inertial Fusion




















LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
Llvermore Pool Type
LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR
Los Alamos Molten Plutonium
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM
REACTOR
Los Alamos Turret
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
LOS Alamos Water Boiler
LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
LPTR
LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR
REACTOR MATERIALS
Reactor, Orgel
USE ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
Reactor, Pathfinder Nuclear
USE PATHFINDER NUCLEAR REACTOR
Reactor, Phoebus Nuclear
USE PHOEBUS NUCLEAR REACTOR
Reactor, Physical Constants Testing
USE WATER COOLED REACTORS




USE PLUM BROOK REACTOR
Reactor, Plutonium Recycle Test
USE PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
(Reactor), PRTR
USE PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
REACTOR SAFETY
Reactor Sites, Offshore
USE OFFSHORE REACTOR SITES
Reactor, Snaptran
USE SNAPTRAN REACTOR
Reactor, Spectral Shift Control
USE SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR
Reactor, SRE
USE SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT
REACTOR STARTUP TESTS
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
Reactor Test Facility, Transient
USE TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
Reactor, Tory 2
USE TORY 2 REACTOR
Reactor, Tory 2-A
USE TORY 2-A REACTOR
Reactor, Tory 2-C
USE TORY 2-C REACTOR
Reactor, Zeta Thermonuclear
USE ZETA THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR
Reactor 1, Experimental Breeder
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
Reactor 2, Experimental Breeder
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
276
READOUT
Reactor 2, Tower Shielding
USE TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
Reactor 2, Zero Power
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
Reactor 3, Zero Power
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
Reactor 6, Zero Power
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
Reactor 9, Zero Power
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
REACTORS
Reactors, Advanced Test
USE ADVANCED TEST REACTORS
Reactors, Annular Core Pulse




USE BLANKETS (FISSION REACTORS)
Reactors), Blankets (Fusion
USE BLANKETS (FUSION REACTORS)
Reactors, Boiling Water








USE ENGINEERING TEST REACTORS
(Reactors), ETR
USE ENGINEERING TEST REACTORS
Reactors, Experimental Boiling Water
USE EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER
REACTORS
Reactors, Experimental Gas Cooled
USE EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Experimental Organic Cooled
USE EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED
REACTORS
Reactors, Fast Nuclear
USE FAST NUCLEAR REACTORS
Reactors, Fast Oxide
USE FAST OXIDE REACTORS
Reactor=, Fast Test
USE FAST TEST REACTORS
Reactors), Feel Elements (Nuclear








USE GAS COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Gas Cooled Fast
USE GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
Reactors, Gaseous Fission
USE GASEOUS FISSION REACTORS
(Reactors), GCR




USE HEAVY WATER REACTORS
Reactors, Heavy Water Components Test
USE HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST
REACTORS
Reactors, High Flux Beam
USE HIGH FLUX BEAM REACTORS
Reactors, High Flux Isotope
USE HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
Reactors, High Temperature Gas Cooled
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED
REACTORS
Reactor=, High Temperature Nuclear








USE LIGHT WATER REACTORS
Reactors, Ught Water Breeder
USE LIGHT WATER BREEDER REACTORS
Reactors), Umiter= (Fusion
USE UMITERS (FUSION REACTORS)
Reactors, Liquid Cooled
USE LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Liquid Metal Cooled
USE LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
USE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTORS
(Reactors), LMCR
USE LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Materials Testing
USE NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
Reactors, MCR
USE MILITARY COMPACT REACTORS
Reactors, Military Compact
USE MILITARY COMPACT REACTORS
Reactor=, Molten Salt Nuclear
USE MOLTEN SALT NUCLEAR REACTORS
Reactor=, MSRE






USE NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
Reactor=, Nuclear Research And Test
USE NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
Reactors, Nuclear Test
USE NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
Reactors, Organic Cooled
USE ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Organic Moderated
USE ORGANIC MODERATED REACTORS
(Reactors), PBRE
USE PEBBLE BED REACTORS
Reactors, Pebble Bad
USE PEBBLE BED REACTORS
Reactors, Plasma Core










USE SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTORS
Reactors, Sodium Graphite
USE SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTORS
Reactors, Space Power
USE SPACE POWER REACTORS
Reactor=, Space Power Unit















USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
Reactors, Water Cooled
USE WATER COOLED REACTORS
Reactors, Water Moderated
USE WATER MODERATED REACTORS
Reactor=, Zero Power
USE ZERO POWER REACTORS
Reactor=, ZPR
USE ZERO POWER REACTORS
READ-ONLY MEMORY DEVICES
REAOERS























USE MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
Rearward Facing Steps
















































































































Reconn Electric Spacecraft, Advanced






Reconnaissance Aircraft, Light Armed
USE COIN AIRCRAFT
Reconnaissance Aircraft, Weather




















USE WAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION
RECORDERS
Recorders, Cable Force






USE FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
Recorders, Force Vector











USE VLF EMISSION RECORDERS
Recorders, Weather Data


























USE DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSULES
Recovery Diodes, Step



























































Recycle Test Reactor, Plutonium





























































USE MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
Reentry Body, Mark 1
USE MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark 2
USE MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark 3
USE MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark 4
USE MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark $
USE MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
279
Reentry Body, Mark 6
Reentry Body, Mark $
USE MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark 1 t
USE MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark 12
USE MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Body, Mark 17



















USE UNCONTROLLED REENTRY (SPACECRAFT)
REENTRY TRAJECTORIES
Reentry Vehicle, FDL-5
USE FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
Reentry Vehicle, HL-10
USE HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
Reentry Vehicle, HLD-35
USE HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
Reentry Vehicle, Trailblazer 1
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
Reentry Vehicle, Trailblazer 2
USE TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
Reentry Vehicle, X-17
USE X-17 REENTRY VEHICLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
Reentry Vehicles, Lifting
USE LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
Reentry Vehicles, Low Observable
USE LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
Reference Adep(fve Control, Model
USE MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL
REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
(Reference Unee), Axes




USE CELESTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Reference Systems, Inertlal






























































USE TWO REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
Reflector Orbital Shot Proj, Experimental


















































































USE F 1 REGION
Region, F 2





Region (GA-NC-SC), Sand Hills





Region (NE), Sand Hills
USE SAND HILLS REGION (NE)
Region, Sciatic
USE SCIATIC REGION
Region (South America), Amazon
USE AMAZON REGION (SOUTH AMERICA)
Region, Stagnation
USE STAGNATION POINT
Region (US), Central Atlantic
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
Regional E¢ol Test Site, Central Atlantic
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL
TEST SITE
Regional Ecological Test Site, Arizona











USE H I REGIONS
Regions, H II














































USE LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR
Regulator, Uneer Quadratic























USE BORON REINFORCED MATERIALS
REINFORCED PLASTICS
Reinforced Plastics, Carbon Fiber
USE CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Reinforced Plastics, Glass Fiber














































USE CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULES
Release Rate, Strain Energy
USE STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE
Release, Store








USE CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
Removal), Grinding (Material











































Relay Satellites, Tracking And Data
USE TDR SATELLITES
Relay Systems, Optical
USE OPTICAL RELAY SYSTEMS
Relay Systems, Radio










































USE EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE
(Rendezvous), LOR
USE LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
Rendezvous, Lunar Orbital






































































Republic Of Germany, Federal
USE WEST GERMANY




Republic Of Korea, Democratic Peoples
USE NORTH KOREA






















USE METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
Research Aircraft Program, Tilt Rotor
USE TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
PROGRAM
Research Aircraft, Rotor Systems
USE ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Research And Test Reactors, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
Research, Committee On Space
USE COMMI]-rEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
RESEARCH FACILITIES
Research, High Temperature
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH
Research Laboratories, Underwater
USE UNDERWATER RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Research, Low Density










Research Organization, European Space
USE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
Research Organization, Indian Space
USE ISRO
Research Organization Sat, European Space
USE ESA SATELLITES
Research Program, Global Atmospheric
USE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
PROGRAM
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Research Reactor, Health Physics
USE HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
Research Satellites, Environmental
USE ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELLITES
Research Satellites, Octahedrel
USE ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELLITES
Research, Supersonic Cruise Aircraft























































































































USE HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
Resistant Structures, Earthquake

















ReSOlution, Automatic Traffic Advisory And
USE AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVISORY AND
RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION CELL
Resolution Coverage Antennas, High

























USE CYCLOTRON RESONANCE DEVICES
Resonance, Electron Parsmagnetl¢
USE ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
Resonance, Electron Spin


















USE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Resonance, Nuclear Ouadrupole


















Resonances (Celestial Mechanics), Orbital






































Resources Information System, Earth





Resources Observation Satellites, Earth
USE EROS (SATELLITES)
Resources Program, Earth
USE EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM
Resources, Range
USE RANGE RESOURCES
Resources Shuttle Imaging Radar, Earth
USE EARTH RESOURCES SHUTTLE IMAGING
RADAR
Resources Survey Aircraft, Earth
USE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT
Resources Survey Program, Earth
USE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM
Resources Technology Satellite B, Earth
USE LANDSAT 2
Resources Technology Satellite C, Earth
USE LANDSAT 3
Resources Technology Satellite D, Earth
USE LANDSAT 4
Resources Technology Satellite E, Earth
USE LANDSAT E
Resources Technology Satellite F, Earth
USE LANDSAT F
Resources Technology Satellite 1, Earth
USE LANDSAT 1

























USE GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE

































Restraint Devices, Air Bag





















































USE PAYLOAD RETRIEVAL (STS)
Retrieval System, Payload Deployment &
























Reusable Spacecraft), Mars (Manned
USE MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
Reusable Spaceship, Manned Aerodynamic















Review Technique, Program Evaluation
USE PERT


















USE HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
Reynolds Number, Low


















































(RI), Block Island Sound



















USE BEAM RIDER GUIDANCE
Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron, Oak



















RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
Rift System, African





































Rings (Particle Accelerators), Storage























River Basin (AK), Chena
USE CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
River Basin (CA), Feather
USE FEATHER RIVER BASIN (CA)
River Basin (ID-OR-WA), Columbia
USE COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN (ID-OR-WA)
River Basin (IL-IN-OH), Wabash
USE WABASH RIVER BASIN (IL-IN-OH)
River Basin (LA), Atchafalaya
USE ATCHAFALAYA RIVER BASIN (LA)
River Basin (MD-NY-PA), Susquehanna
USE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN (MD-NY-PA)
River Basin (US), Delaware
USE DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
River Basin (US), Missouri
USE MISSOURI RIVER BASIN (US)
RIVER BASINS
River (North America), Colorado
USE COLORADO RIVER (NORTH AMERICA)
River (NY-NJ), Hudson
USE HUDSON RIVER (NY-NJ)
River Range (WY), Wind
USE WIND RIVER RANGE (WY)
River (US), Mississippi
USE MISSISSIPPI RIVER (US)
River (US), Mllmoud
USE MISSOURI RIVER (US)
River (US), Ohio
USE OHIO RIVER (US)
River Valley (MD-VA-WV), Potomac






































USE ARIES SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket Binders, Solid
USE SOLID ROCKET BINDERS
Rocket, Black Brant 1 Sounding
USE BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket Engines, Solid Propellant
Rocket, Black Brant 2 Sounding
USE BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket, Black Brant 3 Sounding
USE BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket, Black Brant 4 Sounding
USE SLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket, Black Brant S Sounding
USE BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket Boosters
USE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Boosters (Space Shuttle), Solid
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Rocket Boosters), SRB (Solid




Rocket, Echo 1 Carrier





USE F-1 ROCKET ENGINE
ROCKET ENGINE NOISE
Rocket Engine, SL-3




USE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Ducted
USE DUCTED ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Electric
USE ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, HEUS
USE HEUS ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Hot Water
USE HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Hybrid
USE HYBRID ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Hybrid Propellant
USE HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Uquld Propellant
USE LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Uthergol
USE LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Nlke Booster
USE NIKE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Noz,tleless
USE NOZZLELESS ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Restzrtable
USE RESTARTABLE ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Reusable
USE REUSABLE ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Solid Propellant




USE SUSTAiNER ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Ullage
USE ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES
Rocket Engines, Upper Stage
USE UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
ROCKET EXHAUST
Rocket, EXOS Sounding
USE EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
ROCKET FIRING
ROCKET FLIGHT









USE ROCKET ENGINE CASES
Rocket Motors, Space Shuttle Solid
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Rocket, Nlke-Asp





USE PETREL SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket, Phoenix Sounding






USE CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Propellants, Double Base




Rocket, Space Processing Applications
USE SPACE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
ROCKET
(Rocket), SPAR




USE SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
Rocket Tests, Space Electric
USE SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
ROCKET TRRUST
Rocket Trajectory, Splnnlng Unguided
USE SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET
TRAJECTORY
Rocket Vehicle, Aerobee
USE AEROBEE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Agens A
USE AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Agena B
USE AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Agena C
USE AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Agena D
USE AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Antares
USE ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Apache
USE APACHE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Arcon
USE ARCON ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Asp
USE ASP ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Astrobee 1500
USE ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Athena
USE ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Bersnice
USE BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Jablru
USE JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Jaguar
USE JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Javelin
USE JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Jupiter C
USE JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Kappa 8
USE KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Kappa 9
USE KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Little John
USE LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Lokl
USE LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, MB-t
USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Meteor 1
USE METEOR 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-Apache
USE NIKE-APACHE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-CaJun
USE NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-Hydac
USE NIKE-HYDAC ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-lroquols
USE NIKE-IROQUOIS ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-Javelln
USE NIKE-JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Nlke-Tomshawk
USE NIKE-TOMAHAWK ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Ruble
USE RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Skylark
USE SKYLARK ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Thor Able
USE THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Trailblazer 1
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Trailblazer 2
USE TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Vega
USE VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Rocket Propellants, Gaseous
USE GASEOUS ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Propellents, Gelled
USE GELLED ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Propellents, Hypergolic
USE HYPERGOLIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Propellants, Liquid
USE LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Propellents, RP-1
USE RP-1 ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Propellents, Solid
USE SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS
Rocket Ramjets, Integral
USE INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
Rocket Reactors, KIWI
USE KIWI REACTORS
Rocket Vehicle, Black Knight
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Blue Scout
USE BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Cajun
USE CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Dornler Parsgllder
USE DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, FFAR
USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Folding Fin Aircraft
USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Genie
USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Honest John
USE HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Hyle-Star
USE HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Venus Fly TRAP
USE VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Viking
USE VIKING ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket vehicle, Zunl
USE ZUNI ROCKET VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Agens
USE AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Arcas
USE ARCAS ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Argo
USE ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Astrobee
USE ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Hovering
USE HOVERING ROCKET VEHICLES
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Rocket Vehicles, Kappa
USE KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Lambda
USE LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Multistage
USE MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Nlke
USE NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Nuclear Engine For
USE NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Single Stage
USE SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Skua
USE SKUA ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket Vehicles, Veronique
USE VERONIQUE ROCKET VEHICLES
Rocket, Vertical S
USE VERTICAL 8 ROCKET
Rocket, Wasp Sounding




Rockets, Air To Air
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
Rockets, Black Brant Sounding



















Rockets, Surface To Surface



































































































































































USE FLUID ROTOR GYROSCOPES
Rotor Helicopters, Rigid
USE RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
Rotor Helicopters, Tandem





Rotor Research Aircraft Program, Tilt
USE TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
PROGRAM
ROTOR SPEED
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
Rotorcraft















Rotors (Plasma Physics), Rigid








USE TiP DRIVEN ROTORS
Rotors, X Wing
USE X WING ROTORS
ROUGHNESS
Roughness Effects, Surface







Route ATC, Automated En






USE EDITING ROUTINES (COMPUTERS)
Routines, Data Conversion












USE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES
Roving Vehicles, Lunokhod Lunar


















USE RTV-40 RUBBER (TRADEMARK)
Rubber (Trademark), RTV-60
USE RTV-60 RUBBER (TRADEMARK)
Rubber (Trademark), Vlton





























USE INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Rules, Instrument Flight
USE INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Rules (Nuclear Physics), Selection





USE VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Rules, Visual Flight




Runaway (Plasma Physics), Electron


















USE CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
Rupture Strength, Stress









































USE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
5.N DIAGRAMS
5.1 Stage, Saturn
USE SATURN S.1 STAGE
5.1B Stage, Saturn
USE SATURN S-1B STAGE
5.1C Stage, Saturn





USE SATURN S-2 STAGE




USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
5.4 Stage, Saturn
USE SATURN S.4 STAGE
5.4B Stage, Saturn
USE SATURN S-4B STAGE
5-6 Satellite
















USE ARIEL 1 SATELLITE
5-52 Satellite






















USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
SA-1 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-2 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-3 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-4 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-5 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-6 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-7 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN t SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-8 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-9 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-10 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-321 HELICOPTER
SA-321 Helicopter, Snd Aviation
USE SA-321 HELICOPTER
SA-330 HELICOPTER





































Safety Hazard, Toxicity And































Saint Venant Flexure Problem
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
Salesman Problem, Traveling













USE MOLTEN SALT ELECTROLYTES
Salt Fiats
USE FLATS (LANDFORMS)
Salt Lake (UT), Great
USE GREAT SALT LAKE (UT)
Salt Nuclear Reactors, Molten








Salts, Organic Charge Transfer


































Sampling Program, Global Air




SAN ANDREAS FAULT EXPERIMENT
SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)
SAN FRANCISCO (CA)
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY (CA)
SAN JUAN MOUNTAINS (CO)
SAN MARCO SATELLITES
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 2 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARINO




SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)



































Sat, Advanced Communications Technology
USE ACTS









USE RCA SATCOM SATELLITES
Satellite, A-11
USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, A-12
USE ECHO 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, AD-A
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
satellite, ADII
USE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
satellite, AE-A
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
satellite, AE-B
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
satellite, AE-C
USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
Satellite, AE-D
USE EXPLORER 54 SATELLITE
Satellite, AE-E




USE ALOUETTE B SATELLITE
satellite, Alouette 1
USE ALOUETTE 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Alouette 2
USE ALOUE'I-rE 2 SATELLITE
SATELLITE ALTIMETRY








USE ARIEL 1 SATELLITE Satellite,
USE
Satellite, Ariel 2
USE ARIEL 2 SATELLITE Satellite,
USE
Satellite, Ariel 3
USE ARIEL 3 SATELLITE
satellite,
Satellite, Ariel 4 USE
USE ARIEL 4 SATELLITE
Satellite,
Satellite, Ariel 5 USE
USE ARIEL 5 SATELLITE
Satellite,
Satellite, Astronomical Netherlands USE
USE ASTRONOMICAL NETHERLANDS SATELLITE
satellite,
SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES USE
SATELLITE AI-rlTUDE CONTROL Satellite,
USE
(Satellite Attitude Control), DISCOS
USE DISCOS (SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL) Satellite,
USE
Satellite Attitude Disturbance
USE SPACECRAFT STABILITY Satellite,
ATTITUDE STABILITY USE
Satellite, Azur Satellite,
USE AZUR SATELLITE USE
satellite B, Earth Resources Technology satellite,
USE LANDSAT 2 USE
satellite B, Geostatlonary Operatl Environ Satellite,
USE GOES 2 USE
(Satellite), Bess Satellite,
USE BESS (SATELLITE) USE
Satellite, Biomedical Experiment Scientific Satellite,
USE BESS (SATELLITE) USE
Satellite C, Earth Resources Technology Satellite,
USE LANDSAT 3 USE
satellite, Cannonball 2 satellite,






satellite Communication System, Fleet Satellite,
USE FLEET SATELLITE COMMUNICATION USE
SYSTEM
satellite,
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS USE
satellite Communications Systems, Domestic Satellite,









Satellite, Comic Background Explorer
USE COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER
SATELLITE
satellite, Cosmos 2
USE COSMOS 2 SATELLITE
satellite, Cosmos 3



































































Satellite, Dynamics Explorer 1
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER I SATELLITE
Satellite, Dynamics Explorer 2
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2 SATELLITE
Satellite E, Earth Resources Technology
USE LANDSAT E
Satellite, Echo !
USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Echo 2
USE ECHO 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Elektron 1
USE ELEKTRON 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Elektron 2
USE ELEKTRON 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Elektron 4
USE ELEKTRON 4 SATELLITE
Satellite), ERS-1 (ESA
USE ERS-1 (ESA SATELLITE)
Satellite (ESA), Maritime Communication
USE MAROTS (ESA)
Satellite (ESA), Orbital Test
USE OTS (ESA)
Satellite, ESRO 1
USE ESRO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESRO 2
USE ESRO 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESRO 4
USE ESRO 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 1
USE ESSA 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 2
USE ESSA 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 3
USE ESSA 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 4
USE ESSA 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 5
USE ESSA 5 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 6
USE ESSA 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 7
USE ESSA 7 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 8
USE ESSA 8 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA 9
USE ESSA 9 SATELLITE
Satellite, European Communications
USE EUROPEAN COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE












USE EXPLORER 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 2
USE EXPLORER 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 3
USE EXPLORER 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 4
USE EXPLORER 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 5
USE EXPLORER 5 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 6
USE EXPLORER 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 7
USE EXPLORER 7 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 8
USE EXPLORER 8 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 9
USE EXPLORER 9 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 10
USE EXPLORER 10 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 11
USE EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 12
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 14
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 15
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 16
USE EXPLORER 16 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 17
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 18
USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 19
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 20
USE EXPLORER 20 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 21
USE EXPLORER 21 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 22
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 23
USE EXPLORER 23 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 24
USE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 25
USE EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 26
USE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 27
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 28
USE EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 2g
USE EXPLORER 29 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 30
USE EXPLORER 30 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 31
USE EXPLORER 31 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 32
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 33
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 34
USE EXPLORER 34 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 35
USE EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 36
USE EXPLORER 36 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 37
USE EXPLORER 37 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 38
USE EXPLORER 38 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 39
USE EXPLORER 39 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 40
USE EXPLORER 40 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 41




USE EXPLORER 43 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 44
USE EXPLORER 44 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 45
USE EXPLORER 45 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 46
USE EXPLORER 46 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 47
USE EXPLORER 47 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 48
USE EXPLORER 48 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 49
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 50
USE EXPLORER 50 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 51
USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 52
USE EXPLORER 52 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 53
USE EXPLORER 53 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 54
USE EXPLORER 54 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 55
USE EXPLORER 55 SATELLITE
Satellite, Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
USE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
SATELLITE




Satellite Geodesy Experiment, International
USE INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE GEODESY
EXPERIMENT
Satellite, Geodynamic Experimental Ocean
USE GEOS-D SATELLITE
Satellite, GEOS 1
USE GEOS 1 SATELLITE
Satellite,Roentgen
Satellite,GEOS2USEGEOS2 ATELLITE SatelliteLines,DlelectronlcUSERESONANCELI ES Satellite, NOAA 5USE NOAA 5 SATELLITE
Sateluta, GEOS 3
USE GEOS 3 SATELLITE
Satalllte, GEOS-B
USE GEOS 2 SATELLITE
Satalllte, GEOS-C











USE HEOS A SATELLITE
satellite, HEOS B













USE INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
Satellite, InJun 1
USE INJUN 1 SATELLITE
satellite, Injun 3
USE INJUN 3 SATELLITE
Satalllta, Injun 4
USE INJUN 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Injun 5




















satellite, Magellan Ultraviolet Astronomy
USE MAGELLAN ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
SATELLITE
satellite, Massat A
USE MAGSAT A SATELLITE
Satellite, Magsat B
USE MAGSAT B SATELLITE
Satellite, Magset 1




USE MARISAT t SATELLITE
Satellite, Maritime Orbital Test
USE MAROTS (ESA)
Satalllta, Meteoroid Technology




USE MIDAS 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Midas 3
USE MIDAS 3 SATELLITE
Satalllte, Midas 4
USE MIDAS 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Mldse 5
USE MIDAS 5 SATELLITE
Satellite, Midas 6
USE MIDAS 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, Midas 7








USE NIMBUS 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Nimbus 2
USE NIMBUS 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Nimbus 3
USE NIMBUS 3 SATELLITE
satellite, Nimbus 4
USE NIMBUS 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Nimbus 5
USE NIMBUS 5 SATELLITE
satellite, Nimbus 6
USE NIMBUS 6 SATELLITE
satellite, Nimbus 7
USE NIMBUS 7 SATELLITE
satellite, NOAA 2
USE NOAh, 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, NOAA 3
USE NOAA 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, NOAA 4
USE NOAA 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, NOAA 6
USE NOAA 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, NOAA 7
USE NOAh, 7 SATELLITE
Satellite, NOAA 8













USE PALAPA 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Palapa 2
USE PALAPA 2 SATELLITE
(Satellite Payload), Amps






SATELLITE POWER TRANSMISSION (TO EARTH)
Satellite Program, Defense Meteorological
USE DMSP SATELLITES




USE PROTON 1 SATELLITE
Satalllta, Proton 2
USE PROTON 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Proton 3
USE PROTON 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, Proton 4
USE PROTON 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, P78-2
USE SCATHA SATELLITE
Satellite, Radiation And Meteoroid
USE RADIATION AND METEOROID SATELLITE
Satalllta, Radio Astronomy Explorer




USE RELAY 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Relay 2









USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
Satellite, S-6














USE ARIEL 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, S-52




USE BEACON EXPLORER A
Satellite, S-74
USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
Satellite, Sage
USE SAGE SATELLITE
Satellite, Solar Radiation 3
USE SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, SoIrad 10
USE EXPLORER 44 SATELLITE
SATELLITE SOUNDING
Satellite, Space Arrow
USE COSMOS 149 SATELLITE
Satellite), Spot (French
USE SPOT (FRENCH SATELLITE)
Satellite, Sputnik 1
USE SPUTNIK 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Sputnik 2
USE SPUTNIK 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Sputnik 3
USE SPUTNIK 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, Sputnik 4
USE SPUTNIK 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Sputnik 5
USE SPUTNIK 5 SATELLITE
Satellite, SRET 1
USE SRET 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, SRET 2




Satellite, Synchronous Earth Observatory
USE SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATORY
SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS G
USE TIROS 7 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS H
USE TIROS 8 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS Wheel
USE TIROS 9 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 1
USE TIROS 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 2
USE TIROS 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 3
USE TIROS 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 4
USE TIROS 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 5
USE TIROS 5 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 6
USE TIROS 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 7
USE TIROS 7 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 8
USE TIROS 8 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 9
USE TIROS 9 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS 10




USE TRANSIT A'I_ITUDE CONTROL SATELLITE
Satellite, San Marco 1
USE SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, San Marco 2
USE SAN MARCO 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, San Marco 3











Satellite Service, Land Mobile
USE LAND MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICE





USE SIRS B SATELLITE
Satellite, Snapshot
USE SNAPSHOT SATELLITE
SATELLITE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION





USE SYNCOM 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, SYNCOM 2
USE SYNCOM 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, SYNCOM 3
USE SYNCOM 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, SYNCOM 4
USE SYNCOM 4 SATELLITE
Satellite System, Defense Communications
USE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SYSTEM
Satellite System, National Oceanic
USE NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM
Satellite System, TIROS Operational





USE TELSTAR 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Telstar 2
USE TELSTAR 2 SATELLITE
SATELLITE TEMPERATURE
Satellite, TIROS D
USE TIROS 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS E
USE TIROS 5 SATELLITE
SATELLITE TRACKING
Satellite Tracking And Data Acq Network
USE STDN (NETWORK)
(satellite Tracking Network), STADAN
USE STDN (NETWORK)
Satellite Tracking Program, Optical
USE OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
Satellite Tracking, Satellite-To-
USE SATEL LITE-TO-SATE LLITE TRACKING
Satellite, Transit Attitude Control





USE UK 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Vanguard 1
USE VANGUARD 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Vanguard 2
USE VANGUARD 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Vanguard 3
USE VANGUARD 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 2
USE VENERA 2 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 3
USE VENERA 3 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 4
USE VENERA 4 SATELLITE
Satellite, Solar Radiation 1
USE SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
Satelllte, TIROS F
USE TIROS 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 5
USE VENERA 5 SATELLITE
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Satellite, Venera 6
USE VENERA 6 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venere 7
USE VENERA 7 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venere 8
USE VENERA 8 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 9
USE VENERA 9 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 10
USE VENERA 10 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venera 11
USE VENERA 11 SATELLITE
Satellite, Venere 12
USE VENERA 12 SATELLITE
Satellite 1, Earth Resources Technology
USE LANDSAT 1
satellite t, Small Astronomy
USE SAS-1
satellite 2, Small Astronomy
USE SAS-2






















































USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER SATELLITES
Satellites, Lady Bird
USE EARLY BIRD SATELUTES
Satellites, Earth Resources Observation
USE EROS (SATELLITES)














































USE GRAVITY GRADIENT SATELLITES
Satellites, Gravsat













Satellites, Improved TIROS Operational





















USE LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
Satellites, Lincoln Experimental
USE LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
Satellites, Location Of Air Traffic
USE LOCATES SYSTEM
Satellites, LOFTI
USE LOW FREQUENCY TRANSIONOSPHERIC
SATELLITES
Satellites, Low Frequency Trenldonosphedc









































































USE RANGER LUNAR PROBES
Satellites, RCA Satcom




















USE SMALL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
Satellites, Solar Power



























Satellites, TIROS N Series
USE TIROS N SERIES SATELLITES
















Sata For Ionospheric Study, international
USE ISIS SATELLITES
Sats, Galactic Radiation Exp Background
USE GREB SATELLITES













SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
Saturn Flyby, Mariner Jupiter-


































SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 WORKSHOP
SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 WORKSHOP
SAUDI ARABIA














SC), Sand Hills Region (GA-NC-






















USE LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Scale Integration, Medium
USE MEDIUM SCALE INTEGRATION
Scale Integration, Very Large
USE VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
SCALE MODELS
SCALE (RATIO)
Scale, Taylor Manifest Anxiety
USE TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
Scale Tests, Full









Scan Radiometer, Visible Infrared Spin










USE COMPUTER AIDED TOMOGRAPHY
Scanner, Coastal Zone Color
USE COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER
Scanner, Ocean Color













USE MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNERS
Scanners, Multiple Beam Interval
USE MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNERS
Scanners, Multlepectral Band






Scanning Beam Landing System, Microwave
































Scatter Propagation, Ionospheric F-
USE IONOSPHERIC F-SCATtER PROPAGATION
Scatter Radar, European Incoherent
USE EISCAT RADAR SYSTEM (EUROPE)
Scatter Radar, Incoherent
USE INCOHERENT SCATTER RADAR
Scatter Site Program, Radar Target
































































USE S MATRIX THEORY
SCattering Meters, Light






















































































Scientific Modules, Lunar Surface
USE LSSM




USE SMALL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
Scientific Survey Module, Local


































Scout Rocket Vehicle, Blue
USE BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
SCPC Transmission
USE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER
TRANSMISSION
SCR (RecBflers)




USE SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
ENGINES
Scrsmjeta
























USE BLACK HILLS (SD-WY)
SDI
USE SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF
INFORMATION
SDP (Computers)
USE SITE DATA PROCESSORS








USE EXPLORER 30 SATELLITE
SE-210 AIRCRAFT
SE-210 Aircraft, Sod Aviation
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT
SE-3160 HELICOPTER

























See Ice Interactions, Air
USE AIR SEA ICE INTERACTIONS
See Interactions, Air













See (North America), Beaufort
USE BEAUFORT SEA (NORTH AMERICA)
SEA OF JAPAN
SEA OF OKHOTSK
Sea Power Plants, Solar








































Search And Ranging Radar, North American
USE NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING
RADAR
Search And Rescue Satellite
USE SARSAT























































USE IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS
sections, Neutron Cross




USE RADAR CROSS SECTIONS
Sections, Scattering Cross











USE COMPUTER INFORMATION SECURITY
Security, Computer Information




















seismic Array, Large Aperture



























SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
Selective Electrodes, Ion




























Self Deploying Space Stations
USE SPACE STATIONS
SELF ERECTING DEVICES










self Maneuvering Units, Space


































































Semiconductors, Negative Dift Mobility



























USE PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
Seneca Aircraft, Pa-34
USE PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
SENEGAL
Sensation Areas, Auditory

















































































USE BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Separation, Charge
USE POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
Separation, External Store
USE EXTERNAL STORE SEPARATION
Saparstlon, Flow






separation, Laminar Boundary Layer
USE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
separstlon), Polarization (Charge
















USE MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
Sequence Stars, Pre-Maln




















USE ACTINIDE SERIES COMPOUNDS
series Computers, CDC Cyber 170
USE CDC CYBER 170 SERIES COMPUTERS
series Computers, CDC 6000
USE CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
series Computers, CDC 7000
USE CDC 7000 SERIES COMPUTERS
series Computers, IBM 7000
USE IBM 7000 SERIES COMPUTERS
series Computers, SDS 900
USE SDS 900 SERIES COMPUTERS
series Computers, Univac 1100
USE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS
Series Computers, Vax-11





















Series Satellites, TIROS N















service, Land Mobile Satellite







































Seven Day Variation, Twenty-
USE TWENTY-SEVEN DAY VARIATION
severe Storms Observing Satellite
USE STORMSAT SATELLITE
Severs Storms Project, National















USE SYSTEM GENERATED ELECTROMAGNETIC
PULSES
SGR (Nuclear Reactors)
















Shaft Engines, Convertible Fan-
USE CONVERTIBLE FAN-SHAFT ENGINES
(Shafts), Journals











































































































USE ROSS ICE SHELF
SHELL ANODES
Shell Equations, Shallow








































































USE RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING
Shielding Reactor 2, Tower




USE REUSABLE HEAT SHIELDING
Shielding, Solar Radiation


















Shift Circuits), Circulators (Phase
USE CIRCULATORS (PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS)
Shift Circuits, Phase
USE PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS
Shift Control Reactor, Spectral
USE SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR
Shift Control, Spectral






USE FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
Shift Keying, Phase
USE PHASE SHIFT KEYING
Shift, Knight













Ship, Advanced Range Instrumentation
USE ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
SHIP
Ship, ARIS Instrumentation

















USE NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS
Ships, Satellite Communications
USE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS
Ships, Surface Effect
































Shock Tubes, Magnetic Annular
USE MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBES
Shock Tubes, MAST














USE NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
Shock Waves, Oblique






Shore Communication, Ship To
USE SHIP TO SHORE COMMUNICATION
Shore (LOTS) Carrier, Logistics Over The






















USE APOLLO SHORT STACK
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
SHORT WAVE RADIATION
ShOrt Wave Radio Equipment, Ultra
USE VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO
EQUIPMENT






Shot Proj, Experimental Reflector Orbital
USE EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL
SHOT PROJ
Shot Project, Big



























Shuttle, Aeromaneuverlng Orbit To Orbit
USE AEROMANEUVERING ORBIT TO ORBIT
SHUTTLE
Shuttle Ascent Stage, Space
USE SPACE SHU'I-rLE ASCENT STAGE
Shuttle AvioniCs Integration Laboratory
USE SAIL PROJECT
Shuttle Boosters
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Shuttle E3oosters, Space






Shuttle Imaging Radar, Earth Resources
USE EARTH RESOURCES SHUTTLE IMAGING
RADAR
Shuttle Main Engine, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
Shuttle Mission 31-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
Shuttle Mission 31-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
Shuttle Mission 31-C, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Shuttle Mission 31-D, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Shuttle Mission 41-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Shuttle Mission 41-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-S
Shuttle Mission 41-C, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
Shuttle Mission 41-O, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
Shuttle Mission 41-G, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
ShuHle Mission 51-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
Shuttle Mission 51-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
Shuttle Mleldon 51.{::, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
Shuttle Mission 51-D, Space
USE SPACE SHUI-t'LE MISSION 51-D
Shuttle Mission 51.E, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
Shuttle Mle_on 51-F, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
Shuttle Mlmdon 51-G, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-(a
Shuttle Mission 51-H, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
Shuttle Mtmdon 51-1, Spe©e
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
Shume Missk)n 51-J, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
Shuttle Orbiters
Shuttle Mission 51-L, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
Shuttle Mission 61-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
Shuttle Mission 61-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-S
Shuttle Mission 61-C, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61.C
Shuttle Mission 01.E, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-E
Shuttle Mlsldons, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
Shuttle), Orbit Maneuvering Engine (Space
USE ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE (SPACE
SHUTTLE)
(Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test 1
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 1, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
(Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test 2
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 2, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
(Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test 3
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 3, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
(Shuttle), Orbltsl Flight Test 4
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 4, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
(Shuttle), Orbital Flight Tests
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Shuttle Orbital Flight Tests, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Shuttle Orbital Flight 7, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31.C
Shuttle Orbital Flight 0, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Shuttle Orbital Flight 9, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
ShUttle Orbital Flights, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Shuttle Orbiter 099, Space
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Shuttle Orbiter 101, Space
USE ENTERPRISE (ORBITER)
Shuttle Orbiter 102, Space
USE COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
Shuttle Orbiter 103, Space
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
Shuttle Orbiter 104, Space
USE ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
Shuttle Orbiters




USE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITES
Shuttle Payloads, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
Shuttle), Solid Rocket Boosters (Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Shuttle Solid Rocket Motors, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Shuttle Upper Stage A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE A
Shuttle Upper Stage D, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE D
Shuttle Upper Stages, Space



























USE SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Slddeley Aircraft, Hawker
USE HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
Siddeley BS 53 Engine, Bristol-
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
Siddeley Olympus 593 Engine, Bristol-
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
Siddeley Viper Engine, Bristol-
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPER ENGINE
SIDE INLETS
Side, Lunar Far
USE LUNAR FAR SIDE
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
Sldeband Modulation, Single
USE SINGLE SIDEBANO TRANSMISSION
Sldeband Transmission, Double
USE DOUBLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
Sideband Trsnsmlsslon, Single






















Sight Communication, Line Of
USE LINE OF SIGHT COMMUNICATION
Sight, Line Of







































































































































































USE SILVER CADMIUM BATTERIES
Silver Batteries, Zinc










Silver Oxide Batteries, Zinc
USE SILVER ZINC BATTERIES
Silver Oxide Zinc Batteries






































































Simulator, High Vacuum Orbital
USE HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
(Simulator), HIVOS
USE HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
(Simulator), LOLA
USE LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
Simulator, Lunar Gravity
USE LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR
Simulator, Shuttle Engineering
USE SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR
Simulator, Shuttle Mission










Simulators Lunar Orbit And Landing





























SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER TRANSMISSION
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT
SINGLE EVENT UPSETS
Single Instruction Multiple Data Stream
USE SIMD (COMPUTERS)
Single Sldeband Modulation
USE SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
SINGLE SIDEBAHD TRANSMISSION
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES




















USE CAROTID SINUS BODY
Sinus Reflex, Carotid















USE SHU'I-rLE IMAGING RADAR
Slr-B





USE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Site, Arizona Regional Ecoioglcsl Test
USE ARIZONA REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL TEST
SITE
Site), CARETS (Test
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL
TEST SITE
Slta, Central Atlantic Regional Ecol Test
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL
TEST SITE
SITE DATA PROCESSORS
Site Program, Radar Target Scatter








USE LUNAR LANDING SITES
Sitas, Offshore Reactor
USE OFFSHORE REACTOR SITES
SITTING POSITION
Size (Biology), Body













































































































USE SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE



















USE LEADING EDGE SLATS
Slats, Wing
USE LEADING EDGE SLATS
SLEDS
Sleds, Rocket Propelled

































































USE STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
SLV (Soft Landing Vehicles)
USE SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SLV-3 Launch Vehicle, Atlas
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Slyke Method, Van




USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SM-68 Missile
USE TITAN 1 ICBM
SM-68B Missile
USE TITAN 2 ICBM
Small Astronomy Satellite 1
USE SAS-1
Small Astronomy Satellite 2
USE SAS-2























Smoky Mountains (NC-TN), Great
















































































Sodium Cooled Reactor, Advanced

























USE SOUND FIXING AND RANGING
SOFT LANDING
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
(Soft IJndln9 Vehicles), SLV





































SOLAR BACKSCA'n'ER UV SPECTROMETER
SOLAR BLANKETS




Solar Ceils, Vertical Junction
USE VERTICAL JUNCTION SOLAR CELLS


























solar Energy Conversion, Satellite














































Solar Polar Mission, International
USE ULYSSES MISSION







Solar Power Stations, Satellite









SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
























USE SOLAR CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
SOLAR SYSTEM




SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
SOLAR THERMAL PROPULSION
SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
Solar Turboelectrlc Generator, ASTEC









































SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANTS
SOLID ROCKET BINDERS
Solid Rocket Boosters (Space Shuttle)
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
(Solid Rocket Boosters), SRB
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Solid Rocket Motors, Space Shuttle






(Solid State), Carrier Density
USE CARRIER DENSITY (SOLID STATE)
(Solid State), Carrier Transport
USE CARRIER TRANSPORT (SOLID STATE)
SOLID STATE DEVICES
(Solid State), Energy Gaps
USE ENERGY GAPS (SOLID STATE)
SOLID STATE LASERS
SOLID STATE PHYSICS
(Solid State), Self Diffusion
USE SELF DIFFUSION (SOLID STATE)
SOLID SURFACES
SOLID SUSPENSIONS
Solid Upper Stage, Spinning
USE SP_NNING SOLID UPPER STAGE
SOLID WASTES





USE DIRECTIONAL SOL}DIFICATION (CRYSTALS)
Solidification, Rapid




Solids, Band Structure Of












































































































Sound (AK), Prince William





























Sound (RI), Block Island














Sounder, Orbiting Radio Beacon Ionospheric
USE ORBIS
Sounder Probe, Pioneer Venus 2

















Sounding Projectile, High Altitude
USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Projectile, Window Atmosphere




USE ARIES SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Black Brant 1
USE BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Black Brant 2
USE BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Black Brant 3
USE BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Black Brant 4
USE BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Black Brant 5
USE BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, EXOS
USE EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Petrel
USE PETREL SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Phoenix
USE PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET
Sounding Rocket, Wasp
USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
SOUNDING ROCKETS
Sounding Rockets, Black Brant









USE INFRARED SOURCES (ASTRONOMY)
Sources (Astronomy), Radio
USE RADIO SOURCES (ASTRONOMY)
Sources, Atmospheric Energy
USE ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY SOURCES
Sources, Auxiliary Power


























USE OFFSHORE ENERGY SOURCES
Sources, Plasma Power












USE X RAY SOURCES
South Africa
USE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa, Republic Of
USE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH AMERICA
(South Amedce), Amazon Region
USE AMAZON REGION (SOUTH AMERICA)
(South America), Andes Mountains





















SOyuz Test Project, Apollo
USE APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
SPACE



































SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM
Space Diversity
USE RECEPTION DIVERSITY
Space), Earth Observations (From
USE EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FROM SPACE)













USE FARADAY DARK SPACE
SPACE FLIGHT
Space Flight, Extended Durstiin
USE LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
Space Flight, Long Duration
USE LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
Space Flight, Manned
USE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Space Flight Network, Manned
USE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK
Space Flight, Planetary
USE INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
Space Flight, Return To Earth
USE RETURN TO EARTH SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
SPACE FLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK
SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING
Space), Food Productiin (In






USE LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
SPACE GLOSSARIES
Space Guidance), SSGS (Standardized
USE STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE
Space Guidance, Standardized
USE STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE
SPACE HABITATS
Space), Hazardous Material Disposal (In








SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Space instrumentation Facility, Deep





















USE DEEP SPACE NETWORK
SPACE OBSERVATIONS (FROM EARTH)
Space Observatory (ISO), Infrared
USE INFRARED SPACE OBSERVATORY (leO)









Space, Physics And Chemistry Experiment In
USE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT IN
SPACE





SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
Space Probe, Medner R 2
USE MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Medner 1
USE MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Mariner 2
USE MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Mariner 3
USE MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Medner 4
USE MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Madner 5
USE MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Mariner 6
USE MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Mariner 7
USE MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Mariner $
USE MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
Probe, Mariner 9
USE MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Madner 10
USE MARINER 10 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Madner 11
USE MARINER 11 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer F
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
space Probe, Pkmeer G
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 1
USE PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 2
USE PIONEER 2 SPACE PROSE
Space Probe, Pioneer 3
USE PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 4
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 5
USE PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 6
USE PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 7
USE PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer B
USE PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 9
USE PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 10
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 11
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Pioneer 12
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
Space Probe, Sunblazer
USE SUNBLAZER SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond t
USE ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 2
USE ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 3
USE ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 4
USE ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 5
USE ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 6
USE ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 7
USE ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
Space Probe, Zond 8
USE ZOND 8 SPACE PROBE
SPACE PROBES
Space Probes, Mariner
USE MARINER SPACE PROBES
Space Probes, Pioneer
USE PIONEER SPACE PROBES
Space Probes, Zond
USE ZOND SPACE PROBES
SPACE PROCESSING
SPACE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS ROCKET
Space Program, Brazilian
USE BRAZILIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Canadian
USE CANADIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Chinese
USE CHINESE SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, indian
USE INDIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Indonesian
USE INDONESIAN SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
Space Program, Italian
USE ITALIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Japanese
USE JAPANESE SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Saudl Arabian
USE SAUDI ARABIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Swedish
USE SWEDISH SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Swln
USE SWISS SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, U.S.S.R.
USE U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, UK
USE UK SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE PROGRAMS
Space Programs, European
USE EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
Space Programs, French
USE FRENCH SPACE PROGRAMS
Space Programs, NASA








Space Research, Committee On
USE COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
Space Research Organizer/on , European
USE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
SPace Research Organization, Indian
USE ISRO






Space Self Maneuvering Unite
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT STAGE
SPACE SHU'I-rLE BOOSTERS
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 4t-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 4t-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-0
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
317
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-O
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-E
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
(Space Shuttle), Orbit Maneuvering Engine
USE ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE (SPACE
SHUTTLE)
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 1
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 2
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight Test 3
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Space Shu_e Orbital Flight Test 4
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight Tests
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight 7
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31oC
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight 8
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Space Shuttle Orbital Flight 9
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Space Shuttle Orbital Flights
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Space Shuttle Orbiter 099
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Space Shuttle Orbltar 101
USE ENTERPRISE (ORBITER)
Space Shuttle Orbiter 102
USE COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
Space Shuttle Orbiter 103
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)




(Space Shuttle), Solid Rocket Boosters
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motors
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE A
SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE D






USE COLUMBUS SPACE STATION
Space Station, Halo Orbit
USE HALO ORBIT SPACE STATION
Space Station, MIr
USE MIR SPACE STATION
SPACE STATION PAYLOADS
SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
SPACE STATION POWER SUPPLIES
SPACE STATION PROPULSION
Space Station, Salyut
USE SALYUT SPACE STATION
SPACE STATION STRUCTURES
Space Station (Unmanned), SKYLAB
USE SKYLAB 1
SPACE STATIONS
Space Stations, Earth Orbiting
USE SPACE STATIONS




(Space Stations), Polar Platforms
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
space Stations, Self Deploying




USE LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
SPACE SUITS
SPACE SURVEILLANCE
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
Space System, Bloastronautlcal Orbital






USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Space Telescope, Hubble
USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Space Telescope, Large
USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACE TEMPERATURE
Space Tests, Orbital






SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FLIGHTS
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4 FLIGHT
Space Treaty, Outer
USE OUTER SPACE TREATY
SPACE TUGS
Space, U Spin
USE U SPIN SPACE
















USE SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
SPACEBORNE TELESCOPES
SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Advanced Reconn Electric

















































USE EUROPEAN 1 SPACECRAFT
(Spacecraft), Expendable Stages










USE GEMINI B SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Gemini (GT-1)
USE GEMINI (GT-1) SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Gemini 2






































USE MARINER C SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mariner Mark 2
USE MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mariner Venus 67
USE MARINER VENUS 67 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mark 1
USE MARK 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft), Mars (Manned Reusable
USE MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
Spacecraft, Mars 1
USE MARS 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mars 2
USE MARS 2 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mars 3
USE MARS 3 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mars 4
USE MARS 4 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mars 5
USE MARS 5 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mars 6
USE MARS 6 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mars 7












USE MULTIMISSION MODULAR SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft (NASA), Magellan





USE OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS
(Spacecraft Passageway), Ingress
USE INGRESS (SPACECRAFT PASSAGEWAY)
SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE
Spacecraft, Photo Reconnaissance
USE PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Pioneer Saturn
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
Spscecraft, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus 1
USE PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus 2
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus 2 Multlprobe





USE POSTMISSION ANALYSIS (SPACECRAFT)
Spacecraft, Power Limited
USE POWER LIMITED SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
Spacecraft Prelaunch Tests
USE SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
Spacecraft, Radiation Meteoroid
























USE SERT 2 SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
Spacecraft, Soft Landing












USE TECHNOLOGY FEASIBILITY SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT' TELEVISION
Spacecraft Television, Digital













USE UNCONTROLLED REENTRY (SPACECRAFT)
Spacecraft, Unmanned
USE UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
(Spacecraft), Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar





USE VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Viking Orbiter
USE VIKING ORBITER SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Viking 1
USE VIKING 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Viking 2
USE VIKING 2 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Void(hod Manned
USE VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
spacecraft, Voskhod 1
USE VOSKHOD 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Voskltod 2




USE VOSTOK 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Vostok 2
USE VOSTOK 2 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Vostok 3
USE VOSTOK 3 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Vostok 4
USE VOSTOK 4 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Vostok 5
USE VOSTOK 5 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Vostok 6
USE VOSTOK 6 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Voyager 1
USE VOYAGER 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Voyager 2
USE VOYAGER 2 SPACECRAFT
(Spacecrew Supplies), Consumables







USE ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB
(SPACELAB)
(Specelab), Atmospheric Cloud Physics Lab
USE ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB
(SPACELAB)
Spacelsb, Large Infrared Telescope On
USE LIRTS (TELESCOPE)
(Spacelsb Payload), Expos




Spscelsb UV-Optlcal Telescope Facility
USE STARLAB
(Spsceleb), Zero-G ACPL
USE ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAS
(SPACELAB)
Spaceplene, Hermes Manned










Spaceship, Manned Aerodynamic Reusable




USE AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
SPADATS (Treckln 9 System)



















































Specials (STS), Get Away




















































































USE X RAY SPECTRA
Spectra 70 Computer, RCA



































Spectrometer, Solar Backecatter gv







Spectrometers, Filter Wheel Infrared
USE FILTER WHEEL INFRARED
SPECTROMETERS
Spectrometers, Gamma Ray



















Spectrometers, Time Of Flight























Spectropolerlmetry Payload, X Ray







Spectroscopic Explorer, Far UV
































USE NUCLEAR RADIATION SPECTROSCOPY
Spectroscopy, Optical Emission






















USE LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
SPECTRA
Spectrum Transmission, Spread
USE SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION
Spectrum Utilization, Orbit












































USE HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
Speed Propellers, Constant



















USE RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Speed Wind Tunnels, Low















































































































USE ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
Spin Rotation, Muon
USE MUON SPIN ROTATION
Spin Scan Radiometer, Visible Infrared
USE VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN SCAN
RADIOMETER
Spin Space, g
USE U SPIN SPACE
Spin Spacecraft, Dual





















SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE











































USE JUPITER RED SPOT
Spot Scanners, Flying
















































SPUR (Astronomy), North Polar
USE NORTH POLAR SPUR (ASTRONOMY)
Spur (Reactors)
USE SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
SPURT (Trajectories)

















USE LATIN SQUARE METHOD
Squire Values, Mean





USE LEAST SQUARES METHOD



















SR-N2 Ground Effect Machine
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N2 Ground Effect Machine, Wsltland
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DR-N2 Hovercraft, Weltlafld
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N3 Ground Effect Machine
USE WESTLANO GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N3 Ground Effect Machine, Wsslland
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N3 Hovercraft, Westland
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N5 Ground Effect Machine
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N5 Ground Effect Machine, Wsslllnd
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SRB (Solid Rocket Boosters)
USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
SRE Reactor






SSGS (Standardized Space Guidance)
USE STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE
_U_A
USE SPACE SHUI-FLE UPPER STAGE A
SSUS-D
USE SPACE SHUTrLE UPPER STAGE D
ST LAWRENCE VALLEY (NORTH AMERICA)
ST LOUIS-KANSAS CITY CORRIDOR (MO)
St Vsnant Flexure Problem


















































































USE FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Stability Tests, Wind Tunnel
























USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Stabilizers, Vertical
USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
STABLE OSCILLATIONS
Stack, Apollo Short
USE APOLLO SHORT STACK




STAOAN (Satellite Tracking Network)
USE STDN (NETWORK)
STADIMETERS
Stage A, Space Shuttle Upper
USE SPACE SHUT'fLE UPPER STAGE A
Stage D, Space Shuttle Upper
USE SPACE SHUI-rLE UPPER STAGE D
Stage, Inertial Upper
USE INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
Stage, Lunar Module Ascent
USE LUNAR MODULE ASCENT STAGE
Stage Plasma Engines, Two
USE TWO STAGE PLASMA ENGINES
Stage Rocket Engines, Upper
USE UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
Stage Rocket Vehicles, Single
USE SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
Stage, Saturn S-1
USE SATURN S-1 STAGE
Stage, Saturn S-tB
USE SATURN S-1B STAGE
Stage, Saturn S-1C
USE SATURN S-1C STAGE
Stage, Saturn S-2
USE SATURN S-2 STAGE
Stage, Satum S-4
USE SATURN S-4 STAGE
Stage, Saturn S-4B
USE SATURN S-4B STAGE
STAGE SEPARATION
Stage, Space Shuttle Ascent
USE SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT STAGE
Stage, Spinning Solid Upper
USE SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE
Stage (STS), Interim Upper
USE INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
Stage To Orbit Vehicles, Single
USE SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
Stage Turbines, Two
USE TWO STAGE TURBINES
Stages, saturn
USE SATURN STAGES
Stages, Space Shuttle Upper
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGES
Stages (Spacecraft), Expendable
USE EXPENDABLE STAGES (SPACECRAFT)
Stages (Spacecraft), Interim














USE " AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Stainless Steels, Ferritic
USE FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Stainless Steels, Msrtsnsltic














Standard Launch Vehicle 3
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE




(Standardized Space Guidance), SSGS









USE MODES (STANDING WAVES)
(Standing Waves), Nodes




















USE VIRGO GALACTIC CLUSTER
STAR CLUSTERS
Star Clusters, Praesepe











USE OMICRON CETI STAR
Star Rocket Vehicle, Hyla-




USE CCD STAR TRACKER
(Star Tracker), Stellar





USE VAN BIESSROECK STAR
Star, Zeta Aurigae
USE ZETA AURIGAE STAR
Star 100 Computer, CDC















USE ASYMPTOTIC GIANT BRANCH STARS
Stars, Asymptotic Giant Branch































































USE PRE-MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
Stars, Proto
USE PROTOSTARS
Stars, R Coronae Borsalls




USE R CORONAE SOREALIS STARS
Stars, Red Dwarf
USE RED DWARF STARS
Stars, Red Giant











































USE REACTOR STARTUP TESTS
State), Carrier Density (Solid
USE CARRIER DENSITY (SOLID STATE)
326
State), Carrier Transport (Solid
USE CARRIER TRANSPORT (SOLID STATE)
State Creep, Steady
USE STEADY STATE CREEP
State Devices, Solid
USE SOLID STATE DEVICES
Stale), Energy Gaps (Solid
USE ENERGY GAPS (SOLID STATE)
State Equations
USE EQUATIONS OF STATE
State, Equations Of






State, Hugonlot Equation Of
USE HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
State Lasers, Solid






USE SOLID STATE PHYSICS
State, Rapid Eye Movement
USE RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE
Stale), Self Diffusion (Solid










States), Armed Forces (United





States (Quantum Theory), Squeezed





States, Two Photon Coherent




































USE COLUMBUS SPACE STATION
Station, Halo Orbit Space
USE HALO ORBIT SPACE STATION
Station, Mir Space
USE MIR SPACE STATION
Station Payloads, Space
USE SPACE STATION PAYLOADS
Station Polar Platforms, Space
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
Station Power Supplies, Space
USE SPACE STATION POWER SUPPLIES
Station Propulsion, Space
USE SPACE STATION PROPULSION
Station, Selyut Space
USE SALYUT SPACE STATION
Station Structures, Space
USE SPACE STATION STRUCTURES
Station Systems, Integrated Global Ocean
USE INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN STATION
SYSTEMS











USE CREW EXPERIMENT STATIONS
Stations, Crew Observation
USE CREW OBSERVATION STATIONS





USE HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS
Stations, Hydropowar
USE HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS







USE OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
Stations, Orbiting Lunar
USE ORBITING LUNAR STATIONS
Stations, Payload
USE PAYLOAD STATIONS
Stations), Polar Platforms (Space
USE SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORMS
Stations, Satellite Solar Power
USE SATELUTE SOLAR POWER STATIONS























































































USE FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
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Steels, N/gh Strength
USE HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Steels, Low Alloy
USE HiGH STRENGTH STEELS
Steels, Low Carbon

















































































USE BACKWARD FACING STEPS
Steps, Rearward Facing






































Stimulants, Central Nervous System






























STOKES LAW (FLUID MECHANICS)
STOKES LAW OF RADIATION
Stokes Raman Spectroscopy, Coherent Anti-
USE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
STOKES THEOREM (VECTOR CALCULUS)
STOKES-BELTRAMI EQUATION
STOL Aircraft
USE SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
























USE CRYOGENIC COMPUTER STORAGE
Storage, Cryogenic Fluid
USE CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE
Storage, Data
USE DATA STORAGE
Storage), Delay Unes (Computer
USE DELAY LINES (COMPUTER STORAGE)
Storage Devices, Computer




















USE MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE
Storage Materiels, Optical Data
USE OPTICAL DATA STORAGE MATERIALS
Storage, Missile
USE MISSILE STORAGE
Storage), Optical Memory (Data
USE OPTICAL MEMORY (DATA STORAGE)
Storage, Propellant
USE PROPELLANT STORAGE
STORAGE RINGS (PARTICLE ACCELERATORS)
Storage), Silo= (Missile
USE MISSILE SILOS
Storage), Solar Ponds (Heat










USE EXTERNAL STORE SEPARATION
Store Separation, External

























Storms Obsc, rvlog Satellite, Severe
USE STORMSAT SATELLITE
Storms Project, National Severe




























































































Streak Launch Vehicle, Blue
USE BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
Streak Missile, Blue
USE BLUE STREAK MISSILE
STREAK PHOTOGRAPHY
Stream Control Engines, Variable






Stream, Multiple Instruction Multiple Data
USE MIMD (COMPUTERS)


















USE SOLAR CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
Street, Karman Vortex












































USE HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Strength, Stress Rupture
















USE HYDROTHERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS
Stress Analysis, X Ray












































































































USE DYNAMtC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS








USE DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STRESS MEASUREMENT STRINGERS STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Stress Measurement, PhotoelasUc
USE PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
Stress Measurement, X Ray

















USE DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
(Structural Forms), Shells









USE SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
(Structural Members), Plates
USE PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
(Structural Members), Studs



































Structure Of Solids, Band





































































USE SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES
Structure=, Space Station




























USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
(STS), Approach And Landing Tests
USE APPROACH AND LANDING TESTS (STS)
(STS), Astro Mleslons
USE ASTRO MISSIONS (STS)
(STS), Entry Guidance
USE ENTRY GUIDANCE (STS)
(STS), Get Away Specials
USE GET AWAY SPECIALS (STS)
(STS), Interim Upper Stage
USE INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
(STS), Payload Delivery
USE PAYLOAD DELIVERY (STS)
(STS), Payload Retrieval
USE PAYLOAD RETRIEVAL (STS)
(STS), Power Module=




USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
STS-2
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FUGHT
STS-3
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
STS-4
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FUGHT
STS-5
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
STS-6
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
332
ST$-7
USE SPACE SHUI-FLE MISSION 31-C
STS-8
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
STS-9
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 4t-A
STS-11
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
STS-13
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 4t-C
STS-t4
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
STS-17
USE SPACE SHUTFLE MISSION 41-G
STS-19
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
STS-20
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
STS-22
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 5t-E
STS-23
USE SPACE SHUFFLE MISSION 51-D
STS-24
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
STS-25
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
STS-26
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
STS-27
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
STS-28
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
STS-29
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
STS-30
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
STS-31
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 6t-B
STS-32
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-C
ST$-33
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
STS-34




























































USE BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
Submarines, Guided Missile
USE GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES
Submarines, Polaris





















































Sud Aviation SA-321 Helicopter
USE SA-321 HELICOPTER
Sud Aviation SA-330 Helicopter
USE SA-330 HELICOPTER
Sud Aviation SE-210 Aircraft
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT
333
Sud Aviation SE-3160 Helicopter
Sud Aviation SE-3160 Helicopter
USE SE-3160 HELICOPTER
Sud VJ-101 Aircraft





































































USE LITHIUM SULFUR BATTERIES
Sulfur Batteries, Sodium




















Sun Earth Explorer 1, International
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 1
Sun Earth Explorer 2, International
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 2
Sun Earth Explorer 3, International
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 3
Sun Earth Explorers, International
USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORERS
Sun Sensors
USE SOLAR SENSORS
Sun Year, International Quiet






































































SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS


























USE AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
Supplies), Consumables (Spacecrew
USE CONSUMABLES (SPACECREW SUPPLIES)
Supplies, Electric Power
USE ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
Supplies, Power
USE POWER SUPPLIES
Supplies, Space Station Power
USE SPACE STATION POWER SUPPLIES
Supplies, Spacecraft Power
USE SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
(Supply Chambers), Magezlnss
USE MAGAZINES (SUPPLY CHAMBERS)
Supply Circuits, Power
USE POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
Supply Equipment, Oxygen





USE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
Support, Satellite Ground
USE SATELLITE GROUND SUPPORT
Support Sys, Integrated Maneuvering Life
USE IMLSS
(Support System), GOSS
USE GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
SYSTEM
Support System, Ground Operational
USE GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
SYSTEM
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Support Systems, BioregeneraUve Life
USE CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Support Systems, Ground
USE GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Support Systems, Life
USE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Support Systems, Portable Life






























SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
Surface Blowing, Under
USE UNDER SURFACE BLOWING
Surface Blowing, Upper
USE UPPER SURFACE BLOWING
Surface Blown Flaps, Upper




USE EXTERNAL SURFACE CURRENTS
SURFACE DEFECTS
Surface Detection Equipment, Airport








Surface Experiments Package, Apollo Lunar
USE APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
PACKAGE
















Surface Missiles, Air To
USE AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
Surface Missiles, Surface To
USE SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
Surface Missiles, Underwater To
USE UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILES
Surface Movements, Airfield











Surface Rockets, Surface To




USE MARS SURFACE SAMPLES





USE SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Surface Tension
USE INTERFACIAL TENSION
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES




USE SIZING (SURFACE TREATMENT)
SURFACE VEHICLES
Surface Vehicles, Lunar
USE LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
Surface Vehicles, Manned Lunar























































USE SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
Surfaces, T Tall
USE T TAIL SURFACES
Surfaces), Tabs (Control




















Surveillance (Ground Based), Space
USE SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Surveillance Radar, Airborne




USE SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
Survey Aircraft, Earth Resources
USE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT
Survey Module, Local Scientific
USE LOCAL SCIENTIFIC SURVEY MODULE
Survey Program, Earth Resources





SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYS
Surveys (Astronomy), Sky

























Suspension And Pointing System, Annular









SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN (MD-NY-PA)
Sustained Emission, Self
USE SELF SUSTAINED EMISSION
SUSTAINER ROCKET ENGINES
SUSTAINING
Sustaining Systems, Emergency Life



























USE LEADING EDGE SWEEP
Sweep Wings, Variable















































USE FLUID SWITCHING ELEMENTS
Switching Interferometers, Phase









































USE SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
Symptoms, Signs And














































USE SPACE ADAPTATION SYNDROME
Syndromes







































Sys, Atmospheric & Oceanographic Inform
USE ATMOSPHERIC & OCEANOGRAPHIC
INFORM SYS
Sys, Integrated Maneuvering Life Support
USE IMLSS
Sys, National Operational Environmental Sat
USE NOESS
System), AFCS (Control
USE AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
System, African Rift
USE AFRICAN RIFT SYSTEM
System, Airborne Integrated Reconnaissance
USE AIRBORNE INTEGRATED
RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEM




System, Annular Suspension And Pointing
USE ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINTING
SYSTEM
System, Apollo Extension




USE ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATfON SYSTEM
System, Automated Pilot Advisory
USE AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
System, Automated Radar Terminal
USE AUTOMATED RADAR TERMINAL SYSTEM
System, Autonomic Nervous
USE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
System (AVCS), Advanced Vldlcon Camera
USE ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
(AVCS)
System, Ballistic Missile Early Warning
USE BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM
System, Beacon Collision Avoidance
USE BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
System, Bloastronautical Orbital Space





USE CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
System, Central Electronic Management
USE CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
System, Central Nervous




USE PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
System (DCS), Defense Communications
USE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
(Dcs)
System, Defense Communications Satellite
USE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SYSTEM
System Depressants, Central Nervous




System, Discrete Address Beacon
USE DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM
System, Earth Resources Information
USE EARTH RESOURCES INFORMATION
SYSTEM
System, Earth Terminal Measurement





System (EOS), Earth Observing
USE EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM (EOS)
System (Europe), Elscat Radar
USE EISCAT RADAR SYSTEM (EUROPE)
SYSTEM FAILURES
System, Fleet Satellite Communication
USE FLEET SATELLITE COMMUNiCATiON
SYSTEM
System Flights, Space Transportation
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
System For Apollo, Lunar Exploration








USE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
System, Goddard Trajectory Determination
USE GODDARD TRAJECTORY DETERMINAT)ON
SYSTEM
System), GOSS (Support
USE GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
SYSTEM
System, Ground Operational Support




System, Hot Cycle Propulsion
USE TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
System, information Adaptive
USE INFORMAT_ON ADAPTIVE SYSTEM




System), LESA (Lunar Exploration
USE LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR
APOLLO
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System, Ught Airborne Multlpurpose




USE LORAC NAVIGATION SYSTEM
System Management, Weapon
USE WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
System, Metric
USE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
System, Microwave Scanning Beam Landing








System, Modular Integrated Utility





System, NASA End-To-End Data
USE NEEDS (DATA SYSTEM)
System, NASA Interactive Planning
USE NASA INTERACTIVE PLANNING SYSTEM
System, National Airspace
USE NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
System, National Airspace Utilization
USE NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
System, National Aviation
USE NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM
System, National Oceanic Satellite
USE NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM
System), Needs (Data




USE NASA INTERACTIVE PLANNING SYSTEM
System, Nova Laser
USE NOVA LASER SYSTEM
System Of Unite, Intemationsi
USE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
System, Omega Navigation
USE OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
System, Payload Deployment & Retrieval
USE PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT & RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM
System Performance, Propulsion
USE PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
System, Peripheral Nervous
USE PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM




System, Polystetion Doppler Tracking
USE POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING
SYSTEM
System, Post Boost Propulsion
USE POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
System, Ranger Block 3 Television
USE RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
System, Remote Manipulator





System, Sage Air Defense
USE SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM





USE SHIVA LASER SYSTEM
System, Solar
USE SOLAR SYSTEM
System, Space Detection And Tracking
USE SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING
SYSTEM
System, Space Transportation
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
System), SPADATS (Tracking
USE SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING
SYSTEM
System Stimulants, Central Nervous
USE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS
System, Sunflower Power
USE SUNFLOWER POWER SYSTEM
System, Sympathetic Nervous
USE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
System, Teleoperstor Maneuvering
USE TELEOPERATORS
System, Terrsin Contour Matching Navigation
USE TERCOM
System, TIROS Operational Satellite
USE TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
System, Trsdex Radar
USE TRADEX RADAR SYSTEM
System, Trsnalt Navigation
USE TRANSIT NAVIGATION SYSTEM
System, Typhon Weapon






USE VORTEX ADVISORY SYSTEM
System t Flight, Space Transportation
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
System 2 Flight, Space Transportation
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
System 3 Flight, Space Transportation
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
System 4 Flight, Space Transportation




USE PDP 10 COMPUTER
System 107A-1, Weapon
USE WEAPON SYSTEM 107A-1
System 107A-2, Weapon
USE WEAPON SYSTEM 107A-2
System 133A, Weapon
USE WEAPON SYSTEM 133A
System 133B, Weapon
USE WEAPON SYSTEM 133B
System 315A, Weapon









USE AFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Systems, Air Cushion Landing
USE AIR CUSHION LANDING SYSTEMS
Systems, Air Data
USE AIR DATA SYSTEMS
Systems, Aircraft Fuel
USE AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
Systems, Aircraft Hydraulic
USE AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
Systems, All-Weather Landing
USE ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Systems, Ascent Propulsion




USE EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Systems, Bioregenerstlve Life Support




USE CELESTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Systems), Chokes (Fuel
USE CHOKES (FUEL SYSTEMS)
Systems, Closed Ecological
























Systems, Data Base Management













USE COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
Systems Design, Control








USE DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEMS
Systems, Digital Radar






USE DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Systems, Domestic Satellite Communications















USE ELECTRONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS
Systems, Emergency Life Sustaining
USE EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
Systems, End-To-End Data

















USE FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Systems, Flotation
USE FLOATS







USE GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Systems, Ground Support




USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
Systems, Hybrid Navigation
























USE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEMS
Systems, Integrated Global Ocean Station
USE INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN STATION
SYSTEMS
Systems, Integrated Library







USE LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Systems), LES (Escape
USE LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Systems, Ufe Support






USE LUMPED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Systems, Man Machine
USE MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Systems, Man Operated Propulsion





USE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Systems (Materials), Binary












USE MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Systems), MOPS (Propulsion
USE MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS
(Systems), MRAC
USE MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Systems, MuBIIoop
USE CASCADE CONTROL
Systems, Multiple Target Trajectory
USE MATTS (SYSTEMS)
Systems, Nlke X
USE NIKE X SYSTEMS
Systems, Embedded Computer
USE EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Systems, Instrument Landing






Systems, Ocean Data Acquisitions




USE OPTICAL RELAY SYSTEMS
Systems, Oxygen
USE OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Systems Performance, Computer
USE COMPUTER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
Systems, Personnel Propulsion
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
Systems, Phase Locked






USE POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
Systems, Portable Life Support




USE COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
Systems, Public Address
USE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
Systems, Radio Relay
USE RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
Systems, Rapid Transit







Systems Research Aircraft, Rotor




USE SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Systems, Self Adaptive Control
USE SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Systems, Self Organizing
USE SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS SIMULATION
Systems Simulation, Computer
USE COMPUTER SYSTEMS SIMULATION
Systems, Solar Dynamic Power
USE SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEMS
Systems, Solar Total Energy



















USE THERMIONIC POWER GENERATION
Systems, Thermoelectric Conversion
USE THERMOELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Systems, Total Energy










USE VARIABLE MASS SYSTEMS
Systems (Vehicles), Suspension
USE SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES)
Systems, Virtual Memory
USE VIRTUAL MEMORY SYSTEMS
Systems, VOR











































































USE LAKE TAHOE (CA-NV)
TAIL ASSEMBLIES
Tall Assemblies, Swing
USE SWING TAIL ASSEMBLIES
Tall Configurations, Body-Wing And






USE HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
TAIL ROTORS
Tell Rotors, Helicopter
USE HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS
TAIL SURFACES
Tan Surfaces, Horizontal
USE HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
Tall Surfaces, Sweptback
USE SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
Tall Surfaces, T
USE T TAIL SURFACES
Tall Surfaces, Trapezoidal
















USE SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Takeoff Aircraft, Vertical
USE VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Takeoff And Landing Aircraft, Water
USE WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRCRAFT







USE AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
Takeoff, Vertical
USE VERTICAL TAKEOFF












































































USE JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
Target And Background Measurement, High Air
USE HIGH ALT TARGET AND BACKGROUND
MEASUREMENT
Target Designators, Laser
USE LASER TARGET DESIGNATORS
TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
Target Drone Aircraft, Flrebee 2
USE FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
Target Indicators, Moving
USE MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
Target Interactions, Laser
USE LASER TARGET INTERACTIONS
TARGET MASKING
Target Missile, Sandpiper




Target Scatter Site Program, Radar
USE RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE PROGRAM
TARGET SIMULATORS
TARGET THICKNESS
























USE LAMBDA TAURI STARS
Taurl Stare, T


















USE TRANSPONDER CONTROL GROUP
TCV Program
























USE HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
Technique, Minimax
USE MINIMAX TECHNIQUE
Technique, Particle In Cell
USE PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE













USE EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUES
Techniques, Forming
USE FORMING TECHNIQUES





















USE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY















Technology Sat, Advanced Communications
USE ACTS
Technology Satellite B, Earth Resources
USE LANDSAT 2





Technology Satellite D, Earth Resources
USE LANDSAT 4
Technology Satellite E, Earth Resources
USE LANDSAT E
Technology Satellite F, Earth Resources
USE LANDSAT F
Technology Satellite, Metaorold
USE EXPLORER 46 SATELLITE




Technology Satallltes, Earth Resources
USE LANDSAT SATELLITES
Technology Satellites, Navigation
USE NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Technology Transfer, Aerospace















































Telemetry, Pulse Frequency Modulation























Telescope Facility, Space Infrared
USE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Telescope Facility, Spscelab MY-Optical
USE STARLAB
Telescope, Goddard Experiment Package
USE PARTICLE TELESCOPES





USE HUBSLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Telescope, Kilometer Wave Orbiting
USE KILOMETER WAVE ORBITING TELESCOPE
Telescope, Large Space




USE APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT
Telescope On Spscelab, Large Infrared
USE LIRTS (TELESCOPE)
Telescope, Solar Optical
USE SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
Telescope, Space

























USE MANNED ORBITAL TELESCOPES
Telescopes), MOT (Orbital
USE MANNED ORBITAL TELESCOPES
Telescopes, Multlspectrel Tracking















































Television System, Pilot Landing Aid
USE PLAT SYSTEM
Television System, Ranger Block 3
























































USE HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
Temperature Alloys, High



































USE HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Temperature Environments, Low






USE HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
Temperature, Gas
USE GAS TEMPERATURE
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors, High
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED
REACTORS
Temperature Gases, High








































Temperature Nuclear Reactors, High






USE TIME TEMPERATURE PARAMETER
Temperature Physics, Low

















































































































USE LONG TERM EFFECTS
Term Zonal Earth Energy Experiment, Long
USE LZEEBE SATELLITE
TERMINAL AREA ENERGY MANAGEMENT
TERMINAL BALLISTICS
TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM
TERMINAL FACILITIES
TERMINAL GUIDANCE
Terminal Measurement System, Earth
USE EARTH TERMINAL MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
Terminal System, Automated Radar
































Terrain Contour Matching Navigation System
USE TERCOM
TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT

















Test Apparatus, Free Flight
USE FREE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS
Test Apparatus, Hypersonic
USE HYPERSONIC TEST APPARATUS
Test Apparatus, Supersonic











USE CHARPY IMPACT TEST
Test, Drones For Aerodynamic And Struct
USE DAST PROGRAM
Test, Ear Pressure
USE EAR PRESSURE TEST
TEST EQUIPMENT
Test Equipment, Automatic
USE AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST FACILITIES
Test Facilities, Rocket
USE ROCKET TEST FACILITIES
Test Facility, Transient Reactor
USE TRANStENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
(Test Facility), TREAT
USE TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
TEST FIRING
Test Instruments, Flight




USE CORROSION TEST LOOPS
346
Test, Mann-Whltney-Wllcoxon U
USE MANN-WHITNEY-WILCOXON U TEST
TEST PAl-tERN GENERATORS
TEST PILOTS
Test Program, Reactor In Flight
USE RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
Test Project, Apollo Soyuz
USE APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TEST RANGES
Test Reactor, Plutonium Recycle
USE PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
Test Reactors, Advanced
USE ADVANCED TEST REACTORS
Test Reactors, Engineering
USE ENGINEERING TEST REACTORS
Test Reactors, Fast
USE FAST TEST REACTORS
Test Reactors, Heavy Water Components
USE HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST
REACTORS
Test Reactors, Nuclear
USE NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
Test Reactors, Nuclear Research And
USE NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
Test), Rift (Reactor In Flight
USE RIFT (REACTOR iN FLIGHT TEST)
Test, Ronchl
USE RONCHI TEST
Test Satellite (ESA), Orbital
USE OTS (ESA)
Test Satellite, Maritime Orbital
USE MAROTS (ESA)
Test Slta, AHzone Regional Ecological
USE ARIZONA REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL TEST
SITE
(Teat Site), CARETS
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL
TEST SITE
Test Site, Central Atlantic Regional Ecol




USE HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
TEST VEHICLES
Test Vehicles, Flight
USE FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
Test, Weber
USE WEBER TEST
Test 1 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Test 1, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Test 2 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Test 2, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Test 3 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Test 3, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Test 4 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
Test 4, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
















USE FATIGUE TESTING MACHINES
Testing Machines, Impact
USE IMPACT TESTING MACHINES
Testing Machines, Load
USE LOAD TESTING MACHINES
Testing Machines, Vibration
USE VIBRATION SIMULATORS
Testing Reactor, Physlcel Constants

























USE COLD FLOW TESTS
Tests, Cold Weather



















USE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Tests, Electronic Equipment




















USE HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
Tests, High AlUtude
USE HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
Tests, High Temperature






















































USE SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
Tests, Shock
USE SHOCK TESTS
Tests (Shuttle), Orbital Right




Tests, Space Electric Rocket
USE SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
Tests, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Tests, Spacecraft Proieunch











Tests (STS), Approach And Landing




USE THERMAL CYCLING TESTS
Tests, Thermal Vacuum




















USE WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Tests, Wind Tunnel Stability
USE WINE) TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Tests, Wing Flow Method













































































































































































































































USE FIELD MODE THEORY
Theory, Finite Difference












































































































































Theory Of Diffraction, Geometrical
































USE S MATRIX THEORY
Theory), Saddle Points (Game









Theory), Squeezed States (Quantum




USE STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
Theory, String
USE STRING THEORY
Theory), Strong Interactions (Field























Theory), Weak Interactions (Field




















































Thermal Electric Power Plants, Solar




Thermal Energy Conversion, Ocean






















































































































USE ASTRON THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR
Thermonuclear Reactor, Zeta













































































THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
















































































































































USE HEAD DOWN TILT
TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT





















USE RESPONSE TIME (COMPUTERS)
Time (Computers), Run
USE RUN TIME (COMPUTERS)
TIME CONSTANT
Time Constant, Perceptual






Time Devices, Contro_ed Avalanche Transit
USE CATT DEVICES
Time Diodes, Barrier Injection Transit
USE BARRITT DIODES
TIME DISCRIMINATION
























USE PULSE TIME MODULATION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
Time Opuretlon, Real
USE REAL TIME OPERATION
TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
Time), Rates (Per



























Timing Explorer, X Ray































USE TIROS 4 SATELLITE
TIROS E Satellite
USE TIROS 5 SATELLITE
TIROS F Satellite
USE TIROS 6 SATELLITE
TIROS G Satellite
USE TIROS 7 SATELLITE
TIROS H Satelllta
USE TIROS 8 SATELLITE
TIROS M
TIROS N SERIES SATELLITES
TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
TIROS Operational Satellites, Improved




































































TN), Great Smoky Mountains (NC-
USE GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS (NC-TN)
TN), Tennessee Valley (AL-KY-





































Tomahawk Rocket Vehicle, Hike-
































USE BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
(Topographic Features), Sounds



















































USE ESSA 3 SATELLITE
TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
Total Energy Systems, Solar













































USE TRANSIT ATTITUDE CONTROL SATELLITE
TRACE CONTAMINANTS
TRACE ELEMENTS










USE CCD STAR TRACKER
Tracker), Stellar (Star
USE CCD STAR TRACKER
Trackers, Star
USE STAR TRACKERS
Tracking And Data Acq Network, Satellite
USE STDN (NETWORK)
Tracking And Data Network, Space Flight
USE SPACE FLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA
NETWORK
Tracking And Data Network, Spacecraft
USE STDN (NETWORK)
















USE GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK
(Tracking Network), GLOTRAC
USE GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK










Tracking Program, Optlcel Satellite








Tracking, Range And Range Rate
















Tracking System, Polystatlon Doppler
USE POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING
SYSTEM
Tracking System, Space Detection And
USE SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING
SYSTEM
(Tracking System), SPADATS
USE SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING
SYSTEM
(Tracking), TCG
USE TRANSPONDER CONTROL GROUP
Tracking Telescopes, Munlspectrel
USE MULTISPECTRAL TRACKING TELESCOPES
Tracking, Video Landmark Acquisition And








































































































USE RTV-40 RUBBER (TRADEMARK)
Trademark), RTV-60 Rubber




















USE VITON RUBBER (TRADEMARK)
(Trademark), Zlrcaloy 2













Traffic Advisory And Resolution, Automatic






USE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Traffic Controllers (Personnel), Air
USE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)
Traffic Satellites, Location Of Air
USE LOCATES SYSTEM
Traffic Vehicles, Automated Mixed
USE AUTOMATED MIXED TRAFFIC VEHICLES
TRAGACANTH
TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
Trailblazer I Rocket Vehicle
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
Trailblazer 2 Rocket Vehicle



















































USE SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING
Training, Transfer Of


























































Trajectory Determination System, Goddsrd




Trajectory, Spinning Unguided Rocket
USE SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET
TRAJECTORY







































USE AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
Transfer, Aerospace Technology




USE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
Transfer (Computers), Data
USE DATA TRANSFER (COMPUTERS)
Transfer, Conductive Heat
USE CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Transfer, Convective Heat
USE CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Transfer Devices, Charge








USE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
Transfer Function, Optical











USE LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
Transfer (LET), Unear Energy























USE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Transfer Salts, Organic Charge









USE TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
Transfer Vehicles, Intrsorblt
USE INTRAORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
Transfer Vehicles, Orbit




































































Transionospherlc Satellites, Low Frequency





Transistor-Loglc Integ Circults, Diode-
USE DTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Transistor-Logic Integ Circuits, Transistor-
USE TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Transistor-Transistor-Logic Intag Circuits





USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Transistors, Field Effect
USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Transistors, High Electron Mobility
USE HIGH ELECTRON MOBILITY TRANSISTORS
Transistors, Junction
USE JUNCTION TRANSISTORS









USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
TRANSIT




USE RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS
TRANSIT TIME
Transit Time Devices, Controlled Avalanche
USE CATT DEVICES
Transit Time Diodes, Barrier Injection
USE BARRITF DIODES
Transit, Trapped Plasma Avalanche Triggered
USE TRAPATT DEVICES
Transit Vehicles, Automated
USE AUTOMATED TRANSIT VEHICLES
Transit Vehicles, Automated Guldeway




























Translators, Digital To Voice
USE DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
Translators), DIVOT (voice











USE AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
Transmission), Channels (Data










USE DOUBLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
Transmission, Electric Power
USE ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Transmission, Electromagnetic Wave













Transmission Lines, Flat Coaxial
USE MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
Transmission Lines, Fluid
USE FLUID TRANSMISSION LINES
Transmission Unes, Mlerostdp
USE MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
Transmission Lines, Strip
USE STRIP TRANSMISSION LINES
Transmission Lines, Underground























USE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER
TRANSMISSION
Transmission, Short Wave Radio
USE SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
Transmlsslon, Signal
USE SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
Transmission, Single Channel Per Carder
USE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER
TRANSMISSION
Transmission, Single Sldeband










Transmission (To Earth), Satellite Power






















































USE F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
Transport Aircraft, Light








USE VORTICITY TRANSPORT HYPOTHESIS
Transport, Light Intratheeter














Transport (Solid State), Carrier
USE CARRIER TRANSPORT (SOLID STATE)
Transport, Supersonic Commercial Air





















Transportation System Flights, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
Transportation System, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Transportation System 1 Flight, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
Transportation System 2 Flight, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
Transportation System 3 Flight, Space
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
Transportation System 4 Flight, Space





Transporter BUs, Pioneer Venus 2
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 TRANSPORTER BUS
Transports, Magnetic Tape









Transversely Excited Atmospheric Lasers
USE TEA LASERS
TRAP PROGRAM
TRAP Rocket Vehicle, Venus Fly












USE MAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES























































Treaty Organization (NATO), North Atlantic
USE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
(NATO)
Treaty, Outer Space













Trend Une Analysis, Program




































































USE ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
Triplet State
USE ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
TRIPODS
Trlpropellants













Tropical Experiment, GARP Atlantic






































































Tube Control, Fly By























USE COLD CATHODE TUBES
Tubes, Discharge
























USE IMAGE DISSECTOR TUBES
TUbeS, Intensifier
USE IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Tubes, Magnetic Annular Shock
USE MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBES
Tubes, MAST Shock



















































Tungsten Arc Welding, Gas






Tungsten Inert Gas Welding



















USE WIND TUNNEL DRIVES
Tunnel Models, Wind
USE WIND TUNNEL MODELS
Tunnel Nozzles, Wind




Tunnel Stability Tests, Wind
USE WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Tunnel Tests, Water
USE WATER TUNNEL TESTS
Tunnel Tests, Wind
USE WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Tunnel Walls, Wind







USE BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Cascade Wind
USE CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Combustion Wind
USE COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Cryogenic Wind
USE CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Hotshot Wind
USE HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Hydraulic Test
USE HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
Tunnels, Hydrodynamic
USE PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Hypersonic Wind
USE HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Hypervsloclty Wind
USE HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Low Density Wind
USE LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Low Speed Wind
USE LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Plasma Jet Wind
USE PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Rectangular Wind




USE SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Subsonic Wind
USE SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Supersonic Wind




USE TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Trlsonic Wind
USE TRISONIC WIND TUNNELS
Tunnels, Water









































Turboelectric Generator, ASTEC Solar






























































Turning Flight, Minor Circle





Turret Reactor, Los Alamos











Twin Aircraft, Advanced Technology Light
USE ATLIT PROJECT










USE TWO BODY PROBLEM
TWO BODY PROBLEM
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES






USE BINARY SYSTEMS (MATERIALS)
Two Photon Coherent Stales
USE SQUEEZED STATES (QUANTUM THEORY)
TWO REFLECTOR ANTENNAS







TX), Lake Texoma (OK-








Type Reactor, Llvermore POOl




































































USE ULTRASONIC LIGHT MODULATION
ULNA
Ultra Short Wave Radio Equlpment































Ultraviolet Astronomy Satellite, Magellan





Ultraviolet Explorer Satellite, Extreme











USE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Ultraviolet Radiation, Far
USE FAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Ultraviolet Radiation, Near
USE NEAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
Ultraviolet Radiation, Vacuum



















































UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILES
UNDERWATER TRAJECTORIES
UNDERWATER VEHICLES
Unguided Rocket Trajectory, Spinning





















USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
UNIQUENESS
UNIQUENESS THEOREM
Unit Area), Flux (Rate Per
USE FLUX DENSITY
Unit Reactors, Space Power







(United States), Armed Forces





Units, Arithmetic And Logic
USE ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
Units), Bays (Structural
USE BAYS (STRUCTURAL UNITS)
Units, Central Processing
USE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
Units, Chemical Auxiliary Power
USE CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Units (Computers), Control
USE CONTROL UNITS (COMPUTERS)
Units, Extrsvehlculer Mobility
USE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNITS
Units, Inertial Measuring
USE INERTIAL PLATFORMS
Unlta, Intemstlorml System Of
USE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
Units, Manned Maneuvering
USE MANNED MANEUVERING UNITS
Units, Nuclear Auxiliary Power
USE NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
Units, Self Maneuvering
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
Units), SMU (Maneuvering
USE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
Units, Solar Auxiliary Power
USE SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
Units, Space Self Maneuvering













































Upper Stage A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE A
Upper Stage D, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE D
Upper Stage, Inertial
USE INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
Upper Stage, Spinning Solid
USE SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE
Upper Stage (STS), Intadm
USE INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
Upper Stages, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGES
UPPER SURFACE SLOWING




























Uranus Flyby, Mariner Jupiter-





























USE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS (US)
(US), Allegheny Plateau
USE ALLEGHENY PLATEAU (US)
(US), Central Atlantic Region
USE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
(US), Central Piedmont
USE CENTRAL PIEDMONT (US)
(US), Chesapeake Bay
USE CHESAPEAKE SAY (US)
(US), Colorado Plateau
USE COLORADO PLATEAU (US)
(US), Delaware Bay
USE DELAWARE BAY (US)
(US), Delaware River Basin
USE DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
(US), Great Basin
USE GREAT BASIN (US)
(US), Mississippi River
USE MISSISSIPPI RIVER (US)
(US), Missouri River
USE MISSOURI RIVER (US)
(US), Missouri River Basin
USE MISSOURI RIVER BASIN (US)
(US), New England
USE NEW ENGLAND (US)
(US), Ohio River
USE OHIO RIVER (US)
(US), Pacific Northwest










USE RURAL LAND USE





USE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS
UT
USE UTAH
(UT), Great Salt Lake





Utility System, Modular Integrated





USE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY UTILIZATION
Utilization Lists, Hardware
USE HARDWARE UTILIZATION LISTS
Utilization, Orbit Spectrum
USE ORBIT SPECTRUM UTILIZATION
Utilization System, National Airspace














UV Spectrometer, Solar Backscatter
USE SOLAR BACKSCATTER UV
SPECTROMETER
UV Spectroscopic Explorer, Far
USE FAR UV SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER



















VA), Assataague Island (MD-
USE ASSATEAGUE ISLAND (MD-VA)
VA), Delmarva Peninsula (De-MD-
USE DELMARVA PENINSULA (DE*MD-VA)
(VA), Shenandoah Valley
USE SHENANDOAH VALLEY (VA)
VA-WV), Potomac River Valley (MD-



















Vacuum Orbital Simulator, High
































USE TENNESSEE VALLEY (AL-KY-TN)
Valley (CA), Coachella
USE COACHELLA VALLEY (CA)
Valley (CA), Death
USE DEATH VALLEY (CA)
Valley (CA), Imperial
USE IMPERIAL VALLEY (CA)
Valley (CA), Paid Verde
USE PALO VERDE VALLEY (CA)
Valley (CA), Sacramento
USE SACRAMENTO VALLEY (CA)
Valley (CA), San Joaquin
USE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY (CA)
Valley (Colombia), Magdalena-Cauca
USE MAGDALENA-CAUCA VALLEY (COLOMBIA)
Valley (MD-VA-WV), Potomac River
USE POTOMAC RIVER VALLEY (MD-VA-WV)
Valley (North America), St Lawrence
USE ST LAWRENCE VALLEY (NORTH AMERICA)
Valley (VA), Shenandoah










USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Value Problems, Initial













USE ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES
Valves, Automatic Control























USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
Van Allen Radiation Belts
USE RADIATION BELTS
VAN BIESBROECK STAR
VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
















































USE ALKALI VAPOR LAMPS
Vapor Lasers, Metal


















USE HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
Vaporization, Heat Of


























USE IRREGULAR VARIABLE STARS
Variable Stars, Semireguiar
USE SEMIREGULAR VARIABLE STARS





















USE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Variance, Co
USE COVARIANCE
Variance Orbit Determination, Minimum






USE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
Variation, Twenty-Seven Day
USE TWENTY-SEVEN DAY VARIATION
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Variational Theorem, Caatlgliano






































USE VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
VCO




(Vector Calculus), Stokes Theorem









USE FORCE VECTOR RECORDERS
VECTOR SPACES
Vector Splitting, Flux






















Veh Design, Intag Program For Aerospace
USE IPAD
Vehicle, Abiastar Launch
USE ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Aerobee Rocket








Vehicle, Agena A Rocket
USE AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Agena B Rocket
USE AGENA S ROCKET VEHICLE
368
Vehicle, Agena C Rocket
USE AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Agena O Rocket
USE AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Antares Rocket
USE ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Apache Rocket
USE APACHE ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Arcon Rocket
USE ARCON ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Adane Launch
USE ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Asp Rocket
USE ASP ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Aatro
USE ASTRO VEHICLE
Vehicle, Astrobee 1500 Rocket
USE ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Athene Rocket
USE ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Atlas Able 5 Launch
USE ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Atlas Agena B Launch
USE ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Arias Centaur Launch
USE ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Atlas SLV-3 Launch
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, %renice Rocket
USE BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, alack Arrow Launch
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Black Knight Rocket
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Blue Scout Rocket
USE BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Blue Streak Launch
USE BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Cajun Rocket
USE CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Centaur
USE CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Centaur Launch
USE CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle Checkout Program, Space
USE SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
Vehicle Configurations, Launch




USE DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Dlement Launch
USE DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Domlef Paragllder Rocket
USE DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Eldo Launch
USE ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
vehicle, Europa 1 Launch
USE EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Europa 2 Launch
USE EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Europa 3 Launch
USE EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Europa 4 Launch
USE EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, FDL-5 Reentry
USE FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, FFAR Rocket
USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket
USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Genie Rocket
USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, HL-10 Reentry
USE HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, HLD-35 Reentry
USE HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, Honest John Rocket
USE HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehlele, Hotol Launch
USE HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Hyle-Sthr Rocket
USE HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Jablru Rocket
USE JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Jaguar Rocket
USE JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Javelin Rocket
USE JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Juno 1 Launch
USE JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Juno 2 Launch
USE JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Jupiter C Rocket
USE JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Kappa 8 Rocket
USE KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Kappa 9 Rocket
USE KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Uttle Joe 2 Launch
USE LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Little John Rocket
USE LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Loki Rocket
USE LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE
(Vehicle), LRV
USE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES
Vehicle, MB-1 Rocket
USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Meteor 1 Rocket
USE METEOR 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
vehicle, Nlke-Apache Rocket
USE NIKE-APACHE ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehlcle, Nlke-Cajun Rocket
USE NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Nlke-Hydac Rocket
USE NIKE-HYDAC ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Nlke-lroquols Rocket
USE NIKE-IROQUOIS ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle,Vanguard2 Launch
Vehicle, Nlke-Javelln Rocket
USE NIKE-JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Nlke-Tomahawk Rocket
USE NIKE-TOMAHAWK ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Nomad Launch
USE NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle Program, National Launch
USE NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
Vehicle Program, Terminal Configured
USE TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE
PROGRAM
Vehicle, RAM B Launch
USE RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Ruble Rocket
USE RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn D Launch
USE SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-1 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SAD2 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-3 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-4 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-§ Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-6 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-7 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Satum SA-8 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-9 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Saturn SA-10 Launch
USE SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Scout Launch
USE SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Skylark Rocket
USE SKYLARK ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Thor Able Rocket
USE THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Thor Agene Launch
USE THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Thor Delta Launch
USE THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Titan Centaur Launch
USE TITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Titan 3 Launch
USE TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Trailblazer 1 Reentry
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, Trailblazer 1 Rocket
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, Trailblazer 2 Reentry
USE TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, Trailblazer 2 Rocket
USE TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
Vehicle, Vanguard 2 Launch




USE VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Vega Rocket
USE VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle, Venus Fly TRAP Rocket
USE VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Viking Rocket
USE VIKING ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle, Viking 75 Entry
USE VIKING 75 ENTRY VEHICLE
VEHICLE WHEELS
Vehicle, X-17 Reentry




USE ZUNI ROCKET VEHICLE
Vehicle 3, Standard Launch
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Vehicle 5, Standard Launch









USE AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Air Cushion




USE ARCAS ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Argo Rocket
USE ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Astrobee Rocket
USE ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Atlas Agena Launch
USE ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Atlas Launch
USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Automated Guldeway Transit
USE AUTOMATED GUIDEWAY TRANSIT
VEHICLES
Vehicles, Automated Mixed Traffic
USE AUTOMATED MIXED TRAFFIC VEHICLES
Vehicles, Automated Transit





Vehicles, Captured Air Bubble
USE CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
Vehicles, Control Configured




USE ELECTRIC HYBRID VEHICLES
Vehicles Electric Motor
USE ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES
Vehicles, Europa Launch






USE FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
Vehicles, Heavy Lift Launch
USE HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Hovering Rocket






USE INTRAORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
Vehicles, Juno Launch
USE JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Kappa Rocket
USE KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Lambda Rocket




USE LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
Vehicles, Low Observable Reentry
USE LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
Vehicles, Lunar Flying
USE LUNAR FLYING VEHICLES
Vehicles, Lunar Roving
USE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES
Vehicles, Lunar Surface
USE LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
Vehicles, Lunokhod Lunar Roving
USE LUNOKHOD LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES
Vehicles, Magnetic Levitation
USE MAGNETIC LEVITATION VEHICLES
Vehicles, Manned Lunar Surface








USE MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Hike Rocket




USE NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Nuclear Engine For Rocket
USE NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Orbit Transfer
USE ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
Vehicles, Orbital Maneuvering
USE ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLES
Vehicles, Ranger Lunar Landing
USE RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
Vehicles, Recoverable Launch










USE REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Roadway Powered









USE SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Saturn 1 Launch
USE SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Saturn 18 Launch
USE SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Saturn 2 Launch
USE SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Saturn 5 Launch
USE SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Shuttle Derived
USE SHUTTLE DERIVED VEHICLES
Vehicles, Single Stage Rocket
USE SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles, Single Stage To Orbit
USE SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
Vehicles, Skua Rocket
USE SKUA ROCKET VEHICLES
Vehicles), SLV (Soft Landing








USE SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES)
Vehicles), Tanks (Combat





USE THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Thorad Launch
USE THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
Vehicles, Titan Launch










































































Vensnt Flexure Problem, Saint
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
Venant Flexure Problem, St
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
Venant Principle, Saint


















USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
Venom Aircraft, Do Havlllend



















VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
Venus Orbiter, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT





USE MAGELLAN SPACECRAFT (NASA)
Venus Radar Mapper Project
USE MAGELLAN PROJECT (NASA)
Venus Spacecraft, Pioneer




Venus 1 Spacecraft, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
Venus 2 Entry Probes, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 ENTRY PROBES
Venus 2 MulUprobe Spacecraft, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
Venus 2 Night Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 NIGHT PROBE
Venus 2 Sounder Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SOUNDER PROBE
Venus 2 Spacecraft, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
Venus 2 Transporter Bus, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 TRANSPORTER BUS
Venus 67 Spacecraft, Mariner
USE MARINER VENUS 67 SPACECRAFT
Venus-Mercury 1973, Mariner




Verde Valley (CA), Palo
USE PALO VERDE VALLEY (CA)
Verification (Computers), Program

















































VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
USE VHSIC (CIRCUITS)
VERY LARGE ARRAY (VIA)
VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETRY
VERY LONG BASELINE ARRAY (VLBA)
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
Vessel Design, Pressure





































































































VIDEO LANDMARK ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
VIDEO SIGNALS
Vldlcon Camera System (AVCS), Advanced






























































































VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN SCAN RADIOMETER
Visible Radiation
USE LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
(Visible Radiation), Light




















































































USE V J-101 AIRCRAFT
(VLA), Very Large Array




(VLBA), Very Long Baseline Array
USE VERY LONG BASELINE ARRAY (VLBA)
VLBI
USE VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETRY
VLF EMISSION RECORDERS
VLSI








Voice Translators, Digital To
USE DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
(Voice Translators), DIVOT















VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO AC)



















































































USE HEART MINUTE VOLUME
Volume Method, Finite
USE FINITE VOLUME METHOD
Volume Ramjet Engines, Low









































VT), Lake Champlain Basin (NY-





























USE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
W Devices, S-A-









WA), Cascade Range (CA-OR-
USE CASCADE RANGE (CA-OR-WA)
WA), Columbia River Basin (ID-OR-
USE COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN (ID-OR-WA)
Weal Forces, Van Der
USE VAN DER WAAL FORCES























































USE WIND TUNNEL WALLS
WALSH FUNCTION
Wandering (Geology), Polar


































Wamln 9 Star Aircraft
USE EC-121 AIRCRAFT
Warning System, Ballistic Missile Early
























(Wastes), Deep Well Injection
USE DEEP WELL INJECTION (WASTES)
Wastes (Fuel Conversion), Organic



















Water Boiler Reactor, Los Alamos
USE LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
Water Breeder Reactors, Light







Water Components Test Reactors, Heavy






















































Water Reactor, Halden Boiling
USE HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
Water Reactors, Boiling
USE BOILING WATER REACTORS
Water Reactors, Experimental Boiling
USE EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER
REACTORS
Water Reactors, Heavy
USE HEAVY WATER REACTORS
Water Reactors, Light
USE LIGHT WATER REACTORS
Water Reactors, Pressurized





Water Rocket Engines, Hot







































USE TRAVELING WAVE AMPLIFIERS
Wave Antennas, Gravitational
USE GRAVITATIONAL WAVE ANTENNAS
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Waves, Gravity
WAVE ATTENUATION Wave Propagation, Shock Waves, Alfven
USE SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION USE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC WAVES
Wave Attenuation, Shock
USE SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION Wave Radar, Continuous Waves, Backward
USE CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR USE BACKWARD WAVES
Wave Control, Shock
USE SHOCK WAVE CONTROL Wave Radiation Waves, Bsrocllnlc
USE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION USE BAROCLINIC WAVES
WAVE DEGRADATION
Wave Radiation, Long Waves, Bow
Wave Devices, Bulk Acoustic USE LONG WAVE RADIATION USE BOW WAVES
USE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
Wave Radiation, Short
Wave Devices, Surface Acoustic USE SHORT WAVE RADIATION Waves, Bow Shock
USE SHOCK WAVES
USE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES BOW WAVES
Wave Radio Equipment, Ultra Short




Wave Radio Transmission, Short
WAVE DRAG USE SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION Waves, Carder
USE CARRIER WAVES
Wave Effect, Brown Wave Ratios, Standing
USE BROWN WAVE EFFECT USE STANDING WAVE RATIOS Waves, Centimeter
USE CENTIMETER WAVES
Wave Effect, Green WAVE REFLECTION
USE GREEN WAVE EFFECT Waves, Cnoidal
Wave Refraction, Radio USE CNOIDAL WAVES
WAVE EQUATIONS USE RADIO WAVE REFRACTION
Waves, Combustion
Wave Equations, Lame WAVE RESISTANCE USE FLAME PROPAGATION
USE LAME WAVE EQUATIONS
WAVE SCATTERING Waves, Compression
WAVE EXCITATION USE COMPRESSION WAVES
Wave Transducers, Ultrasonic
Wave Filters, Electromagnetic USE ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS Waves, Continuous
USE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FILTERS USE CONTINUOUS RADIATION
Wave Transmission, Electromagnetic
WAVE FRONT DEFORMATION USE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
Waves, Cosmic Radio
USE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
WAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION Wave Tubes, Backward
USE BACKWARD WAVE TUBES
Waves, Cylindrical
WAVE FRONTS Wave Tubes, Traveling USE CYLINDRICAL WAVES
WAVE FUNCTIONS USE TRAVELING WAVE TUBES
Waves, Decamatric
WAVEFORMS USE DECAMETRIC WAVES
WAVE GENERATION
Waveforms, Sawtooth Waves, Decimeter
Wave Generators, Shock USE SAWTOOTH WAVEFORMS USE DECIMETER WAVES
USE SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS
WAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS Waves, Detonation
WAVE INCIDENCE CONTROL USE DETONATION WAVES
WAVEGUIDE FILTERS
WAVE INTERACTION Waves, Diffusion
WAVEGUIDE LASERS USE DIFFUSION WAVES
Wave Interaction, Shock
USE SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION WAVEGUIDE TUNERS Waves, DIIstatlonsl
USE DILATATIONAL WAVES
Wave Lasers, Continuous
USE CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS WAVEGUIDE WINDOWS
Waves, Elastic
Wave Luminescence, Shock WAVEGUIDES USE ELASTIC WAVES
USE SHOCK WAVE LUMINESCENCE Waves, Electroecoustlc
Waveguldes, Beam USE ELECTROACOUSTIC WAVES
Wave Masers, Traveling USE BEAM WAVEGUIDES
USE TRAVELING WAVE MASERS Waves, Electromagnetic
Waveguldes, Circular USE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Wave Model, Density USE CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDES
USE DENSITY WAVE MODEL Waves, Electromagnetic Surface
Wsveguldes, Optical USE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURFACE WAVES
Wave Modulation, Traveling USE OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
USE TRAVELING WAVE MODULATION Waves, Electrostatic
Waveguldes, Rectangular USE ELECTROSTATIC WAVES
Wave Motion USE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES
USE WAVES Waves, Expansion
Waveguldes, Sonic USE ELASTIC WAVES
Wave Orbiting Telescope, Kilometer USE ACOUSTIC DELAY LINES
USE KILOMETER WAVE ORBITING TELESCOPE Waves, Extraterrestrial Radio
WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING USE EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
Wave Oscillators
USE OSCILLATORS Wavelength Lasers, Two- Waves, Frontal
USE TWO-WAVELENGTH LASERS USE FRONTAL WAVES
WAVE PACKETS
WAVELENGTHS Waves, Galactic Radio
Wave Profiles, Shock USE GALACTIC RADIO WAVES
USE SHOCK WAVE PROFILES Wavelengths, De Broglle
USE DE BROGLIE WAVELENGTHS Waves, Gravitational
WAVE PROPAGATION USE GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
WAVERIDERS
Wave Propagation, Ground Waves, Gravity







































USE MODES (STANDING WAVES)
Waves), Nodes (Siondlng
USE NODES (STANDING WAVES)
Waves, Normal Shock
USE NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
Waves, OMIque Shock
































































































WEAK INTERACTIONS (FIELD THEORY)
WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Weapon System, Typhon


























Weather Air Navigation, All-












Weather Forecasting, Long Range
USE LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING
Weather Forecasting, Numerical
USE NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
Weather Forecasting, Statistical





Weather Landing Systems, All-









USE AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
Weather Testa, Cold

















































































Welding, Gas Tungsten Arc










USE GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
Wckllng, Tungsten Inert Gas





Well Injection (Wastes), Deep




















WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Weolland MK-10 Helicopter
USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Wesdand P-531 Helicopter
USE P-531 HELICOPTER
Westiand SR-N2 Ground Effect Machine
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Wcstiand SFI-N2 Hovercraft
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Wesdand SR-N3 Ground Effect Machine
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Westland SR-N3 Hovercraft
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Wesdand SR-N5 Ground Effect Machine
















Wheel Infrared Spectrometers, Filter
USE FILTER WHEEL INFRARED
SPECTROMETERS
Wheel Satellite, TIROS






































USE SIKORSKY WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Whirlwind Helicopter, Westland
USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Whirlwind MK-IO Helicopter














White Photography, Black And





Whltney-Wllcoxon U Teat, Mann-
USE MANN-WHITNEY-WlLCOXON U TEST
WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS











Width Amplitude Converters, Pulse





















Wllcoxon U Test, Mann-Whitney-




William Sound (AK), Prince
USE PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND (AK)

















WIND RIVER RANGE (WY)
WIND SHEAR

















USE BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Cascade
USE CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Combustion
USE COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Cryogenic






USE HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
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Wind Tunnels Hypersonic
USE HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels Hyperveloclty
USE HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels Low Density
USE LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels Low Speed
USE LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels Plasma Jet
USE PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Rectangular
USE RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Slotted
USE SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Subsonic
USE SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Supersonic
USE SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Transonic
USE TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Wind Tunnels, Trlsonlc


















Window Atmosphere Sounding Projectile


























Wing Aircraft, C-8A Augmsntor
USE C-8A AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
Wing Aircraft, Fan In







USE FREE WING AIRCRAFT
Wing Aircraft, Low
USE LOW WING AIRCRAFT
Wing Aircraft, Pivoted
USE TILT WING AIRCRAFT
Wing Aircraft, Rotary
USE ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Wing Aircraft, Tandem
USE TANDEM WING AIRCRAFT
Wing Aircraft, Tilt
USE TILT WING AIRCRAFT
Wing And Tall Configurations, Body-





USE DUAL WING CONFIGURATIONS
WING FLAPS
Wing Flaps, Jet Augmented
USE JET FLAPS
WING FLAPS









USE X WING ROTORS
Wing Slats




































Wings, High Aspect Ratio
USE SLENDER WINGS
Wings, Infinite Span
USE INFINITE SPAN WINGS
Wings, Joined
USE JOINED WINGS
Wings, Low Aspect Ratio
USE LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
Wings, M
USE VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Wings, Mission Adaptive


















































USE TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
Wings, Variable Sweep
USE VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Wings, W







Wire Control, Fly By

































































USE SATURN 1 WORKSHOP
Workshop, Saturn 5



















































WV), Potomac River Valley (MD-VA-
USE POTOMAC RIVER VALLEY (MD-VA-WV)
WY
USE WYOMING
WY), Bighorn Mountains (MT-
USE BIGHORN MOUNTAINS (MT-WY)
WY), Black Hills (SD-
USE BLACK HILLS (SD-WY)
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(WY), Wind River Range
USE WIND RIVER RANGE (WY)
WY), Yellowstone National Park (ID-MT-















X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
X Ray Astrophysics Facility, Advanced
USE X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
X RAY BINARIES













USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
X Ray Spectrometry
USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
X Ray Spectropolerlmetry Payload
USE EXPOS (SPACELAB PAYLOAD)
X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
X RAY STARS
X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
X RAY STRESS MEASUREMENT
X RAY TELESCOPES




USE COSMIC X RAYS
X Systems, Nike













































































































Year For Great Lakes, International Field
USE INTERNATIONAL FIELD YEAR FOR GREAT
LAKES
Year), ICY (Geophysical
USE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
Year, International Geophysical
USE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
Year, International Quiet Sun
USE INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR
Year), IOSY (International
USE INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR
YEAST





































York City (NY), New




















































ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
Zero Crossings






ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6



















USE NICKEL ZINC BATTERIES
Zinc Batteries, Silver
USE SILVER ZINC BATTERIES
Zinc Batteries, Sliver Oxide











USE SILVER ZINC BATI-ERIES
Zinc Silver Oxide Batteries
USE SILVER ZINC BATTERIES





































USE ZONAL FLOW (METEOROLOGY)
Zonal Earth Energy Budget Experiment
USE LZ.EEBE SATELLITE





ZONO I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZONO 6 SPACE PROBE
ZONO 7 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 8 SPACE PROBE
Zone Color Scanner, Coastal




USE HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ZONE MELTING
Zone, Panama Canal


















USE INTERTROPICAL CONVERGENT ZONES






















USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
t Aircraft, AO-
USE OV-1 AIRCRAFT
I Aircraft, Argosy MK-




























1 Carrier Rocket, Echo
USE THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE

















USE ERS-1 (ESA SATELLITE)
1, Experimental Breeder Reactor
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
1 Flight, Mercury MA-
USE MERCURY MA-1 FLIGHT
1 Flight, Mercury MR-
USE MERCURY MR-1 FLIGHT
1 Flight, Space Transportation System




1 Ground Effect Machines, HD-
























1, High Energy Astronomy Observatory
USE HEAO 1
1 ICBM, Titan
USE TITAN 1 ICBM
1, IMP-
USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
1, International Sun Earth Explorer





1 Launch Vehicle, Europa
USE EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
1 launch Vehicle, Juno
USE JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
1 launch Vehicle, Saturn I SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
1 launch Vehicles, Saturn




USE LUNAR ORBITER 1
t Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
1 Lunar Probe, Surveyor




USE AAP 1 MISSION
1 Nuclear Power Plant, ML-











USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
1, RAE-
USE EXPLORER 38 SATELLITE
1 Reactor, EBR-
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
Reactor, KIWI B-
USE KIWI B-1 REACTOR
Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
Reentry Vehicle, Trailblazer
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
Region, F
USE F 1 REGION
Rocket Engine, F-
USE F-1 ROCKET ENGINE
Rocket Propellants, RP-
USE RP-1 ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Rocket Vehicle, MB-
USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Meteor
USE METEOR 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
Rocket Vehicle, Trailblazer
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
SA-1 launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-2 launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-3 launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-4 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-5 launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-6 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-7 launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-8 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA-9 Launch Vehicle, Saturn
USE SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
1 SA-10 launch Vehicle, Saturn




USE ALOUE'I-rE 1 SATELLITE
1 Satellite, Ariel
USE ARIEL 1 SATELLITE
1 Satellite, D-
USE D-1 SATELLITE
1 Satellite, Dynamics Explorer
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1 SATELLITE
1 Satelllta, Echo
USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESRO
USE ESRO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer




USE GEOS 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Hawkeye
USE EXPLORER 52 SATELLITE
Satellite, Iniun
USE INJUN 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Magset
USE MAGSAT 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Merlsat
USE MARISAT 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Proton
USE PROTON 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Relay
USE RELAY 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, San Marco
USE SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Solar Radiation
USE SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Sputnik
USE SPUTNIK 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, SRET
USE SRET 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, SYNCOM




USE TELSTAR 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 1 SATELLITE
Satellite, Vanguard





1 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test















USE ELEKTRON 1 SATELLITE
1 Sounding Rocket, Black Brant
USE BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
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I SPace Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
I Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
1 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
1, Space Shuttle Orbital Right Test
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
t Spacecraft, European
USE EUROPEAN 1 SPACECRAFT
1) Spacecraft, Gemini (GT-
USE GEMINI (GT-1) SPACECRAFT
1 Spacecraft, Mark
USE MARK 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Marl=
USE MARS 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, SERT
USE SERT 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Viking
USE VIKING 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Voskhod
USE VOSKHOD 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Voltok
USE VOSTOK 1 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Voyager
USE VOYAGER 1 SPACECRAFT
Stage, Satum S-
USE SATURN S-1 STAGE
1, STS-





USE VIKING LANDER 1
1, Viking Orbiter
USE VIKING ORBITER 1
1, Weapon System 107A-
USE WEAPON SYSTEM 107A-1
1 Workshop, Saturn




USE ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
1B Compounds, Group
USE GROUP tB COMPOUNDS
1B Launch VehlctaL Saturn
USE SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
1B Stage, Saturn S-
USE SATURN S-1B STAGE
1C Aircraft, Grumman OV-
USE OV-1 AIRCRAFT
1C Stage, Satum S-









USE ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT
2 Aircraft, AN-
USE AN-2 AIRCRAFT





USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
2 Aircraft, OHC





2 Aircraft, Falray Delta
USE FD 2 AIRCRAFT
2 Aircraft, FD
USE FD 2 AIRCRAFT
2 Aircraft, Hunter F-
USE F-2 AIRCRAFT





























USE TYPE 2 BURSTS
2 Comet, Tempol
USE TEMPEL 2 COMET
2 Engine, Castor
USE TX-354 ENGINE









2 Entry Probes, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 ENTRY PROBES
2, Experimental Breeder Reactor
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
2 Flight, Mercury MA-
USE MERCURY MA-2 FLIGHT
2 Flight, Mercury MR-
USE MERCURY MR-2 FLIGHT
2 Flight, Space Transportation System
























USE TITAN 2 ICBM
2, IMP-
USE EXPLORER 21 SATELLITE
2, International Sun Earth Explorer





2 Launch Vehicle, Europa
USE EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
2 Launch Vehicle, Juno
USE JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
2 Launch Vehicle, Little Joe
USE LITFLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
2 Launch Vehicle, Saturn I SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
2 Launch Vehicle, Vanguard
USE VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
2 Launch Vehicles, Saturn





2 Uftlog Body, M-
USE M-2 LIFTING BODY
2, Liquid Helium
USE LIQUID HELIUM 2
2, Lunar Orbiter
USE LUNAR ORBITER 2
2 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
2 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
2 Lunar Probe, Su_eyor
USE SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
2 Missile, Sparrow




USE AAP 2 MISSION
2 Mission, MA-
USE MERCURY MA-2 FLIGHT
2 Multiprobe Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Night Probe, Pioneer Venus









USE ESSA 2 SATELLITE
2 Payload, OSTA-
USE OSTA-2 PAYLOAD
2, Radio Astronomy Explorer
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
2, RAE
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
2 Reactor, EBR-
USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
2 Reactor, Tory
USE TORY 2 REACTOR
2 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
2 Reentry Vehicle, Trailblazer
USE TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
2 Region, F
USE F 2 REGION
2 Rocket Vehicle, Trailblazer




USE ALOUETTE 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Ariel
USE ARIEL 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Cannonball
USE CANNONBALL 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Cosmos
USE COSMOS 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Dynamics Explorer
USE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Echo
USE ECHO 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Elektron
USE ELEKTRON 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, ESRO
USE ESRO 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, GEOS
USE GEOS 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Midas
USE MIDAS 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, NOAA
USE NOAA 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite Palepe
USE PALAPA 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Proton




USE RELAY 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, San Marco
USE SAN MARCO 2 SATELLITE
2 satellite, Sputnik
USE SPUTNIK 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, SRET
USE SRET 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, SYNCOM
USE SYNCOM 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Telstar
USE TELSTAR 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 2 SATELLITE
2 satellite, Vanguard
USE VANGUARD 2 SATELLITE
2 Satellite, Venere





2 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test












2 Sounder Probe, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SOUNDER PROBE
2 Sounding Rocket, Black Brant
USE BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
2 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
2 Space Probe, Mariner R
USE MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
2 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
2 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
2, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight Test
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
2 Spacecraft, Gemini
USE GEMINI 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Madner Mark
USE MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Mars
USE MARS 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, SERT
USE SERT 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Viking
USE VIKING 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Voakhod
USE VOSKHOD 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Voatok
USE VOSTOK 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Spacecraft, Voyager
USE VOYAGER 2 SPACECRAFT
2 Stage, Saturn S-
USE SATURN S-2 STAGE
2, STS-
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT
2 Target Drone Aircraft, Flrebee
USE FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
2 Telescope, Stratoacope
USE STRATOSCOPE TELESCOPES
2, Tower Shielding Reactor
USE TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
2 (Trademark), Zlrcaloy
USE ZIRCALOY 2 (TRADEMARK)
2 Transporter Bus, Pioneer Venus
USE PIONEER VENUS 2 TRANSPORTER BUS
2, Viking Lander
USE VIKING LANDER 2
2, Viking Orbiter
USE VIKING ORBITER 2
2, Vitamin B
USE RIBOFLAVIN
2, Weapon System t07A-
USE WEAPON SYSTEM 107A-2
2, Zero Power Reactor
USE ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
2-A Reactor, Tory
USE TORY 2-A REACTOR
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2-(: Reactor, Tory
USE TORY 2-C REACTOR
21180 Autoglro, Avian




USE ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS
2A Helicopter, Kaman UH-
USE UH-2 HELICOPTER
2B Compounds, Group
USE GROUP 2B COMPOUNDS
2B Satellite, D-
USE D-2 SATELLITES
2B, Snow Aerial Applicator Aircraft S-
USE S-2 AIRCRAFT
2F2 Lifting Body, M-
USE M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
2F3 Lifting Body, M-




3 Aircraft, Dauault Mirage
USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
3 Aircraft, DC
USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
3 Aircraft, Douglas DC-
USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
3 Aircraft, Mirage


















USE TYPE 3 BURSTS
3 Computer, IIIlac












USE GEMINI 3 FLIGHT
3 Flight, MA-
USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
3 Flight, Mercury MA-
USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
3 Flight, Mercury MR-
USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
3 Flight, MR-
USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
3 Flight, Space Transportation System

























USE EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
3, International Sun Earth Explorer





3 Launch Vehicle, Atlas SLV-
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3 Launch Vehicle, Europa
USE EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3 Launch Vehicle, Saturn 1 SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3 Launch Vehicle, Titan
USE TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3, Lunar Orbiter
USE LUNAR ORBITER 3
3 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROSE
3 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
3 Lunar Probe, Su_eyor
USE SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
3 Missile, Sparrow
USE SPARROW 3 MISSILE
3 Mission, AAP














USE ESSA 1 SATELLITE
3 Payload, OSTA-
USE OSTA-3 PAYLOAD
3 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
3 Rocket Engine, SL-




USE ARIEL 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Co_nos
USE COSMOS 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 3 SATELUTE
3 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, GEOS
USE GEOS 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, InJun
USE INJUN 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Midas
USE MIDAS 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, NOAA
USE NOAA 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Proton
USE PROTON 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, S-
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, San Marco
USE SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Solar Radiation
USE SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Sputnik
USE SPUTNIK 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, SYNCOM
USE SYNCOM 3 SATELLITE
3 satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Vanguard
USE VANGUARD 3 SATELLITE
3 Satellite, Venere





3 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test
3 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test










3 Sounding Rocket, Black Brant
USE BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
3 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
3 Spsce Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
3 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
3, Space Shuttle Orbltsi Flight Test
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 3
FLIGHT
3 Spacecraft, Mars
USE MARS 3 SPACECRAFT
3 Spacecraft, Vostok
USE VOSTOK 3 SPACECRAFT
3, Standard Launch Vehicle
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3, STS-




3 Television System, Ranger Block
USE RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
3, Zero Power Reactor




USE GROUP 3A COMPOUNDS
3B Compounds, Group
USE GROUP 3B COMPOUNDS
3B Satellite, NATO





USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
4 Aircraft, De Hsvllland DHC
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
4 Aircraft, DHC










USE TYPE 4 BURSTS
4 Computer, Illlac
USE ILLIAC 4 COMPUTER
4 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 4 FLIGHT
4 Flight, MA-
USE MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
4 Flight, Mercury MA-
USE MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
4 Flight, Mercury MR-
USE MERCURY MR-4 FLIGHT
4 Flight, Space Transportation System















USE EXPLORER 34 SATELLITE
4, ITOS
USE ITOS 4
4 Jet Fuel, JP-
USE JP-4 JET FUEL
4, LANDSAT
USE LANDSAT 4
4 Launch Vehicle, Europa
USE EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
4 Launch Vehicle, Saturn 1 SA-




USE LUNAR ORBITER 4
4 Lunar Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
4 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
4 Lunar Probe, Surveyor
USE SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
4 Mission, AAP
USE AAP 4 MISSION
4, OFT




4 Reactor, KIWI B-
USE KIWI B-4 REACTOR
4 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
4 Satellite, AHel
USE ARIEL 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Elaktron
USE ELEKTRON 4 SATELLITE
4 Satsillte, ESRO
USE ESRO 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Injun
USE INJUN 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Midas
USE MIDAS 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, NOAA
USE NOAA 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Proton
USE PROTON 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Sputnik
USE SPUTNIK 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, SYHCOM
USE SYNCOM 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, UK
USE UK 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellite, Venera
USE VENERA 4 SATELLITE
4 Satellites, OV-
USE OV-4 SATELLITES
4 (Shuttle), Orbital Flight Test








4 Sounding Rocket, Black Brant
USE BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING ROCKET
4 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
4 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
4 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
4, Space Shuttle Orbital Right Test
USE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 4
FLIGHT
4 Spacecraft, Marc
USE MARS 4 SPACECRAFT
4 Spacecraft, Vostok






USE SATURN S-4 STAGE
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4, s'rs-




4A Aircraft, Lockheed XV-
USE XV-4 AIRCRAFT
4A Compounds, Group
USE GROUP 4A COMPOUNDS
4B Compounds, Group
USE GROUP 4B COMPOUNDS
4B Stage, Saturn S-






5 Aircraft, De Hevlllend DHC
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
5 Aircraft, DHC





5 Aircraft, Glostar GA-
USE GA-5 AIRCRAFT















USE TYPE 5 BURSTS
5 Computer, Sigma










USE APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
S Right, Gemini
USE GEMINI 5 FLIGHT
5 Right, MA-
USE MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
5 Flight, Mercury MA-








USE EXPLORER 41 SATELLITE
5 Jet Fuel, JP-
USE JP-5 JET FUEL
5, LANDSAT
USE LANDSAT 5
5 Launch Vehicle, Atlas Able
USE ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
5 Launch Vehicle, Saturn 1 SA-
USE SATURN I SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
5 Launch Vehicles, Saturn
USE SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
5, Lunar Module
USE LUNAR MODULE 5
5, Lunar Orbiter
USE LUNAR ORBITER 5
S Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
5 Lunar Probe, Surveyor





5 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
5 Reentry Vehicle, FDLo
USE FDLo5 REENTRY VEHICLE
5 Satellite, Ariel
USE ARIEL 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellite, Comos
USE COSMOS 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 5 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 5 SATELLITE
S Satellite, Injun
USE EXPLORER 40 SATELLITE
5 Sate"Ita, Mklee
USE MIDAS 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellite, NOAA
USE NOAA 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellite, Sputnlk
USE SPUTNIK 5 SATELLITE
5 Sate.Be, TIROS
USE TIROS 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellite, Venere
USE VENERA 5 SATELLITE
5 Satellites, OV-
USE OV-5 SATELLITES
6 Reentry Body, Mark
5 Sounding Rocket, Black Brant
USE BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
5 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
5 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
5 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
5 Spacecraft, Mars
USE MARS 5 SPACECRAFT
5 Spacecraft, Vostok
USE VOSTOK 5 SPACECRAFT
5, Standard Launch Vehicle
USE STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
5, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
5 Workshop, Satum




USE GROUP 5A COMPOUNDS
5B Compounds, Group







USE APOLLO 6 FLIGHT
6 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 6 FLIGHT
6 Flight, Mercury MA-








USE EXPLORER 43 SATELLITE
§ Jet Fuel, JP-
USE JP-6 JET FUEL
6 Launch Vehicle, Serum 1 SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
6, Uthlum
USE LITHIUM ISOTOPES
6 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
6 Lunar Probe, Surveyor





6 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
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6 Sailplane, Schleicher KA





USE COSMOS 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, Midas
USE MIDAS 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, NOAA
USE NOAA 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, S-
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 6 SATELLITE
6 Satellite, Veners
USE VENERA 6 SATELLITE
6 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
6 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
6 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
6 Spacecraft, Mars
USE MARS 6 SPACECRAFT
6 Spacecraft, Vostok




USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
6, Vitamin B
USE PYRIDOXINE
6, Zero Power Reactor




USE GROUP 6A COMPOUNDS
6B Compounds, Group





USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
7 Aircraft, DC
USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
7 Aircraft, Douglas DC-














USE APOLLO 7 FLIGHT
7 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 7 FLIGHT
7 Flight, Mercury MA-






USE EXPLORER 47 SATELLITE
7 Launch Vehicle, Saturn 1 SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
7, Lunar Module
USE LUNAR MODULE 7
7 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
7 Lunar Probe, Su_eyor




USE ESSA 7 SATELLITE
7 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 7 SATELLITE
7 Satellite, Midas
USE MIDAS 7 SATELLITE
7 Satellite, Nimbus
USE NIMBUS 7 SATELLITE
7 satellite, NOAA
USE NOAA 7 SATELLITE
7 Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 7 SATELLITE
7 Satellite, Venera





7 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
7 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
7 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
7, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
7, STS-




USE GROUP 7B COMPOUNDS
8
8 Aircraft, DC
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
8 Aircraft, Douglas DC-










USE GROUP 8 COMPOUNDS
8 Computer, PDP
USE PDP 8 COMPUTER
8 Flight, Apollo
USE APOLLO 8 FLIGHT
8 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 8 FLIGHT
8 Flight, MA-
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
8 Flight, Mercury MA-
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
8, IMP-
USE EXPLORER 50 SATELLITE
8 Jet Fuel, JP-
USE JP-8 JET FUEL
8 Launch Vehicle, saturn 1 SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
8 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
8, OSO-
USE OSO-8
8 Rocket Vehicle, Kappa
USE KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
8 Rocket, Vertical
USE VERTICAL 8 ROCKET
8 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 8 SATELLITE
8 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER B SATELLITE
8 Satellite, NO/U_
USE NOAA 8 SATELLITE
8 Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 8 SATELLITE
8 Satellite, Venera






USE MARS 7 SPACECRAFT
8 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
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8 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
8 Space Probe, Zond
USE ZON£) 8 SPACE PROBE
8, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight









8A Augmentor Wing Aircraft, C-











USE [:)(3 9 AIRCRAFT
9 Aircraft, Douglas DC-








USE PDP 9 COMPUTER
9 Computer, Sigma
USE SIGMA 9 COMPUTER
9 Right, Apollo
USE APOLLO 9 FLIGHT
9 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 9 FLIGHT
9 Flight, MA-
USE MERCURY MA-9 FLIGHT
9 Flight, Mercury MA-
USE MERCURY MA-9 FLIGHT
9 Launch Vehicle, Saturn 1 SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
9 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
9 Lunar Probe, Ranger
USE RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
9 Rocket Vehicle, Kappa
USE KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
9 Satellite, ESSA
USE ESSA 9 SATELLITE
9 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 9 SATELLITE
9 Satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 9 SATELLITE
9 satellite, Venera
USE VENERA 9 SATELLITE
9 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE
9 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
9, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
USE SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 41-A
9, STS-
USE SPACE SHU'I-rLE MISSION 41-A
9, Zero Power Reactor



























USE PDP 10 COMPUTER
10 Computer, System






USE APOLLO 10 FLIGHT
10 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 10 FLIGHT
10 Helicopter, Westlend MK-
USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
10 Helicopter, Whirlwind MK-
USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
10 Launch Vehicle, Saturn 1 SA-
USE SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
10 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
11/20 Computer,POP
10 Reentry Vehicle, HL-
USE HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
10 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 10 SATELLITE
10 satellite, Solrad
USE EXPLORER 44 SATELLITE
10 satellite, TIROS
USE TIROS 10 SATELLITE
10 Satellite, Venera
USE VENERA 10 SATELLITE
10 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 10 SPACE PROBE
10 Space Probe, Pioneer







11 Aircraft, Nlhon YS-
USE YS-11 AIRCRAFT









USE PDP 11 COMPUTER
11 Fright, Apollo
USE APOLLO 11 FLIGHT
11 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 11 FLIGHT
11 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
11 Missile, SS-
USE SS-11 MISSILE
11 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
11 Satellite, A-
USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
11 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
11 Satellite, Venera
USE VENERA 11 SATELLITE
11 Series Computers, Vax-
USE VAX-11 SERIES COMPUTERS
11, SNAP
USE SNAP 11
11 Space Probe, Mariner
USE MARINER 11 SPACE PROBE
11 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
11, STS-
USE SPACE SHUI-rLE MISSION 41-B
11120 Computer, PDP




USE PDP 11/40 COMPUTER
11145 Computer, PDP
USE PDP 11/45 COMPUTER
11150 Computer, PDP
USE PDP 11/50 COMPUTER
11/70 Computer, PDP












USE PDP 12 COMPUTER
12 Flight, Apollo
USE APOLLO 12 FLIGHT
12 Flight, Gemini
USE GEMINI 12 FLIGHT
12 Helicopter, UH-
USE OH-23 HELICOPTER
12 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
12 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
12 Satellite, A-
USE ECHO 2 SATELLITE
12 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
12 Satellite, Venera
USE VENERA 12 SATELLITE
12 Space Probe, Pioneer

















13 Lunar Probe, Lunlk


















USE APOLLO 14 FLIGHT
14 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
14 Satellite, Cosmos
USE COSMOS 14 SATELLITE
14 satalllte, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
14, STS-












USE POP 15 COMPUTER
15 Flight, Apollo












USE APOLLO 16 FLIGHT
16 Lunar Probe, Lunlk














USE APOLLO 17 FLIGHT
17 Helicopter, H-
USE H-17 HELICOPTER
17 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
17, Oxygen
USE OXYGEN 17
17 Reentry Body, Mark
USE MARK 17 REENTRY BODY
17 Reentry Vehicle, X-
USE X-17 REENTRY VEHICLE
17 Satelllta, Explorer






USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
18 Aircraft, Beechcraft
USE BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
18 Aircraft, F-
USE F-18 AIRCRAFT
18 Aircraft, Lockheed Model






USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
18 Satellite, S-
USE OAO
19 Aircraft, Cessna L-





19 Lunar Probe, Lunlk








USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
2
20 Aircraft, Dassault Mystere










20 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE
20 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 20 SATELLITE
20, s'rs-



















22 Lunar Probe, Lunlk
USE LUNIK 22 LUNAR PROBE
22 satellite, Explorer
















USE SPACE SHUTI'LE MISSION 51-D
24 Aircraft, AN-
USE AN.24 AIRCRAFT















USE EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
25, STS-






USE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE
26, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
27 Aircraft, DO-
USE DO-27 AIRCRAFT









USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
27 satellite, S-




USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
28 Aircraft, DO-
USE DO-28 AIRCRAFT
28 Aircraft, Domlor DO-
USE 00.28 AIRCRAFT
28 Alrcratt, Fokker F










USE EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
28, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
28 Transport Alrcreft, F-
USE F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
29 Alrcreft, L-
USE L-29 JET TRAINER
29 Aircraft, Omnlpol L-
USE L.29 JET TRAINER
29 Alrcmtt, X-
USE X-29 AIRCRAFT
29 Jet Trainer, L-
USE L-29 JET TRAINER
29 satellite, Explorer








USE EXPLORER 30 SATELLITE
30, STS-





31 Aircraft, Domier DO-
USE [:)O-31 AIRCRAFT
31 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 31 SATELLITE
31, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-B
31-A, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
31-13, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
31-C, Space Shuttle Million
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
31-D, Space Shuttle Mission






USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
32, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-C











USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
33, STS-



















USE EXPLORER 34 SATELLITE
34 Seneca Aircraft, Pa-
USE PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
34, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 61-E
34-WE-32 Engine, XJ-
USE J-34 ENGINE




35 Aircraft, Vampire MK
USE VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
35 Reentry Vehicle, HLD.
USE HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
35 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
36 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 36 SATELLITE
37 Aircraft, A-
USE A-37 AIRCRAFT
37 Aircraft, Omnlpol Z-
USE Z-37 AIRCRAFT
37 Aircraft, Saab






















USE EXPLORER 39 SATELLITE
4
40 Aircraft, Yak
USE YAK 40 AIRCRAFT
40, Potassium
USE POTASSIUM 40
40 Rubber (Trademark), RTV-
USE RTV-40 RUBBER (TRADEMARK)
40 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 40 SATELLITE









USE EXPLORER 41 SATELLITE
41-A, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
41-S, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
41-C, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
41-D, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTI'LE MISSION 41-D
41-G, Space Shuffle Mission








USE EXPLORER 43 SATELLITE
43B Helicopter, HH-
USE HH-43 HELICOPTER





USE COSMOS 44 SATELLITE
44 Satellite, Explorer




USE EXPLORER 45 SATELLITE
46 Aircraft, C-
USE C-46 AIRCRAFT























USE EXPLORER 47 SATELLITE
48 Satalllta, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 48 SATELLITE
49 Satellite, Explorer






50 Aircraft, Dasssult Mystare
USE MYSTERE 50 AIRCRAFT
50 Aircraft, Mystare


















USE EXPLORER 51 SATELLITE
51 Satellite, S-
USE ARIEL 1 SATELLITE
51-A, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
51-B, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
51-C, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
51-D, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
51-E, Space Shuffle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
396
51-F, Space Shuttle Ml=Mdon
USE SPACE SHUTI'LE MISSION 51-F
51-G, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
51-H, Space Shuffle Mleelon
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
51-1, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUI-_'LE MISSION 51-[
51-J, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
51-L, Space Shuttle Mission






USE EXPLORER 52 SATELLITE
52 Satetnte, S-
USE ARIEL 2 SATELLITE
53 Engine, Brletol-Slddeley BS




















USE COSMOS 54 SATELLITE
54 Satellite, Explorer
























































80 Rubber (Trademark), RTV-







61 Helicopter, Sikorsky S-
USE S-61 HELICOPTER
61-A, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
gl-B, Space Shuttle Mleelon
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-B
61-C, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-C
61-E, Space Shuttle Mission






























65 Helicopter, Sikorsky S-
USE H-53 HELICOPTER
65 Missile, SM-






USE BEACON EXPLORER A
67 Helicopter, S-
USE S-67 HELICOPTER
67 Helicopter, Sikorsky S-
USE S-67 HELICOPTER
67 Spacecraft, Mariner Venus
USE MARINER VENUS 67 SPACECRAFT
68 Missile, SM-
USE TITAN 1 ICBM
68B Mlselle, SM-
USE TITAN 2 ICBM
69 Project, Mare








70 Computer, RCA Spectra






USE MARS 71 PROJECT
71 Satellite, COSMOS





74 Computer, CDC Cyber
USE CDC CYBER 74 COMPUTER
74 Computer, Cyber




USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
75 Engine, J-
USE J-75 ENGINE
75 Entry Vehicle, Viking



















USE UNIVAC 80 COMPUTER
82, Bromine
USE BROMINE ISOTOPES
















































100 Computer, CDC Star























103 Aircraft, Blackburn B-
USE BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
103, Space Shuttle Orbiter
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)




















84 Aircraft, Hunting P-
USE JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
9514 Aircraft, G-
USE G-95/4 AIRCRAFT
104, Space Shuttle Orbiter
USE ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
04 Aircraft, P-








USE BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT
105 Aircraft, Saab




















106 Aircraft, De Hcvilhmd DH
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
106 Aircraft, OH








USE WEAPON SYSTEM 107A.1
107A-2, Weapon System






USE COSMOS 110 SATELLITE
111 Aircraft, BAC
USE BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
111 Aircraft, F-
USE F-111 AIRCRAFT
111 Ground Effect Machine, DTMB-
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
112 Aircraft, De Havllland DH
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
112 Aircraft, DH







115 Aircraft, De Havllicnd DIt
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
115 Aircraft, OH
USE OH 115 AIRCRAFT




116 Computer, Honeywell DDP









121 Aircraft, De Havllland DH
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
121 Aircraft, OH













125 Aircraft, De Havllland DH
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
125 Aircraft, DH
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
125 Aircraft, HS-
































USE WEAPON SYSTEM 133A
133B, Weapon System

















































160 Aircraft, ME P-
USE P-160 AIRCRAFT




160 Aircraft, Tranlmll C-
USE C-160 AIRCRAFT
160-A Computer, COC







186 Aircraft, Plagglo P-
USE P-166 AIRCRAFT
166 Satellite, Cosmos





170 Series Computers, CDC Cyber
170 Series Computers, CDC Cyber






USE CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
174 Computer, CDC Cyber
USE CDC CYBER 174 COMPUTER
175 Computer, CDC Cyber








USE COSMOS 186 SATELLITE
188 Satellite, Cosmos




203 Computer, CDC Cyber
USE CDC CYBER 203 COMPUTER
205 Aircraft, Cessna
USE CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
205, Bismuth
USE BISMUTH ISOTOPES
205 Computer, CDC Cyber
USE CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
206 Satellite, Cosmos






USE CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
210 Aircraft, BE-
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT





USE COSMOS 213 SATELLITE
214a Helicopter, Bell
USE BELL 214A HELiCOPTER





USE COSMOS 224 SATELLITE
228 Satellite, Cosmos




























































308 Aircraft, ME P-
USE P-308 AIRCRAFT







USE WEAPON SYSTEM 315A
320 Aircraft, A-
USE A-320 AIRCRAFT



















USE IBM 360 COMPUTER
370 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 370 COMPUTER
381 Satellite, Cosmos
USE COSMOS 381 SATELLITE
402B Aircraft, Cessna




USE UNIVAC 418 COMPUTER
430 Ground Effect Machine, DTMB-






USE UNIVAC 490 COMPUTER
494 Computer, Univac
USE UNIVAC 494 COMPUTER
5
516 Computer, DDP








559 Aircraft, Douglas D-
USE D-558 AIRCRAFT
593 Engine, gristoI-Slddeley Olympus
USE BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
595 Helicopter, CL-
USE XH-51 HELICOPTER
595 Helicopter, Lockheed CL-
USE XH-51 HELICOPTER
6
600 Challenger Aircraft, CL-
USE CL-600 CHALLENGER AIRCRAFT
60016000 Computer, Honeywell
USE HONEYWELL 600/6000 COMPUTER
625 Computer, GE
USE GE 625 COMPUTER
635 Computer, GE
USE GE 635 COMPUTER
650 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 650 COMPUTER
680 Computer, EAI







USE IBM 704 COMPUTER
707 Aircraft, AVRO
USE AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
707 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
709 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 709 COMPUTER
720 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
727 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
733 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 733 AIRCRAFT
737 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
747 Aircraft. Boeing
USE BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
747B Aircraft, Boeing
USE E-4A AIRCRAFT





USE BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
767 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
752 Satellite, Cosmos



















900 Series Computers, SDS
USE SDS 900 SERIES COMPUTERS
930 Computer, SDS
USE SOS 930 COMPUTER
936 Satellite, Cosmos
USE COSMOS 936 SATELLtTE
940 Aircraft, Sraguet
USE BREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
941 Aircraft, Braguet
USE BREGUET 941 A_RCRAFT
954 Satellite, Cosmos


















1100 Series Computers, Univac
USE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS
2002 Computer, Siemens
1105 computer, univac
USE UNIVAC 1105 COMPUTER
1106 Computer, Univac
USE UNIVAC 1106 COMPUTER
1107 Computer, Univac
USE UNIVAC 1107 COMPUTER
1108 Computer, Univac
USE UNIVAC 1108 COMPUTER
1110 Computer, Unlve¢
USE UNIVAC 1110 COMPUTER





USE COSMOS 1129 SATELLITE
1130 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 1130 COMPUTER
1150 Aircraft, Braguet
USE BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT







USE UNIVAC 1230 COMPUTER
1401 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 1401 COMPUTER
1410 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 1410 COMPUTER
1500 Aircraft, Nord
USE NORD 1500 AIRCRAFT
1500 Rocket Vehicle, Astrobee
USE ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
1604 Computer, COC
USE CDC 1604 COMPUTER
1520 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 1620 COMPUTER
1973, Mariner Venus.Mercury




USE VIKING ORBITER 1975
1977 Mission, Voyager






2000 Aircraft, Lockheed L-
USE L-2000 AIRCRAFT
2000 Computer, Phllco
USE PHILCO 2000 COMPUTER
2002 Computer, Siemens






USE IBM 2250 COMPUTER
2707 Aircraft, Boeing
USE BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
3
3100 Computer, CDC
USE CDC 3100 COMPUTER
3160 Helicopter, SE-
USE SE-3160 HELICOPTER
3160 Helicopter, Sud Aviation $E-
USE SE-3160 HELICOPTER
3200 Computer, COC
USE CDC 3200 COMPUTER
3600 Computer, CDC
USE CDC 3600 COMPUTER
3800 Computer, CDC
USE CDC 3800 COMPUTER
6
6000 Series Computers, CDC
USE CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
6050 Computer, EMR
USE EMR 6050 COMPUTER
6400 Computer, COC
USE CDC 6400 COMPUTER
6600 Computer, CDC
USE CDC 6600 COMPUTER
6700 Computer, CDC
USE CDC 6700 COMPUTER
7
7000 Series Computers, CDC
USE CDC 7000 SERIES COMPUTERS
7000 Series Computers, IBM
USE iBM 7000 SERIES COMPUTERS
7030 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7030 COMPUTER
7040 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7040 COMPUTER
7044 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7044 COMPUTER
7070 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7070 COMPUTER
7074 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7074 COMPUTER
7090 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7090 COMPUTER
7094 Computer, IBM
USE IBM 7094 COMPUTER
7600 Computer, C_




USE INTEL 8080 MICROPROCESSOR
8090 Computer, CDC
USE CDC 8090 COMPUTER
0400 Computer, EA!
USE EAI 8400 COMPUTER
0900 Computer, EAI
USE EAI 8900 COMPUTER
9
9300 Computer, SOS
USE SDS 9300 COMPUTER
1
11000, Rocket Engine 0KS-
USE ROCKET ENGINE 9KS-l J000
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